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Advance Monroe 2040 articulates the long-term vision of Monroe
residents, businesses, and institutions. The Plan provides policies
that reinforce this collective vision by directing future development
to strengthen the City and create exceptional places for its people.
The comprehensive plan is a living document that responds to
changes in the economy, environment, socially, and politically. This
will help City officials and staff identify existing needs and prioritize
projects to help achieve those goals. While this Plan cannot address
every issue or concern in the community, it works to identify topics
that need more attention, action, or further study.

What is a Comprehensive Plan?

A Comprehensive Plan is a citizen-driven plan to set long-term
goals and objectives for the community’s future. It will guide policyrelated decisions for future development and redevelopment
of existing areas within the City. The Plan works to prioritize the
values and aspirations of the community by identifying potential
locations for future development by type and intensity, as well as
corresponding transportation, utility, and amenity improvements
and needs.

How is it Used?

The Comprehensive Plan is used by City staff and elected and
appointed officials to review applications for land use changes
(rezonings) and other development or redevelopment applications.
The Plan guides the action staff and officials should take to align
with the community’s vision and goals. The Plan helps guide
staff by prioritizing recommendations based on importance. The
Comprehensive Plan is also a source to inform decisions about
capital improvements and broader City budgeting. The Plan
should be reviewed annually and updated as needed to ensure
that the goals and objectives remain applicable and reflect the
community’s changing needs.
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Process

Planning is a continuous process that has occurred before this
Plan and will continue after its adoption. The Advance Monroe
Comprehensive Plan results from a dedicated process that brought
residents, stakeholders and property owners, and the City together
to identify existing conditions throughout Monroe, recognize
trends, and create recommendations for the future. The Steering
Committee members, City Staff, and stakeholders worked over
the last two plus years to create the Plan. The City offered multiple
virtual and in-person opportunities throughout the process to ask
for input from the broader community.
The Plan process was divided into four phases:
•

Discovery

•

Visioning

•

Framework

•

Implementation

The discovery phase was the initiation phase of the project.
It addressed quantitative and qualitative opportunities and
challenges facing the City. The opportunities and challenges were
identified by reviewing existing studies, City tour, and facilitation
of various meetings with property owners, stakeholders, elected
and appointed officials, and City staff. A summary document was
prepared to highlight economic and demographic trends for the
community and presented to the public at the first public meeting.
The visioning phase included creating a vision statement and
identifying goals for a series of critical frameworks to achieve that
vision. Principles for each framework help accomplish the overall

vision. These principles ultimately guided the development of the
frameworks and the design and policy recommendations. The
following frameworks included in the Plan are:

•

Better separate and buffer industrial and residential uses

•

Increase higher paying employment opportunities

•

Revitalize the downtown and make it a central hub

•

Land Use

•

Economic Development

•

Housing

•

Focus on more tech and office development

•

Transportation

•

Bring in more sit-down restaurants to the community

•

Quality of Life

•

Downtown

•

Develop more complete streets

•

Duke Energy Substation

•

Develop better transportation infrastructure

•

Butler Tech LeSourdsville Campus

•

Increase pedestrian access throughout the City (connectivity)

•

Increase overall safety

•

Develop more sidewalks throughout Monroe and construct
trails

•

Reduce congestion along roadways

The
framework
phase
included
developing
detailed
recommendations for each framework. Each framework includes
both design and policy recommendations. Maps, graphics, and
text were created to support each critical framework.
The final phase, the implementation phase, involved identifying
short-term and long-term priorities based on the recommendations.
The implementation matrix includes identifying the steps, partners,
timing, and cost for each recommendation. An implementation
matrix increases the Plan’s success by ensuring it is regularly used
to achieve the vision. Below is a summary of the opportunities and
challenges the community identified during the discovery phase:
Housing

Commercial

Transportation

Quality of Life
•

Improve existing parks and recreational spaces

•

Develop more parks and recreation opportunities throughout
the City

•

More sports facilities and fields

•

Better quality residential development

•

Improve the gateways into Monroe

•

More affordable housing options

•

Responsibly grow schools

•

More multi-family housing options

•

Create a community center for residents

•

Develop more senior housing options

•

Develop a senior center

Economic Development & Employment

•

Create a dog park

•

Focus on more tech and office development

•

Industrial development is too prevalent and visible in the
community

A complete summary of the meetings and events that took place
over the development of the Comprehensive Plan can be found in
the Discovery Chapter of the Plan.
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Outlook & Projections Summary

The Comprehensive Plan builds on past trends to prepare the City
for the future. Monroe is a desirable community for families and
professionals to live. There has been steady population growth over
the last 10 years, and it will continue at that rate unless the City
takes other steps to manage development differently.
Population and employment projections determine how much
land is allocated to different land uses. These projections are derived
from demographic trends. The Steering Committee discussed the
fast rate of population and housing development and together
determined slow managed growth should be the policy direction
of the City. Although Monroe faces challenges in expanding its
physical boundaries, the City has enough undeveloped land
for future housing to continue attracting future residents to the
community. The 2040 Comprehensive Plan will accommodate a
future population of 21,000 people by 2040. This population is an
increase of 6,000 people from the 2019 population of 15,000 people.
The Steering Committee believes this is the appropriate amount of
growth over the next 20 years.

Vision

Monroe is an economically diverse community with small town
charm focused on quality growth and development, familycentered amenities, and creating a vibrant quality of life for all.

Goals

Land Use: Monroe will achieve a more cohesive and balanced
development pattern that strengthens residential neighborhoods
and grows the job base while offering more diverse and unique
places to enhance the character of Monroe, promote quality
development, target strategic redevelopment, protect natural
assets, responsibly grow the school district, and minimize impacts
to City resources.
Housing: Monroe will encourage a wide range of quality housing
including townhomes, apartments, condominiums, and singlefamily detached homes.
Economic Development: Monroe will be an economically
sustainable city with a diverse tax base and high-wage jobs while
protecting the community’s character.
Transportation: Monroe will have a safe, accessible, and wellconnected multi-modal transportation system that addresses
vehicular congestion, supports the desired land use pattern;
promotes physical activity, health, and wellness; and serves the
needs of Monroe’s residents, businesses, institutions, and industries.
Quality of Life: Monroe will be a resilient place to live, build a career,
do business, eat, shop, and recreate, making it the preferred place
to call home in the region.
Downtown: Monroe will reinvigorate the downtown by strategically
planning a genuine community gathering space that fosters
public private partnerships for varied residential opportunities,
creates jobs through business attraction and retention, and caters
to a pedestrian-oriented environment with generation bridging
activities.
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Duke Energy Substation: Enhance the entry experience from
State Route 63 to the downtown along the Cincinnati Dayton
Road corridor and improve overall aesthetics of the area, especially
surrounding the substation.
Butler Tech LeSourdsville Campus: To bridge the Butler Tech
LeSourdsville Campus, Monroe Bicentennial Commons, and the
surrounding community together through the development
of a new hub on the west side complete with live and work
opportunities for young adults and entertainment options for all
young professionals, workers, and entrepreneurs, and create a
stronger partnership between the Campus and City.

Frameworks
Land Use

Monroe will achieve a more cohesive and balanced development
pattern that strengthens residential neighborhoods and grows the
job base while offering more diverse and unique places to enhance
the character of Monroe, promote quality development, target
strategic redevelopment, protect natural assets, responsibly grow
the school district, and minimize impacts to City resources.

Future Land Use Map

The purpose of the Future Land Use map (next page) is to help
decisionmakers, developers, property owners, and the public
understand the City’s development strategy and the intent for how
the City’s land resources should be used over the next twenty years
regarding type, location, and intensity. The Future Land Use map
and land use descriptions are conceptual in nature and portray a
high-level view of future development strategies and the desired
outcome of the community.

There are three types of development one may expect in Monroe
— greenfield, infill, and redevelopment. Greenfield development
is construction on previously undeveloped land on open space
or agricultural land. Infill development is building on vacant or
underutilized property within an area that has previously been
largely developed. Examples of infill development could be an
empty downtown lot with a newly constructed business or an
older vacant subdivision lot on which a new house is constructed.
Redevelopment could include a building demolition with a new
structure or possibly converting an existing building into a new or
different use.
Monroe will continue to see predominately greenfield or infill
development because in most cases the current/existing use will
be the same as the planned future use and much of the City’s
building stock is new enough that redevelopment isn’t required. As
Monroe continues to build out, City officials should remember there
is a limited supply of greenfield land given Monroe’s conservative
annexation strategy and adjacent jurisdictions.
The Future Land Use map and Land Use descriptions will
be used to guide actions about growth, development, and
capital improvements over time. The land use component is a
recommendation of policy and should be reviewed from time to
time to ensure it remains flexible given the fluctuations in Monroe’s
economy, resources, and values. This portion of the comprehensive
plan is implemented through the City’s development regulations
and other various public and private development decisions. This
plan, with its subsequent land use descriptions and targeted
growth and transition areas, should serve as the basis for evaluating
potential future zoning ordinance updates and rezoning petitions.
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How to Interpret the Future Land Use Map

The Land Use map is a conceptual map that depicts the future
development and character of that development over the next 20
years. Instead of following specific property boundaries, the land
use boundaries are more generalized for easier interpretation.
Each land use classification, depicted as a specific color as shown
on the Land Use map, signifies a future land use for an area on
the map. This future land use classification could be the use
currently existing on the site or a desired future state that does
not exist on the site. If this future state does not currently exist, a
property owner is not required to develop the property or change
the land use of the existing site. The use of the building or site can
continue indefinitely. However, if the opportunity arises for the site
to be developed or redeveloped, the Land Use map would provide
guidance on how that could change. One last caveat for elected
and appointed officials, staff, property owners, and developers
to keep in mind, this map is still a representation of policy and
therefore if economic, physical, or value changes occur in Monroe,
this map may need to be amended from time to time.

Housing

Monroe will encourage a wide range of quality housing including
townhomes, apartments, condominiums, and single-family
detached homes.
Monroe has many vibrant and active neighborhoods that create a
safe and welcoming environment for residents and their families.
In many ways, neighborhoods are the building blocks that make
up Monroe as a city. Besides agricultural and open space lands,
neighborhoods combine to be the largest land use across the
community. Maintaining these safe and healthy neighborhoods,
and ensuring continued opportunities for a diverse housing stock,
are essential to the long-term success of Monroe. Key attributes of
quality housing and neighborhoods include items such as safety
and security, transportation access and connectivity, recreational
amenities, maintenance of both open spaces and individual
properties and structures, and the support of a quality school
system.
These factors and the intangible elements of community spirit and
place contribute to the Monroe identity. How people answer the
simple question of “where do you live?” says a great deal about
their city and their neighborhood. It is the goal of this plan in
general, and the recommendations of this chapter specifically, that
residents continue to be proud to call Monroe home.
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Additionally, quality neighborhoods and creating a place where
people want to live is the best way to grow existing businesses,
attract new employment opportunities, and support new
restaurant and retail offerings. Specifically, enhancing Monroe’s
existing neighborhoods and promoting new housing development
will:
1.

Create additional housing units and housing types to attract
new residents and provide additional choices as existing
residents’ housing preferences change.

2.

Support economic development efforts related to employment
growth.

3.

Establish healthier and more connected neighborhoods.

4. Increase residential
community.

property

values

throughout

the

Economic Development

Monroe will be an economically sustainable city with a diverse
tax base and high-wage jobs while protecting the community’s
character.
The City of Monroe has experienced tremendous economic
development growth over the past ten to fifteen years, primarily
within the regional retail and logistics sectors. The nature of this
development has raised questions within the community about
appropriate types of future development on the City’s limited
remaining land. This section aims to guide future economic
development activities within the context of the Comprehensive
Plan. Key recommendations include:
•
•
•

•

Identify and embrace appropriate economic development
opportunities for Monroe.
Balance business/talent recruitment with business/talent
retention.
Foster a collaborative design environment to ensure buildings
are designed with changing industries in mind, compatibles
land uses are adjacent, aesthetic standards drive quality
development, and redevelopment sites or transitional areas are
thoughtfully addressed.
Develop communication standards, internal and external
review processes, and informational resources to provide
concise, efficient services to existing and future businesses.

FUTURE LAND USE MAP
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Transportation

Monroe will have a safe, accessible, and well-connected multimodal transportation system that addresses vehicular congestion,
supports the desired land use pattern; promotes physical activity,
health, and wellness; and serves the needs of Monroe’s residents,
businesses, institutions, and industries.
The goal of the Transportation component of the plan is to address
concerns identified by the community during multiple public
engagement opportunities held in person and online. Areas
of improvement were identified as well as additional roadway
development needed to support future growth areas. This
section will focus on best practices, connectivity improvements,
maintenance of existing facilities, and new construction.
A well-connected transportation network is central to supporting
and maintaining quality of life and the economic success of a
community. The existing network has been identified as a key
component of the City’s past growth and success. Continued
investment in the transportation network will be important for
future neighborhood development and for creating connections
to key amenities such as parks, schools, and the downtown. The
transportation system should be balanced to provide for all means
of travel while serving the needs of a wide variety of users. The
transportation recommendations in this section are aimed at
supporting the plan’s overall vision as well as recommendations
related to land use and growth, economic development, recreation,
and quality of life. Through effective planning and thoughtful
design, the City of Monroe’s transportation improvements can
contribute to the overall community aesthetic and give new life to
the City.

Quality of Life

Monroe will be a resilient place to live, build a career, do business,
eat, shop, and recreate, making it the preferred place to call home
in the region.
Quality of life is a concept that combines the social, cultural,
economic, and physical attributes of a community. The relationship
between these elements creates a unique community fabric
that influences the experiences of residents and visitors. Positive
attributes are often associated with housing character, quality
schools, access to recreation and entertainment, and a healthy
environment. Just as important to overall quality of life is the
interaction of residents with each other and their surroundings;
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this includes civic pride, history, community organizations, and
cultural and faith-based institutions.
The Quality of Life framework focuses on City services and facilities,
parks and recreation amenities, and cultural venues, with the goal
of providing superior quality of life in the region to serve existing
residents and to maintain a strong local economy. To work towards
this goal, the City, residents, businesses, organizations, and
schools must all work together. Quality of life is impacted by every
development decision the community makes whether that is by
City leaders and staff, developers, or individual property owners.

Downtown

Monroe will reinvigorate the downtown by strategically planning
a genuine community gathering space that fosters public
private partnerships for varied residential opportunities, creates
jobs through business attraction and retention, and caters to
a pedestrian-oriented environment with generation bridging
activities.
This plan envisions the downtown area as a thriving asset that better
establishes Monroe as a complete community. In other words, the
goal of the downtown recommendations is to create an environment
for people to enjoy being downtown for living, shopping, dining,
entertainment, recreation, and work opportunities. While Monroe
has a diverse land use mix of neighborhoods, employment districts,
commercial corridors, and parks, the downtown lacks the activities
to make it a unique district. Key amenities to attract families,
young professionals, and other residents are critical to the future
success of the area. This includes creating opportunities for more
urban living, entertainment attractions, activities for families and
children, arts and culture events, walkable streets, and interactive
gathering spaces.
The recommendations below focus on the amenities and design
elements needed to attract new development and subsequently,
more residents and visitors to the downtown area. Some of the
recommendations in this section will be implemented by the
city or local non-profit groups and will require significant public
investment. Public investment in these projects helps to exhibit
the city’s commitment to the downtown and will then help attract
developers and stimulate private investment in the area.

FUTURE TRANSPORTATION MAP
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Duke Energy Substation

Enhance the entry experience from State Route 63 to the downtown
along the Cincinnati Dayton Road corridor and improve overall
aesthetics of the area, especially surrounding the substation.
This focus area is an extension of the downtown plan seen on
page 115 in the Downtown Section. The Duke Energy Substation
just north of downtown is one of the many developments that
line Cincinnati Dayton Road / Main Street. Subsequently, it is also
one of the first sights to welcome visitors to the downtown when
heading south along Main Street. Though electrical substations are
critical infrastructure, they are utilitarian in nature and not typically
designed to match their surroundings.
The enhancement plan for the substation details an improved
streetscape and crossings as well as numerous landscape plantings.
Roadway improvements include the incorporation of landscaped
medians, new sidewalks, a multi-use trail, and enhanced
intersections with colorful crosswalks and large intersection plazas
that allow pedestrians and trail users to safely queue before crossing
the street. Landscape enhancements include the incorporation
of new street trees, varied and low maintenance native plantings,
and stormwater planters to help manage runoff. Immediately
surrounding the electrical substation, new vegetated buffers
are recommended to screen and control views and soften the
appearance of the substation from any angle. These recommended
improvements will increase biodiversity and enhance the gateway
and welcome experience to Downtown Monroe.

Butler Tech LeSourdsville Campus

To bridge the Butler Tech LeSourdsville Campus, Monroe
Bicentennial Commons, and the surrounding community
together through the development of a new hub on the west side
complete with live and work opportunities for young adults and
entertainment options for all young professionals, workers, and
entrepreneurs, and create a stronger partnership between the
Campus and City.
The Butler Tech LeSourdsville Campus property on the west
side of Monroe has the potential to become a vibrant district of
residences, businesses, and gathering spaces organized around a
new, walkable street framework. Uniquely situated between State
Route 4 and the planned improvements to Monroe Bicentennial
Commons, the property could create a destination in the area
capable of supporting retail and restaurant businesses to serve
16 | Advance Monroe 2040 Comprehensive Plan

nearby residents while also providing an appropriate location for
both single family dwellings and multi-family living at a range of
affordability levels.

Implementation

Implementation is the process by which the Plan’s recommendations
get translated into meaningful change within the community. The
City of Monroe has been thoughtful in its approach, crafting its vision
for the future carefully. The implementation section lays out the
next steps necessary to achieve the goals and recommendations
related to this vision. It is crucial that key stakeholders, including
the Mayor, City Council, Planning Commission, City staff, business
and community leaders, and not-for-profit organizations, play a
pivotal role in implementing this Comprehensive Plan.

Principles of Implementation
Flexible Approach

The Plan does not contain the Planning Commission or City
Council’s actual decisions regarding development. It is a guide for
decision-making as the community’s collective vision for future
growth . The Plan reflects the community’s values, and the spirit
of the Plan should be adhered to ensure that community input
is respected. City staff, Planning Commission, and City Council
members should interpret the goals as pieces of that broad, longterm vision.
Action steps help direct the day-to-day decisions concerning
specific task-oriented activities. Members of Planning Commission
and City Council should use the action steps to help determine
which of the recommendations they wish to achieve in the shortterm, in the long-term and how to accomplish them.
The Plan is also a guide for future projects. The recommendations
and implementation strategies in this Plan should not be the
only priority and focus for the City to implement. This Plan cannot
account for unknown future development projects that may be
proposed over the next five to 20 years. The Plan is intentionally
written with a bold vision and broad goals to give Planning
Commission and City Council the latitude to make the best
decision in approving or denying future development projects
based on changing conditions and values of Monroe.
The City’s collective vision for the future is not negotiable. While

there will be petitions that request changes to different land uses,
they should not be granted strictly because of a single hardship
expressed by a property owner or group of property owners.
Should Planning Commission recommend approval to the City
Council for numerous rezoning requests inconsistent with the
Future Land Use map within the Plan, the Plan should be updated
as this is an indication that the City’s conditions, issues, or priorities
have changed.

Open and Nimble to Opportunities

Fiscal Responsibility

Accountability

The implementation of the Plan will require the City’s financial
commitment and support. Although the City intends to administer
this Plan with the current financial resources available, money
may need to be set aside in future budgets to carry out some
recommendations. Additional funding resources from outside
sources may become available and make sense for the City to
consider. The City should seek funding resources through federal,
state, or local grants, loans, and other resources.

Stakeholder Involvement / Engagement

Public engagement activities and participation was a vital part
of the creation of the Comprehensive Plan. Several business
owners, stakeholders, residents, and City officials were involved in
bringing this Plan to fruition. For implementation to be successful,
stakeholder involvement and public engagement must be
maintained. Public meetings and hearing about changes to the
land use and proposed development is not meant to be taken
lightly or left to just the knowledge of the Planning Commission
and City Council members. Input from the community about
whether or not a project will achieve the vision and goals outlined
in the Plan is a vital process. Although the Planning Commission
and City Council members will have the final say, additional input
from stakeholders and the public when making decisions that will
affect the community must be taken seriously and utilized.

Collaboration & Partnerships

Several partners came together to provide input during this
process. The implementation of this Plan requires on-going
relationships between stakeholders, property owners, business
owners, community leaders, the City, and State. Strong partnerships
are needed to foster good communication, provide other alliances
in implementing some recommendations and explore funding
opportunities.

This Plan was created to represent the community’s vision for the
community’s future, and it is unlikely that this Plan has accounted
for all types of development. This Plan cannot account for the
unknown opportunities that may present themselves to the City.
City staff, the Planning Commission, and City Council must use their
best judgment, experience, and along with the Plan, determine if
that project would be beneficial to the community.
The City is responsible for implementing the recommendations,
reviewing and updating the Plan, and accomplishing the vision
and goals in this Plan. As the needs of the community change,
the Plan should be reviewed and updated regularly to align with
those changing needs. Future changes in the local economy
may affect what projects are the most important to address. It is
recommended that this Plan is reviewed once a year to ensure that
the vision, goals, and recommendations are still applicable. If they
are not, an update should be done either internally by staff or with
help from a consultant team.

Primary Initiatives

After taking into consideration the communicated needs of the City
and the information and ideas discussed throughout the planning
process, a list of five primary initiatives has been identified to help
prioritize City projects and help create a working plan of next steps.
These recommendations and associated action steps should
be used as the first set of work plan items to be prioritized and
completed. During plan review periods, the City should reassess
current conditions and adjust this list appropriately. The top five
initiatives, in no particular order, are:
•
•
•
•
•

Form a Comprehensive Plan Implementation Committee.
Create a three to five-year capital improvements plan.
Update the Planning and Code.
Develop an Economic Development Plan.
Develop a recreation and connectivity master plan.

Implementation Matrix

At the end of the Implementation chapter is an implementation
matrix. The matrix lists each of the recommendations under
the comprehensive plan topics. For each recommendation, the
respective action steps, relative timeline, cost magnitude, and
parties necessary for implementation are identified.
Chapter 1 Executive Summary | 17
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Advance Monroe 2040 articulates the long-term vision of Monroe residents, businesses,
and institutions. The Plan provides policies that reinforce this collective vision by
directing future development to strengthen the City and create exceptional places for
its people.
The Plan sets forth a vision and framework that supports making land-use decisions,
managing the quality of development, determining the timing and location of future
growth, and directing investment and development activity. It is a dynamic tool that
responds to changes and is updated periodically. The Plan is the basis for which zoning
and subdivision ordinances can be created, adopted, and changed for a community to
represent their best and achieve their future needs. Typically, these long-term plans will
help City officials and staff identify existing needs and prioritize projects to help achieve
those goals. While this Plan cannot address every issue or concern in the community, it
works to identify topics that need more attention, action, or further study.

What is a Comprehensive Plan and How is it
Used?

A Comprehensive Plan is a citizen-driven plan to set long-term
goals and objectives for the community’s future. It will guide policyrelated decisions for future development and redevelopment
of existing areas within the City. The Plan works to prioritize the
values and aspirations of the community by identifying potential
locations for future development by type and intensity, as well as
corresponding transportation, utility, and amenity improvements
and needs.
City staff and elected and appointed officials use the Comprehensive
Plan to review applications for land use changes (rezonings) and
other development or redevelopment applications. The Plan
guides the action staff and officials should take to align with
the community’s vision and goals. The Plan helps guide staff
by prioritizing recommendations based on importance. The
Comprehensive Plan is also a source to inform decisions about
capital improvements and broader City budgeting. The Plan
should be reviewed annually and updated as needed to ensure
that the goals and objectives remain applicable and reflect the
community’s changing needs.

Purpose

Planning is a continuous process that has occurred before this
Plan and will continue after its adoption. The Advance Monroe
Comprehensive Plan results from a dedicated process that
brought residents, stakeholders and property owners, and the
City together to identify existing conditions throughout Monroe,
recognize trends, and create recommendations for the future. The
Steering Committee members, City Staff, and stakeholders worked
over the two plus years to create the Plan. The City offered multiple
virtual and in-person opportunities throughout the process to ask
for input from the broader community.
The Plan process was divided into four phases:
•

Discovery

•

Visioning

•

Framework

•

Implementation

Planning Law

State of Ohio legislation requires Ohio communities to have a
comprehensive plan before adopting zoning. The law does not
require specific elements in the Plan. It encourages plans to
be updated every five years depending on the conditions in the
community, regionally, and nationally. Whether governmentrelated or non-profit, many funding programs typically require
an updated comprehensive plan before submitting a funding
application.
Monroe is a member of the Ohio Kentucky Indiana (OKI) Regional
Council of Governments. OKI has published a series of guidelines
for communities to review when preparing their comprehensive
plans. These guidelines suggest elements to include in the Plan,
ensure community needs are met, encourage coordination with
other government entities, and incorporate additional data sources
and plans.

Fourth of July Event in Monroe, OH
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Four Phased Process

The discovery phase was the initiation phase of the project.
It addressed quantitative and qualitative opportunities and
challenges facing the City. The opportunities and challenges were
identified by reviewing existing studies, City tour, and facilitation
of various meetings with property owners, stakeholders, elected
and appointed officials, and City staff. A summary document was
prepared to highlight economic and demographic trends for the
community and presented to the public at the first public meeting.
The visioning phase included creating a vision statement and
identifying goals for a series of critical frameworks to achieve that
vision. Principles for each framework help accomplish the overall
vision. These principles ultimately guided the development of the

frameworks and the design and policy recommendations. The
following frameworks included in the Plan are:
•

Land Use

•

Economic Development

•

Housing

•

Transportation

•

Quality of Life

•

Downtown

•

Duke Energy Substation

•

Butler Tech LeSourdsville Campus
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The
framework
phase
included
developing
detailed
recommendations for each framework. Each framework includes
both design and policy recommendations. Maps, graphics, and
text were created to support each critical framework.
The final phase, the implementation phase, involved identifying
short-term and long-term priorities based on the recommendations.
The implementation matrix includes identifying the steps, partners,
timing, and cost for each recommendation. An implementation
matrix increases the Plan’s success by ensuring it is regularly used
to achieve the vision.
During the development of this plan, the COVID-19 pandemic
emerged and the City delayed the process as the State enacted
various shut down measures. This period allowed an opportunity
for reevaluation of overarching economic changes and their
impact on the goals, objectives, and frameworks of this plan. The
City conducted more virtual outreach sessions with stakeholders
to gather input to refine plan elements.

How to Use this Plan

This Plan is a roadmap used by City staff and elected and appointed
officials to guide Monroe’s future development. The Plan contains
the vision, goals, policies, maps, and recommendations as decisionmaking tools. By implementing these tools, the vision in this Plan
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created by the community will become a reality.
Implementation is the process by which the recommendations of
the Comprehensive Plan get translated into meaningful change
within the community, which is often challenging. While the
objectives and recommendations are organized under various
key components, implementation relies on treating them as a
part of a whole. The Plan provides policies, projects, and programs
within the context of those critical components. Not all goals
and recommendations can be completed immediately. This
document should continue to evolve as physical, economic, and
social conditions change and resources become available. The
City must also consider the necessary staff and budget resources
and prioritize actions to implement the Comprehensive Plan
successfully.
While the Comprehensive Plan has tried to account for many
different development scenarios and resource possibilities,
there are still elements of uncertainty. This uncertainty is why
the Plan should be a dynamic and living plan that continually
evolves. As conditions change, the staff should consider whether
the opportunity presented meets the Plan’s intent, vision, and
principles and beneficial to Monroe. If it does, then the opportunity
should be considered and, if approved, the City should update the
Plan.

Monroe City Council Chambers

63

Focus Areas of the Plan

2

Courtland Dr.

Within the Comprehensive Plan, a detailed analysis of three
key areas occurred. The three focus areas are the Downtown,
the Duke Energy Substation north of the downtown, and
Butler Tech’s LeSourdsville Campus. These focus areas contain
detailed recommendations to improve design aesthetics, foster
redevelopment, or create a new place within the City.

These focus areas address a variety of challenges facing the
City and provide solutions that address some of the desires
mentioned by the residents throughout the process. While
not everything can be implemented immediately or at all, the
purpose is to provide a vision for what could be with the right
type of development, partners, and incentives.
The Land Use chapter contains additional areas of interest not
discussed here. The Land Use chapter begins on page 46.
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Butler Tech LeSourdsville Campus is the final focus area called
out in the Plan. The Butler Tech administration owns land
adjacent to their building, and the City wanted to provide some
options for their strategic plan update. The development plan
complements Butler Tech’s LeSourdsville Campus and takes
advantage of Monroe Bicentennial Commons. It illustrates a
total build-out concept complete with housing opportunities,
retail, and restaurants for the west side of Monroe. More details
about the Plan are found on page 122.

Elm St.

Lin

The second focus area is the Duke Energy Substation. Located
north of the downtown, the Duke Energy Substation along
Cincinnati Dayton Road / Main Street is an area of interest for
the City because it is the front door into the City’s downtown.
Duke Energy awarded the City a grant to plan for upgrades
around the facility. The details of the plan for the area are found
on page 119.

Macready Ave.

SR

The first focus area, Downtown, is found starting on page 114.
This Downtown Plan details a future build-out scenario that
encourages downtown redevelopment into a more active
town center for the City. The plan recommends streetscape
improvements and beautification strategies, mixed-use
development, housing opportunities, bike, and pedestrian
connections, and creates opportunities for gathering spaces for
residents and visitors. The downtown can become a destination
in Monroe, making development and redevelopment of the
area a chance to explore further.
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Focus Area: Butler Tech LeSourdsville Campus Plan
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Planning Framework

The planning frameworks are the main recommendations of the
plan that focus on Monroe’s physical, policy, and programmatic
guidance for the next 20 years. These frameworks were identified
during the visioning phase of the process and aim to address
critical issues and capitalize on opportunities that will diversify
the economy, ensure quality growth, promote family-centered
amenities, and create a vibrant quality of life. There are six
comprehensive frameworks in this plan: land use, housing,
economic development, transportation, quality of life, and focused
areas. Each framework is organized into a section with principles
that support the goal statement. Each section will showcase various
images and graphics, including maps, photographs, or illustrations,
accompanied by descriptive text to explain the recommendations.
The intent is to help decision-makers and the broader community
understand the recommendations in each of these sections.
Land Use – This section describes the type, character, quality, and
location of all land uses in Monroe for the next twenty years. This
section also discusses redevelopment options for uses that might
be in a transition period or at the end of their market life.
Housing – This section describes the housing needs, types of
housing, and location for various housing types across the City.
Economic Development – This section addresses creating a robust,
diverse local economy with higher wages while also retaining jobs.
Transportation – This section addresses creating a multi-modal
transportation network, improving mobility and connectivity for
all modes, improving safety, and identifying locations for gateway
improvements.
Quality of Life – This section addresses the community’s needs
as it relates to the quality of life of the residents. These amenities
include parks, trails, and City services.
Focus Areas – This section includes three focused areas of the
community that have more detailed recommendations. These
areas include the Downtown, Duke Energy Substation north of the
downtown, and Butler Tech’s LeSourdsville Campus.
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Process & Community Engagement
The City of Monroe hired Rundell Ernstberger Associates to
facilitate the planning process and creation of the Advance
Monroe Comprehensive Plan. The project took over two years to
complete due to a delay from the COVID19 pandemic shut down,
which prevented much of the necessary public engagement and
Steering Committee work for nearly a year.
The project started with a kick-off meeting to discuss the process
and the plan’s critical issues. The first meeting was June 17, 2019,
with focus group meetings during the day and ending with the
first steering committee meeting. There were seven focus groups
organized by the following categories: government, residential
realtors and HOA’s, residential developments, commercial
developers and brokers, the downtown business group, employers
and members from the Chamber of Commerce, large landowners
in the City, and institutional organizations and representatives.
The Steering Committee was a group of community leaders who
provided guidance and feedback to the staff and consultant team
throughout the process on various issues and work products.
Multiple Steering Committee meetings took place throughout
the planning process. Each Steering Committee meeting focused
on providing input into the direction of the plan, including the
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existing conditions, vision, principles, and frameworks, which the
public would eventually review.
Public meetings and events were opportunities for residents to get
involved and provide feedback in the planning process. Several inperson, online, and virtual options were available to the public even
before the pandemic. The project had a dedicated project website
that informed, educated, and collected comments from visitors.
The public also had the opportunity to respond to online surveys.
Over 400 people responded to each question in the series of online
surveys. The information gathered thru these surveys allowed
further tailoring of ideas and concepts within the plan. Policies,
recommendations, and implementation were a direct result of the
feedback received throughout the process.
Throughout the process, staff participated in every steering
committee and public meeting and specific meetings with the
consultant team to review materials and refine content. Each
meeting was used as a check-in to present new materials, updates
to text and maps, and review various concepts included in the plan.
A complete summary of the meetings and events that took place
over the development of the comprehensive plan is as follows:

Monroe’s Fourth of July Event

Meetings & Events Summary
March 12, 2019 | Council Meeting

Consultants from REA attended a Council meeting to learn about
Monroe, land use changes, rezoning, and other infrastructure
improvements. This meeting provided an overview of the
development pressures of properties along I-75 and the Council’s
opinions on development in the area.

April 26, 2019 | Kick-off Meeting & Community Tour

The kick-off meeting was with City Staff and consultants to begin
the project. This kick-off meeting included introductions, a review of
the schedule, setting up the steering committee, focus group topics,
and attendees. A community tour was then given by staff for the
consultants to see different areas of the City, understand some of
the land use issues, and take images.

June 17, 2019 | Focus Group Meetings & Steering
Committee Meeting 1

The consultant team facilitated seven focus group meetings
around a variety of topics in June. The focus groups identified a list
of critical opportunities and issues to organize discussion for the
steering committee and public. The steering committee helped to
understand the demographic trends in the community over the last
twenty years and identify issues and opportunities.

July 4, 2019 | Fourth of July Event

The Monroe City staff and consultant staffed a booth at the Fourth
of July community fair. People attending the fair provided input
about issues and opportunities within the community that would
help guide future decisions about where to focus and focus on the
comprehensive plan.

August 1, 2019 | Night Out Event

The staff attended another existing community event to talk
about the project.
At this event, the staff facilitated a mapping
activity where attendees could place labels that were strengths and
weaknesses. Attendees could also identify one thing missing from
the community.

August 5, 2019 | Public Meeting 1

This first public meeting included explaining the process, the
outcome of the plan, a summary of findings from the previous events,
and an analysis of existing physical conditions and demographic and
economic data obtained from Census data. Attendees also provide
input on their desires for the future of Monroe.
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August 15, 2019 | Steering Committee Meeting 2

At the second steering committee meeting, the consultant
reported the results of the public meeting to the committee and
discussed vision statements and goals.

October 1, 2019 | Staff Work Session

Staff and the consultants worked together to discuss the future
land use scenarios that would support the vision statement and
goals. These scenarios contained various intensity options that
ultimately would be refined into one option. Staff and consultants
held individual property owner meetings to discuss their thoughts
about the future of their property.

October 28-30, 2019 | Large Property Owners
Meetings

Consultants and staff facilitated several individual property owner
meetings who owned large tracts of undeveloped land in Monroe.
These discussions guided the draft of the Future Land Use map.

November 18, 2019 | Steering Committee Meeting 3

The third steering committee meeting focused on developing a
final vision statement and refining policy statements. The steering
committee completed an image preference survey to create
a visual library of the character of different land use types by
framework category, including housing, employment & industrial,
commercial, transportation, and quality of life.

January 17 – February 7, 2020 | Community Online
Surveys

Online surveys were distributed to the community between the
middle of January until the middle of February. The online surveys
were image preference surveys. The public selected the images
with the types of development they would like to see in Monroe.
By the time the surveys closed, there were nearly 1,500 responses
collected from the community.

February 26, 2020 | Steering Committee Meeting 4

The fourth meeting of the steering committee was to discuss
the draft of the Future Land Use and Transportation maps. A
breakdown of the future land use in acres, and land absorption
calculations, were provided with precedent images to show
how future development in some areas could look. The steering
committee reviewed materials and provided refinement for both
maps.
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October 9, 2020 | Grant Meeting

Duke Energy provides planning grants to communities they
serve to improve the vitality of communities through K-12
education, workforce, nature, and state strategic impact
initiatives. The City of Monroe received a grant to plan
improvements near the Duke Energy Substation north of the
downtown. The downtown plan incorporated the proposed
streetscape improvements for the area around the Duke
Energy site. See page 115 for the Downtown Plan and page 120
for the Duke Energy Substation Plan.

November 19, 2020 | Steering Committee
Meeting 5

The fifth steering committee meeting was virtual due to
the pandemic. During the meeting, the steering committee
finalized the vision statement, goal statements, and reviewed
multiple plan components, including future land use,
transportation, and quality of life.

March 16, 2021 | Monroe Area CIC Meeting

The consultant provided an update on the comprehensive plan
to the Monroe Area Community Improvements Corporation
(CIC) Board. The consultant presented an overview of the
plan, including the vision statement, goal statements, Future
Land Use map, Future Transportation map, and Downtown
Build-out Plan to gather feedback from the board members.
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Outlook & Projections Summary

The Comprehensive Plan builds on past trends to prepare the City
for the future. Monroe is a desirable community for families and
professionals to live. There has been steady population growth over
the last 10 years, and it will continue at that rate unless the City
takes other steps to manage development differently.
Population and employment projections determine how much
land is allocated to different land uses. These projections are derived
from demographic trends. The Steering Committee discussed the
fast rate of population and housing development and together
determined slow managed growth should be the policy direction
of the City. Although Monroe faces challenges in expanding its
physical boundaries, the City has enough undeveloped land
for future housing to continue attracting future residents to the
community. The 2040 Comprehensive Plan will accommodate a
future population of 21,000 people by 2040. This population is an
increase of 6,000 people from the 2019 population of 15,000 people.
The Steering Committee believes this is the appropriate amount of
growth over the next 20 years.
Land use calculations were created to determine how much land
should be devoted to each type of residential land use to support
the projected population growth of 6,000 people by 2040. These
land use calculations can also indicate how many housing units
should be developed during the build-out of the plan. The land use
summary is below:
Current Population: 15,000 people (2019)
Projected Population: 21,000 people (2040)
Current People Per Household: 2.74 (2019)
Approximate Remaining Housing Units by Development:
•

Monroe Crossings: 200 Single-Family

•

Tall Oaks: 182 Single Family

•

Trails of Todhunter: 106 Single Family
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Additional Housing Units Needed:
•

Projected Housing Units: 2,190

•

Approved Housing Units: 488

•

Total New Housing Units: 1,702 1
1
Monroe would issue approximately 85 building permits per year. On
average, Monroe issues about 80 residential building permits per
year.

Assumptions:
•

Rural Residential 0.5 units/acre

•

Large Lot Residential 2 units/acre

•

Mixed Residential 4 units/acre

•

Multi-Family Residential 8 units/acre

•

Mixed Use 8 units/acre

Proposed Land Use Plan Acreage & Units: 2

Projected Buildout Timing: 3

•

Rural Residential 80 acres (40 units)

•

New Population Growth 6,000 people every 20 years

•

Large Lot Residential 825 acres (1,650 units)

•

Assume no changes in lot size over time

•

Mixed Residential 760 acres (3,225 units)

•

Approximately 1,800 new housing units will be needed

•

Multi-Family Residential 110 acres (895 units)

•

•

Mixed Use 100 acres ( 770 units)

Will take approximately 50 to 60 years until complete residential
buildout assuming no annexation

•

Commercial 210 acres

•

Will take approximately 40 years until complete commercial &
mixed-use buildout 4

•

Employment 780 acres

•

•

Light Industrial 220 acres

Will take approximately 50 to 75 years until complete
employment buildout 5

•

Transitional 835 acres

•

Will take approximately 2 to 10 years until complete light
industrial buildout

•

Institutional/Parks/Open Space 100 acres
The City’s vision of 6,000 new residents is for the next 20 years. The
proposed land use plan is for full buildout of the City which greatly
exceeds a 20-year timeframe. To manage growth and achieve
6,000 new residents, which equals the projected 1,702 new housing
units for the 20 year period, the City could increase the lot size
thereby decreasing residential densities. Additionally, the City could
increase open space requirements within residential developments,
increase support uses such as libraries, neighborhood commercial
development, parks, daycares, etc. to be integrated into the
development. Finally, another growth management mechanism is to
allow development on smaller lots while preserving a larger area of
the development as green space, recreation, or natural area through
a covenant.

2

3
The total projected buildout timing is based upon assumptions
that in 2021, Monroe’s jurisdictional boundaries were not going to
change. No other significant redevelopment of parcels were going to
occur other than what was accounted for within the Future Land Use
Plan. This became the basis for the projections above. The intent of
the Future Land Use Plan is to depict a future condition of complete
buildout, where all available land in Monroe is developed with an
identified land use classification.

Monroe currently issues permits for approximately 34,500 sq. ft. of
commercial permits per year.

4

The timing for employment building out depends on the market and
the required infrastructure improvements to support the intensity of
development.
5
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Opportunities & Challenges Summary

Comprehensive plans are developed to help communities manage
land use, public investment, and represent its community values
. Therefore, community input and participation were critical to
this planning process. Multiple opportunities and challenges
were identified during the process by Steering Committee
members, focus group participants, City officials, and residents.
All opportunities and challenges directed the creation of each
framework within the comprehensive plan.

Transportation
•

Develop more complete streets

•

Develop better transportation infrastructure

•

Increase pedestrian access throughout the City (connectivity)

•

Increase overall safety

•

Develop more sidewalks throughout Monroe and construct
trails

•

Reduce congestion along roadways

Key Challenges

Public input was a significant part of identifying and refining
the community’s opportunities, challenges, vision, goals. It also
provided the basis for this plan’s land recommendations. During
all phases, public input helped identify the opportunities and
challenges, develop the vision, goals, and recommendations and
continually refine these elements. Below is a summary of the
opportunities and challenges the community identified during the
discovery phase:
Housing
•

Better quality residential development

•

More affordable housing options

•

More multi-family housing options

•

Develop more senior housing options

Economic Development & Employment
•

Focus on more tech and office development

•

Industrial development is too prevalent and visible in the
community

•

Better separate and buffer industrial and residential uses

•

Increase higher paying employment opportunities

•

Revitalize the downtown and make it a central hub

Commercial
•

Focus on more tech and office development

•

Bring in more sit-down restaurants to the community
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Quality of Life
•

Improve existing parks and recreational spaces

•

Develop more parks and recreation opportunities throughout
the City

•

More sports facilities and fields

•

Improve the gateways into Monroe

•

Responsibly grow schools

•

Create a community center for residents

•

Develop a senior center

•

Create a dog park

Growth Management

Monroe has seen increased growth in specific market sectors in
recent years. These sectors have included single-family residential,
manufacturing, and distribution. This significant growth with
large land users limits the supply and availability of land for future
growth. While Monroe still has land for future development for
the next 20 years, the land for the City is not infinite. Monroe has
limited options to increase its jurisdictional boundaries through
annexation, a method the City has not actively pursued. The public
identified more housing choices and a desire to see fewer large
warehouses/distribution. Over the next 20 years, there are three
ways Monroe can manage its growth including population growth,
strategic land use priorities, and redevelopment of existing land.

One of the activities to identify the positive attributes and key challenges within Monroe
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Land Use Compatibility

The City of Monroe has a distinct development pattern that created
land use incompatibilities. While most of the City is residential, it is
split in two by industrial areas toward the center of the community.
The land use conflicts created by the adjacency of residential
and industrial have soured many residents on future industrial
development even though good jobs and wages are provided by
those land uses. The comprehensive plan must guide land use
conflicts, the intensity of adjacent incompatible land uses, and any
other site treatment to help mitigate any negative impacts.

Housing Diversity, Affordability, Availability

Housing is one of the biggest concerns of the community and
nationally. The cost to build a house is more expensive, and the
pandemic has played a role in supply chain interruptions. Many
communities, including Monroe, face housing shortages, a lack
of housing choice, and housing affordability issues. Diversity in
housing options for young professionals, families, empty nesters,
and retired individuals is a big piece of this plan. The public identified
high-quality housing development as essential to maintain in
Monroe as the type and location of housing. Many responses to
the survey indicated other housing options are needed in the
community, including condominiums, townhomes, and singlefamily homes on larger lots. Other rentable housing options are
required for those who cannot afford or do not want to buy a house
at their stage of line to attract residents for new jobs. These options
will allow individuals and families who move into Monroe to age in
the community.

Reviewing the existing land use map at a public meeting

Economic Development & Job Opportunities

Adequate and appropriate employment opportunities are essential
to the health of the local economy. Monroe is a healthy and
attractive community for families, but many residents commute
out of the City for employment (see the Appendix for a more
detailed analysis). This may be due, in part, to Monroe’s industry
strengths. There is a substantial amount of manufacturing, logistics,
and retail employment opportunities that benefit from the City’s
location between major markets and well-designed infrastructure .
Public feedback during the Comprehensive Plan process indicated
a preference for jobs that offer higher wages, locally-based small
businesses that could enhance a downtown-type area, and office
or professional careers in a business park setting.
Job opportunities should be expanded across the
City
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School Capacity

Monroe has an excellent school system. Students living in Monroe
and adjacent communities attend school in Monroe from primary
school through high school. The school administration noted the
schools remain at total capacity, and there is concern about the
impact of new development on capacity within the school system.
Since Monroe is a predominantly traditional family community,
school enrollment is not expected to change. Therefore, the school
must continually evaluate the future expansion . As development
continues to occur, the City should be mindful of the impact on the
schools.

Redefining Downtown

Typically, a downtown is a denser development with various uses
ranging from restaurants, cafes, retail, and residential, and it is an
attraction for people to visit and gather. Any downtown vibrancy was
greatly hindered in part by the damage of a natural disaster, when
a tornado passed through Monroe in the late 1960’s. Past efforts to
restore and enhance the traditional community gathering space
since then have not been realized. Throughout the planning process
and multiple public engagement opportunities, the public has
generally supported reinvesting in downtown as a place to live, work,
shop, and gather. However, many noted that substantial changes
would be needed to bring people back downtown. At present,
the downtown does not have a variety of restaurants, shopping,
or other eating options. It is not walkable within or to adjacent
neighborhoods. Residents expressed the desire for a walkable,
enjoyable place that offers various places to visit while being easily
accessible. The existing downtown is an excellent location with access
to nearby neighborhoods and the Community Park and could be an
opportunity for reinvestment and redevelopment to create a formal
Town Center. This concept is further explored in the Downtown
section of the Focus Areas chapter, starting on page 114.

Flexibility in Interpretation of the Plan

The Comprehensive Plan is designed to be a guide for future
development and is meant to be flexible. Current zoning will not
always align with the recommendations found in this plan or the
recommended development patterns. It is up to the City staff,
Planning Commission, and Council to ensure that decisions about
development and redevelopment line up with the plan’s vision,
goals, and maps. Opportunities may arise that do not always align
with various elements. Still, if the opportunity will help achieve the
greater vision and intent and benefit the community, it should be
considered.
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Land Use Mix

The last comprehensive plan identified a land use ratio for
which the City should strive for economic development. This
ratio included 65 percent commercial/industrial and 35 percent
residential to encourage job growth and maintain a strong
local tax base. The map on the next page shows the land use
pattern that has developed within the City. There are eight
land use categories show on the map. These categories were
combined into five categories: commercial, industrial, housing,
institutional, and passive to review the City land use ratio. While
the City has successfully grown by millions of square feet in
commercial and industrial growth since the last plan update, it
has not reached the set land use ratio in the last comprehensive
plan. Its current ratio is 26 percent commercial/industrial and
26 percent residential. Based on community direction, the
intent of this plan is to not set specific percentages for growth
areas, but rather address the impact of future commercial
and industrial development adjacent to residential properties
while promoting the strategic location of Monroe and access
to advancing employment options with higher skill and wage
ranges. Accordingly, this plan needs to revisit the desired land
use mix in conjunction with economic development goals. The
existing land use mix is:
•

Commercial – 5.5%

•

Industrial – 21.1%

•

Residential – 26.1%

•

Institutional – 4.3%

•

Passive – 43.0%
Passive uses include agriculturally used lands for farming or other
similar uses, park spaces, open space for additional recreational
uses, and undeveloped/underutilized lands.
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EXISTING LAND USE MAP
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What are the Vision, Goals, and
Recommendations (Design & Policy)?

The vision is the overall future state of where the City aims to be in
the coming years. The vision statement guides the development of
the goals and recommendations of the plan while being realistic,
achievable, and flexible for the community. The vision statement is
written as a future condition and developed early in the planning
process to shape the overall plan. The vision is big, bold, complex,
and requires many years to achieve through a series of actions or
goals.
Goal statements target specific issues and concerns within each
of the framework sections. These guide government officials,
Planning Commission, Board of Zoning Appeals, and City staff
to evaluate future development and changes within the City by
assessing if development will work towards achieving a goal and
ultimately the vision.
Recommendations work to support and achieve each goal
statement. These recommendations may describe policy needs
or changes, needed programs, or the physical construction and
design of a project. Recommendations must be specific and
quantifiable to be easily understood by those making the decisions
in the community and the residents of Monroe.
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VISION STATEMENT
Monroe is an economically
diverse community with
small town charm focused
on quality growth and
development, familycentered amenities, and
creating a vibrant quality
of life for all.

Goals

Land Use: Monroe will achieve a more cohesive and
balanced development pattern that strengthens residential
neighborhoods and grows the job base while offering more
diverse and unique places to enhance the character of Monroe,
promote quality development, target strategic redevelopment,
protect natural assets, responsibly grow the school district, and
minimize impacts to City resources.
Housing: Monroe will encourage a wide range of quality housing
including townhomes, apartments, condominiums, and singlefamily detached homes.
Economic Development: Monroe will be an economically
sustainable city with a diverse tax base and high-wage jobs
while protecting the community’s character.

New housing development in the Trails of Todhunter neighborhood

Transportation: Monroe will have a safe, accessible, and wellconnected multi-modal transportation system that addresses
vehicular congestion, supports the desired land use pattern;
promotes physical activity, health, and wellness; and serves
the needs of Monroe’s residents, businesses, institutions, and
industries.
Quality of Life: Monroe will be a resilient place to live, build
a career, do business, eat, shop, and recreate, making it the
preferred place to call home in the region.
Downtown: Monroe will reinvigorate the downtown by
strategically planning a genuine community gathering space
that fosters public private partnerships for varied residential
opportunities, creates jobs through business attraction and
retention, and caters to a pedestrian-oriented environment
with generation bridging activities.

State Route 4

Open space and parks should be incorporated within
neighborhoods
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GOAL
Monroe will achieve a more
cohesive and balanced
development pattern that
strengthens residential
neighborhoods and grows the
job base while offering more
diverse and unique places
to enhance the character
of Monroe, promote quality
development, target strategic
redevelopment, protect
natural assets, responsibly
grow the school district, and
minimize impacts to City
resources.

The term “land use” literally refers to the use of the land. Over time,
as the City has developed, a land use pattern has been established.
This includes developed lands and also natural areas, agricultural
fields, and those areas in transition.
The development pattern, made up of individual uses, begins to
form districts and neighborhoods which create the “look and
feel” of an area. The character of an area is directly influenced by
the intensity of development, the arrangement of buildings and
parking areas, the preservation and use of open space and public
spaces, the width of streets, landscape, pedestrian amenities, and
other design elements. It is the combination of land use and design
elements that determine the compatibility of new development
with existing development.
Monroe’s future land use framework is broken down into three
overarching elements including existing land use, future growth
areas, and transitional areas. These together create the City’s future
development strategy.

Development Strategy
Existing Land Use

The existing land use pattern of the City can be summarized in
three primary areas:
1.

The west of the city near Monroe Bicentennial Commons. This
area is predominately residential with some warehouse uses
along the eastern edge of this sub-area.

2.

The heart of the city lies at Cincinnati-Dayton Road/Main Street
and State Route 63/Hamilton Lebanon Road. The intersection
at Main Street and State Route 63 and the broader corridors are
lined with commercial properties while the surrounding areas
are comprised of established residential neighborhoods. There
is a large agriculture tract along the east side of CincinnatiDayton Road.

3.

The I-75 and State Route 63 interchange. This area has
developed with different types and sizes of industrial buildings
and a mix of small- and large-scale commercial uses.

Reviewing the overall land use for the community, agriculture and
passive uses are the largest land use classification, comprising
43 percent of the existing land within Monroe’s jurisdiction. A
little over 26 percent of the existing land use is residential. The
predominant housing type is single-family residential. There are
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EXISTING LAND USE MAP
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very few apartments or condominiums, which are classified as
multi-family land uses.
Industrial development makes up approximately 20 percent of
the land use. Commercial development encompasses a little
over 5 percent of the land use, while institutional uses are just
over 4 percent. The majority of these land uses will continue for
years to come; however, the undeveloped land (shown as vacant
on the Existing Land Use map) and existing agricultural land use
classifications will be designated as future growth areas. Lastly,
some existing areas are in transition and could be redeveloped at
some point in the next twenty years.

Future Growth Areas

As a community develops out from its core, the edges are typically
the last to develop. Monroe is limited in how much it can expand
in the future due to Ohio’s annexation laws, which the City has
not actively pursued, and the location of adjacent communities.
This means that Monroe must make deliberate policy choices in
how to encourage the remaining land to develop in a pattern that
accounts for the City’s future goals, market demands, and property
owners’ rights.

The first transition area identified is the outlet mall. Due to changing
trends in the shopping industry and COVID the retail sector has been
hard hit. It is too early to understand the impact on outlet malls,
however it is important for the City to work with property owners and
plan for the future and provide options for redevelopment.

There are eight major agricultural areas remaining within the City
that will likely develop over time. Some of these areas have been
proactively rezoned at the request of the property owner . Two of
these areas, one located on the south side of Greentree Road on
both the east and west sides of I-75, and the other, located at the
intersection of Yankee Road and Todhunter Road, are proposed for
non-residential uses, where the rest of the agricultural areas are
proposed for residential uses.

Transition Areas

There are two areas within the City that may transition to include a
different mixture of uses in the future:
1.

The outlet mall. This area is designated as transitional because
within the next twenty years, this use could possibly move
from a pure retail use to another commercial or mixed use. The
market dynamics at the time this plan was developed were
such that, according to Coresight research, in the five years
post-COVID19, at least 25% of malls across the United States
will be closed due to the pandemic and shifts from brick and
mortar retail stores to online. It is too early to tell if this outlet
mall will be impacted, however, it is important that the City
start planning now.
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The second transition area identified in the large tract of land to the
east that is used for farming. This land will be difficult to redevelop
and require additional environmental mitigation strategies to ensure
any future development projects that are built do not fail due to its
location in a floodplain.

2.

The area east of Union/Nickel Road. The parcel is a very large tract
of land currently used for agriculture. This parcel is designated as
transitional because of the numerous environmental constraints
including a large swath of floodplain which would impact any
development opportunity. A creative approach would be needed in
order for this property to develop.

Future Land Use Map

The purpose of the Future Land Use map (next page) is to help
decisionmakers, developers, property owners, and the public understand
the City’s development strategy and the intent for how the City’s
land resources should be used over the next twenty years regarding
type, location, and intensity. The Future Land Use map and Land Use
descriptions are conceptual in nature and portray a high-level view
of future development strategies and the desired outcome of the
community.
There are three types of development one may expect in Monroe
— greenfield, infill, and redevelopment. Greenfield development is
construction on previously undeveloped land on open space or agricultural
land. Infill development is building on vacant or underutilized property
within an area that has previously been largely developed. Examples
of infill development could be an empty downtown lot with a newly
constructed business or an older vacant subdivision lot on which a new
house is constructed. Redevelopment could include a building demolition
with a new structure or possibly converting an existing building into a
new or different use.
Monroe will continue to see predominately greenfield or infill
development because in most cases the current/existing use will be the
same as the planned future use and much of the City’s building stock
is new enough that redevelopment isn’t required. As Monroe continues
to build out, City officials should remember there is a limited supply of
greenfield land given Monroe’s conservative annexation strategy and
adjacent jurisdictions.
The Future Land Use map and Land Use descriptions will be used to guide
actions about growth, development, and capital improvements over
time. The land use component is a recommendation of policy and should
be reviewed from time to time to ensure it remains flexible given the
fluctuations in Monroe’s economy, resources, and values. This portion of
the comprehensive plan is implemented through the City’s development
regulations and other various public and private development decisions.
This plan, with its subsequent Land Use descriptions and targeted growth
and transition areas, should serve as the basis for evaluating potential
future zoning ordinance updates and rezoning petitions.

How to Interpret the Future Land Use
Map
Ohio enabling legislation allows cities to direct land
use development to protect the health, safety, welfare,
and property values in their community. To accomplish
this, cities like Monroe develop a comprehensive
plan with a vision, goals, Future Land Use map, and
recommendations to implement plan goals.
This Land Use map provides guidance to the elected
and appointed officials, City staff, property owners,
and developers of the community’s collective vision
for future growth, and should be interpreted as such.
The Land Use map is
a conceptual map that
depicts the future development and character of
that development over the next 20 years. Instead
of following specific property boundaries, the land
use boundaries are more generalized for easier
interpretation. Each land use classification, depicted
as a specific color as shown on the Land Use map,
signifies a future land use for an area on the map.
This future land use classification could be the use
currently existing on the site or a desired future state
that does not exist on the site. If this future state does
not currently exist, a property owner is not required
to develop the property or change the land use of
the existing site. The use of the building or site can
continue indefinitely. However, if the opportunity
arises for the site to be developed or redeveloped,
the Land Use map would provide guidance on how
that could change. One last caveat for elected and
appointed officials, staff, property owners, and
developers to keep in mind is, this map is still a
representation of policy and therefore if economic,
physical, or value changes occur in Monroe, this map
may need to be amended from time to time.
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FUTURE LAND USE MAP
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Future Land Use Descriptions

The following descriptions correspond to classifications on the Future Land Use
map. Each land use classification describes the intended character of the area and
the appropriate uses that could be located there. It should be noted that this is a
policy document to provide guidance and does not take place of the actual zoning
of property.

Rural Residential

The rural residential category is designed for low density, single-family housing
development of various sizes. The recommended density in this area is a maximum
of one dwelling unit per two acres. Many of these lots are larger in nature, potentially
with natural elements such as trees or wetlands, and are typically not located within
a neighborhood subdivision.
These areas should be designed to protect the existing character and allow for
any existing agricultural uses. Such agricultural activities should be small-scale
in nature: hobby farm activities, raising chickens and limited livestock, small farm
sales and roadside market stands, and seasonal festival activities. Special events and
gatherings may be appropriate given adequate, safe, and designated transportation
routes, parking areas, lighting, and other site features to ensure mitigation of
negative impacts to adjacent properties. Such uses on the property should not
create disturbance for other nearby residential uses. Other compatible uses include
churches, schools, outdoor recreational facilities, and parks.

Large Lot Residential

The large lot residential classification is designed for single-family housing
development of varying sizes with a density not to exceed two units per acre. These
residential lots are located within subdivisions. Many of these large lot residences
in established subdivisions may not have traditional improvements such as curb
and gutter and sidewalks and might have more cul-de-sacs and less interconnected
streets.
However, new neighborhoods should have a walkable, well-connected street system
that connects to surrounding neighborhoods and nearby amenities and destinations.
They should be designed around existing natural features when possible. Parks,
schools, religious institutions, and other community facilities may be included in the
large lot residential classification at appropriate locations. Common open space or a
clubhouse might be provided.
These types of subdivisions are located off collector roadways and typically have one
to two entrances into the subdivision.
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Mixed Residential

The mixed residential classification reflects much of the current housing development
in Monroe and is intended for a range of housing types including single family detached
homes on lots of varying size, townhomes, and duplexes. Gross housing density across
a development will allow for up to four units per acre and housing types may vary but
should always consider surrounding character.
This type of residential development is appropriate for a traditional suburban
neighborhood as well as infill development and redevelopment. These areas
allow for greater flexibility in form and scale to achieve active, cohesive, and vibrant
neighborhoods. Mixed residential developments should be designed around common
open space and amenity areas. These neighborhoods should be walkable and wellconnected.
Infill and redevelopment near Monroe’s downtown should maintain the traditional
residential character; architecture, building setbacks, housing types, and massing
are important components of infill design. Mixed residential development should be
designed around natural features to highlight existing tree stands, ponds, and water
courses as accessible community amenities.
These types of residential developments are located on major arterials that can
accommodate the traffic load. Depending on the location, acceleration/deceleration
lanes and dedicated turn lanes may be needed. Connectivity, bikability, and walkability
should be key concepts of new mixed residential development.
Parks, schools, religious institutions, and other community facilities may be included in
the mixed density residential classification at appropriate locations. A small commercial
node at an entry way to the subdivision or mixed residential area where two collector
or arterial roads meet could be appropriate given the location and the character of the
housing types chosen for that entryway.
If the desire is to create a mixed development incorporating single-family and multifamily dwellings, multi-family housing should not be more than 50 percent of the overall
development. By offering a mix of housing types, this denser residential classification
may lend itself well to land with topography or utility constraints. This increased density
and mix of housing will be supported by the market and allow successful housing
integration. This type of development can be used to transition from commercial or
other employment areas to less intense residential development.

Multi-Family Residential

Multi-family residential areas include dwelling units that are two or more attached
dwellings with a suggested density not to exceed eight dwelling units per acre.
Appropriate housing types to be developed in this land use classification include
townhomes, apartments, and condominiums.
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It is critical that any multi-family residential areas be developed as walkable, wellconnected developments that are located near amenities such as gathering spaces,
recreation, shopping, employment, health care, education, and open spaces. Multifamily residential development can be an appropriate use in infill locations where
adding housing would be beneficial, such as in the downtown area. Parks, schools,
religious institutions, and other community facilities may be included in the multifamily residential classification at appropriate locations. Multi-family residential areas
should be located along arterial roadways that have capacity for anticipated traffic
generation and have at least two entrances.

Commercial

The commercial area designation is intended for office, retail, hospitality, restaurants,
and professional service businesses. These areas may be employment and tax revenue
generators for the community. While all these uses are included in the commercial
classification and not differentiated on the Future Land Use map, determining their
appropriate location may be defined by scale, potential customer base area, and
transportation access.
Neighborhood scale commercial centers should be compact developments with a
mix of uses and may be distributed throughout the City at key intersections or nodes.
These centers typically do not have a large anchor user and may include uses such
as a fuel station, coffee shop, laundry services, groomer, salon/barber, doctor’s office,
café, and restaurants. Neighborhood scaled commercial centers have a mix of active
uses at key intersections that serve surrounding residential areas. These centers should
be compatible with neighborhood character and contribute to neighborhood livability.
They should be defined by building frontages closer to the street, bicycle and pedestrian
connections, and an activated street, not by parking lots. Neighborhood commercial
centers should be pedestrian-friendly places with high-quality architecture, plazas,
outdoor dining, sidewalks, and other pedestrian and bicycle amenities that create
active, connected gathering places.
Regional commercial districts are typically larger in size and have the potential for greater
impacts to the transportation network. Regional commercial districts can include
higher intensity retail and office developments that attract users from a wider area. They
typically have anchor tenants including grocery stores, home improvement centers, or
large general retailers. These areas should be located closer to the I-75 interchange
and major thoroughfares that can handle higher traffic volumes. New developments
should have integrated designs with coordinated accesses, amenities, and cohesive
architecture that fit within the context of the larger corridor. Buildings should begin
to frame and define the street network; internal drives should resemble streets rather
than parking lot drive aisles. Large expanses of surface parking, particularly between
the building front and the street, should be avoided. Landscape plantings should be
used to create more attractive developments and buffer any adjacent residential areas.
A coordinated pedestrian system should be provided throughout the commercial area,
connecting uses on the site and between the site and adjacent properties.
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Mixed Use

Mixed use areas provide for a diversity of high-activity uses within a connected and
walkable block layout. Mixed use can be horizontal or vertical in nature. Vertical mixed
use may be characterized by individual buildings that contain a mixture of uses on
different floors while horizontal mixed use is defined by single use buildings that
contain different uses in close proximity to each other. Appropriate uses include
restaurants, small-scale retail and professional services, offices, single family attached
homes, single-family zero lot line homes, multifamily apartments and townhomes, and
recreation amenities. Building height should typically range from two to four stories.
Active uses such as retail and restaurants are found on the first floor with office or
residential uses are on upper floors.
Mixed use areas should have coordinated development patterns at a pedestrian
scale, with high-quality architecture, plazas, public gathering spaces, sidewalks, and
pedestrian and bicycle amenities to activate the street and connect these centers to
the residential neighborhoods they support. Building setbacks from the primary street
should be minimal. All buildings should have an entry oriented toward the primary
street; first floor non-residential uses should include large windows to allow views into
and out of the space to better activate the adjacent streetscape.

Employment

The employment land use classification is specifically designed to encourage
economic growth and job creation through the development of office, research and
development, advanced manufacturing, and institutional uses. Building types may
include both individual users with multi-story buildings on larger parcels or groups
of smaller structures in a business park setting. Many uses within the employment
classification will be designed in a campus setting.
Buildings should be smaller scale and oriented so the entry to the building faces
the primary street. Some architectural design consideration should be given to the
building and certain materials such as aluminum siding should not be permitted.
Other elements such as window features, parking lot design and location, loading dock
screening and location, landscaping design elements, employee seating areas, and
trails should be considered as an amenity to attract higher wage employment uses.
Research and development and advanced manufacturing uses should conduct all
operations within an enclosed building and should not utilize outdoor storage areas
or operations. When potential conflicts between uses may occur, buffering and
landscaping should be used to minimize these impacts. Where areas are subdivided for
development of a business park, opportunities for shared open space and connection
to the City’s nearby amenities and facilities should be explored. These areas should
include commercial support uses such as restaurants and personal service businesses,
but these should be as a secondary element that follows the employment uses.
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Transitional Development

The transitional development classification is used to define areas that may face
redevelopment pressures in the future due to changes in the economy, site specific
conditions, or be more difficult to develop in the near-term. While these areas could
be or are already developed, future development or redevelopment will likely face
additional costs due to environmental challenges (hazard mitigation), site remediation,
and possible demolition. Appropriate future uses will vary by context and may include
open space, recreational facilities, retail, office space, light industrial, and research and
development uses. For properties partially within flood hazard areas, significant open
space will likely be required. In general, these areas should be master planned to better
coordinate open space, stormwater drainage, transportation, and other infrastructure
improvements.

Flat Fork Creek Park in Fortville, Indiana

Heavy Industrial

The heavy industrial use classification provides locations for manufacturing, warehousing,
office, and research and development uses, with some supporting commercial
businesses. While these uses may produce some adverse impacts to the community
in terms of traffic or aesthetics, they are incredibly important to the employment and
economic base of the City. Building types may include both large footprint users with
multi-story buildings on large parcels and groups of smaller structures in a business
park setting. Some of these uses involve extensive exterior storage or movement of
goods and require measures to control adverse environmental and visual impacts.
When potential conflicts between uses occur, buffering and landscaping should be
used to minimize these impacts. Where areas are subdivided for development of an
industrial or business park, opportunities for shared open space should be explored.
Industrial areas may include limited commercial support uses, but these should be
as a secondary element that follows the industrial development. These areas should
be located along rail and roadway corridors with the capacity to handle the necessary
volumes of truck traffic and be built out in a planned manner to maximize investments
in public infrastructure systems.

Light Industrial

The light industrial use classification provides locations for small scale manufacturing
and warehousing, office, and research and development use, with some supporting
commercial businesses. Building types may include multi-story buildings on large
parcels or groups of smaller structures in a business park setting. These uses should
not involve extensive exterior storage or operations. When located next to less intense
uses, buffering and landscaping should be used to minimize potential adverse
impacts. Where areas are subdivided for development of an industrial or business
park, opportunities for shared open space should be explored. These areas may include
supporting commercial uses both within the district or integral to small manufacturing
or warehouse buildings, such as in a warehouse/showroom operation. These areas
should be located along roadway corridors with the capacity to handle the car and truck
traffic volumes they generate and be built out in a planned manner so as to maximize
investments in public infrastructure systems.
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Institutional

Institutional land uses are classified to serve a community’s
governmental, social, spiritual, educational, health, and cultural
needs. Uses in this classification include schools, libraries, museums,
religious institutions, and government facilities. Many institutional
uses are distributed within single family residential and other land
use classifications.

Parks / Open Space

The parks and open space classification is established to distinguish
and protect recreation areas, public parks, golf courses, private
recreation facilities, and general open space. Uses may include
passive open spaces, ball fields, play equipment, conservation
areas, and environmentally sensitive lands. Public parks and
open space further increase the overall quality of life for residents.
Recreation and park areas should link to each other with bicycle
and pedestrian facilities and connect to other existing destinations
and neighborhoods.

Main Street Square in Rapid City, South Dakota creates a gathering
space centrally located between commercial businesses complete
with green space, a splash pad, and used for events.

Old City Park in Greenwood, Indiana shows upgraded
playground facilities with unique design features.
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Principles that Guided Development of the
Future Land Use Recommendations
•

Public direction was for the City to change its previous land use
mix which was 65% industrial/commercial development and
35% residential development. Existing industrial development
has split the City into two distinct residential areas with limited
transportation and greenspace connectivity between these
two areas.

•

The amount of land the City has for growth in the future is
getting smaller as development continues, especially with
large 400,000 plus square foot industrial buildings accounting
for the majority of non-residential growth over the past 15 years.

•

Updated economic trends and public input were considered
during this planning process, which guided future development
possibilities. Industrial development is still desirable; however,
this development should be at a smaller building scale . See the
Economic Development and Downtown goals for more details.

•

The land use framework provides guidance for decisions by
elected officials, various board and commission members, and
staff that builds upon a growth management strategy and the
strength of the City. The overarching goal is to integrate land
use, transportation, economic development, infrastructure
improvements, and quality of life enhancements to ensure
that the City continues to grow in an economically and
environmentally sound way.

Recommendations
1.

Update the City Ordinances reflect the recommendations of
the Comprehensive Plan.
a. Complete a full ordinance audit to identify areas where the
zoning and city ordinances need to be updated to align
with the policies of the updated comprehensive plan.
b. Explore fully integrating the subdivision ordinance into a
Unified Development Ordinance. This is a step beyond the
hybrid ordinances the City has now and would allow the
streamlining of processes, create consistencies between
definitions and interpretations, allow standards such as
design that would only be triggered under subdivisions to
be reviewed for single lot developments.

•

Through this land use policy update, the City will be able to
promote more residential options for young professionals,
families, and the aging population, so that residents can remain
in Monroe as housing preferences or needs change.

•

Currently, the City’s residential dwellings are very similar with
the majority limited to single-family detached housing. While
that caters to a particular lifestyle, it potentially excludes young,
single professionals or empty nesters. Other types of housing
will increase the opportunity for those household types to find
a home in Monroe.

c.

•

Monroe is relatively land locked. Subsequently, City Council
has decided to manage its future population growth to
approximately 6,000 more people, a total of 2,190 housing
units, by 2040. Using this as a growth management strategy,
complete build out of all the land currently in the City would
not occur for another 50 years.

•

The fast-paced growth of the City from the early 2000’s through
2010 resulted in challenges to the newly formed Monroe Local
School District. While the most recent decade of growth has
remained stable, future planning should create manageable
scenarios to continue excellent education opportunities for
residents.

d. Residential zoning district regulations should be updated
to encourage the integration of different housing
types, styles, densities, and values. These developments
are appropriate in locations such as downtown, near
Butler Tech LeSourdsville Campus adjacent to Monroe
Bicentennial Commons, and the development area at
the northeast quadrant of Hamilton-Lebanon Road (State
Route 63) and Main Street (Cincinnati Dayton Road).

Improve overall flexibility while simplifying and making the
ordinance more predictable for developers and property
owners. This can be accomplished by making some
decisions administrative and incorporating change limits
that do not require applications to go back to the Planning
Commission.

e. Create redevelopment criteria to foster redevelopment of
key industrial and commercial transitional sites.
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f.

ii.

Create infill development criteria for neighborhoods and
properties along Main Street and Hamilton-Lebanon Road
(State Route 63).

iii. Hamilton-Lebanon Road (State Route 63) & I-75

g. Improve buffer criteria for incompatible land uses such as
where industrial uses are adjacent to residential uses.
h. Update the zoning regulations to reflect and match the
land use classification goals.
i.

Update residential classifications so they incorporate the
mix of residential uses and include character images.

j.

Ensure mixed residential developments offer different
product types, lots sizes, and are planned to allow citizens
to age in place by incorporating universal design and
accessibility standards, offer development incentives such
as increased density, height, reduced setbacks, reduced
landscape and/or buffering, reduced parking, etc.

b. Limit big box retail and purely commercial areas to the
outlet mall, or as part of a larger development concept.
3.

2.

Update use standards to regulate uses and streamline
approval processes.

a. Building Size: less than 350,000 square feet

Limit singularly focused commercial developments to
smaller footprints located at key intersections such as State
Route 4 and Jerry Couch Boulevard/Roden Park Drive and
development focused corridors such as State Route 63.

b. Architectural Standards: focus on the style and shape
of building to limit a big box look; use of color or other
architectural features to minimize
long walls, and
screening of loading docks

Given the changes in the market around commercial and
retail, purely commercial areas should be limited to smaller
commercial nodes. Instead, encourage commercial use to
be part of a larger mixed use development, a redevelopment
project within the downtown as a first floor use, in buildings
along key corridors such as State Route 63 or State Route
4, or as support uses within a larger development in the
employment district.
a. Encourage single commercial districts at key intersections
including, but not limited to:
i.

Hamilton-Middletown Road (State Route 4) & Roden
Park Drive & Jerry Couch Boulevard
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Encourage more mixed-use, commercial, and employment
area development projects to boost Monroe’s economy.
Over time, the City has been developed with a number of
large warehouse and distribution buildings. The public has
expressed concern about the impacts of these uses adjacent to
residential development and the impact on the road network.
The City of Monroe strives to reserve large, non-residential
tracts of land for targeted economic development. Part of
the City’s economic development strategy is to bring a more
comprehensive value to the City by increasing the number
of businesses, and jobs, increasing wages, and diversifying
the local economy. Development in the employment district
should prohibit heavy industrial uses and outdoor storage.
Office buildings, more intense commercial uses, and light
industrial developments are encouraged. Design standards
should adhere to the following requirements:

k. Incorporate various residential images into the zoning
ordinance to illustrate the types of residential units the City
wants to attract.
l.

Hamilton-Lebanon Road (State Route 63) & Main Street
(Cincinnati Dayton Road)

c.

Landscaped site, including enhanced and substantial
buffer areas

d. Front door oriented toward street
See the Economic Development chapter for more targeted
uses.
4. Ensure that the City can accommodate future growth while
maintaining the existing level of community services.
5.

Preserve the remaining large tracts of land along I-75
for targeted economic development that brings a more
comprehensive economic value to the City.

Review development plans with other jurisdictional partners
to ensure the impact of new development will not have an
adverse impact on services they may provide to residents and
businesses of Monroe.

d. Similar to buffering standards, streetscape standards
could be developed to minimize the impact of industrial
uses, slow down large semi traffic, and provide more visual
interest to a street where larger industrial buildings are
located.

a. After the comprehensive plan is adopted, develop a
summary presentation of the plan to share with various
City civic groups and adjacent jurisdictions, OKI Regional
Council of Governments, Monroe Local School District, and
Butler Tech.
b. Identify areas at the edge of the City where development
decisions by any jurisdiction can impact community
character and work with the adjacent jurisdiction to
develop a protocol to jointly review development petitions
to ensure each community is protected and growth
is consistent with future land use, transportation, and
infrastructure plans.
c.

Continue to work and coordinate future land uses with
Butler and Warren Counties and Turtlecreek and Lemon
Townships.

6. Industrial uses should not be developed adjacent to singlefamily residential homes, and vice versa, unless there is
significant buffering between the uses.
a. A more appropriate scaling and intensity of uses including
apartments, commercial, or mixed use development could
provide a better transition between the intensity of uses.
b. Limit land use conflicts by requiring additional buffering
and transportation improvements if existing industrial
uses adjacent to residential uses request to further expand
operations.
c.

Different buffering standards could be developed
specifically for residential to industrial adjacency. This
could include a wider berm with dense plantings, a fence
with plantings, or some other combination.

e. The City should review its building standards for industrial
buildings to ensure that there is not a large continuous
wall facing residential areas, that loading docks are screens
and face away from residential, lighting is shielded an does
not shine past the property line, etc.
7.

Ensure there is a mix of housing types and prices throughout
Monroe so residents can have the option of different housing
types and styles while remaining in the community.

8. Land uses, aesthetic improvements, and access management
should be enhanced around the I-75 and State Route 63
Interchange as a major gateway into the City.
The I-75 and State Route 63 Interchange has been identified
as a major gateway (see the Transportation chapter for more
information). As the front door to the entire City, the type of
land uses should be managed around the interchange and
aesthetic improvements and access management should be
enhanced. For land use management, land uses should be
organized in the following manner:
a. At the time the plan was written, Cincinnati Premium
Outlets was the major land use located on the southeast
side of the interstate. In August 2020, Coresight Research
Company presented a study that within the next five years
25% of America’s malls will close due to the shift to online
shopping as accelerated by the effects of the COVID-19
pandemic. As the economic landscape continues to
change and malls are reimagined, it is important the
City plan for development opportunities at the Outlet
properties. Since this is a major gateway into the City, it is
imperative that the City be proactive by creating a subarea
plan for the mall. This area should transition from a purely
retail use to a mix of uses.
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b. South of the transitional designation on the southeast
side of I-75 and State Route 63, the remaining area is
designated as light industrial. It is anticipated that any
buildings in these areas would range from 100,000 square
feet and greater and can be anything from processing and
advanced manufacturing to warehouse and distribution
uses. However, all uses should be contained indoors. These
areas have the infrastructure needed to access I-75. Liberty
Township has proposed an interchange at I-75 and Millikin
Road in their comprehensive plan. With improvements to
Butler Warren Road in the future, this road could also be
used as an access point to I-75.
c.

The areas northeast of I-75 and State Route 63 should
remain commercial along State Route 63, with mixed
use located directly north of the commercial area. This
is Monroe’s primary interchange into the heart of the
community, therefore, specialized amenities should be
emphasized that encourage the community and visitors
to spend time dining, recreating, and retailing with less
emphasis on convenience or quick serve businesses.
Introducing mixed use into the commercial area could
include small scale employment uses such as servicebased uses including printing, specialized business to
business services, and office.

d. On the west side of I-75 both north and south of State
Route 63, the land uses remain as commercial fronting
State Route 63 with a mixture of light and heavy industrial
uses nearby.
e. The light and heavy industrial areas east of I-75 are
anticipated to remain industrial for the next 20 years.
However, as these types of uses change, any heavy industrial
uses should shift to employment uses with higher wages
and expansion potential. Examples include final assembly,
advanced indoor farming, and advanced manufacturing.
f.

The employment designation is intended for certain areas
adjacent to I-75 and north of State Route 63. Specifically, the
employment area northeast of the interchange containing
Traders World Flea Market will continue as a flea market
use for the foreseeable future due to its success. Future
policies to assist with transition should be developed for
higher employment uses that could possibly capitalize on
the rail access for its redevelopment. The undeveloped
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land further north on both sides of I-75 should be reserved
for potential business park uses or research/advanced
industrial.
9. Residential development should include supporting uses such
as parks, schools, institutions, and community facilities.
10. Encourage the development of non-residential land uses that
offer strong economic benefits to the City while designing
sites with sensitivity to the context of the surrounding area.
While the goal of this comprehensive plan and the current
values of the residents is to limit certain types of land uses
and increase other types, the City should maintain flexibility,
creativity, and consideration when reviewing individual
development petitions.
11. Preserve the quality of existing and future residential
neighborhoods through active ordinance enforcement and
preventative maintenance programs.
12. Allow smaller lot development in mixed residential projects if
the quality of materials and the development layout is creative
and consistent with the character surrounding the adjacent
area.
Amend the current code to allow denser development where
appropriate such as Downtown, Butler Tech LeSourdsville
Campus, and any similar development locations.
13. Infill development will be important to Monroe in the future as
it is nearly landlocked with little opportunity to grow outward.
The only other opportunity is to develop vacant land or
redevelop within its boundaries. Monroe should create an infill
policy that addresses a wide range of situations.
a. Ensure infill development is consistent with surrounding
character.
b. Use incentives such as increased density, ability to
incorporate a mix of housing types and providing
infrastructure to high priority redevelopment sites.
c.

Develop specific design criteria for Planning Commission to
evaluate new and infill development to ensure consistency
with the vision and goals of the comprehensive plan.

d. Balance incremental infill development and redevelopment
with the existing character of the surrounding area.
i.

Develop criteria for the Planning Commission to review
infill and redevelopment petitions.

ii.

The Planning Commission should carefully review
each to ensure consistency with the goals of the
comprehensive plan and the desired change advocated
by the community.

14. Develop a series of criteria that provides guidance for
appropriate transitions between different land use intensities.
Use appropriate transitions between different land uses
intensities. Often at the edge of districts or development, there
is a transition between the scale and intensity of uses. This
typically occurs between commercial or office and residential
areas. Adjust the building height and scale in transition from
one area that has higher intensities into an area that might be
a single use or lower intensity.
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GOAL
Monroe will encourage a
wide range of quality housing
including townhomes,
apartments, condominiums,
and single-family detached
homes.
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Monroe has many vibrant and active neighborhoods that create a
safe and welcoming environment for residents and their families.
In many ways, neighborhoods are the building blocks that make
up Monroe as a city. Besides agricultural and open space lands,
neighborhoods combine to be the largest land use across the
community. Maintaining these safe and healthy neighborhoods,
and ensuring continued opportunities for a diverse housing stock,
are essential to the long-term success of Monroe. Key attributes of
quality housing and neighborhoods include items such as safety
and security, transportation access and connectivity, recreational
amenities, maintenance of both open spaces and individual
properties and structures, and the support of a quality school
system.
These factors and the intangible elements of community spirit and
place contribute to the Monroe identity. How people answer the
simple question of “where do you live?” says a great deal about
their city and their neighborhood. It is the goal of this plan in
general, and the recommendations of this chapter specifically, that
residents continue to be proud to call Monroe home.

Trails of Todhunter neighborhood under construction

Additionally, quality neighborhoods and creating a place where
people want to live is the best way to grow existing businesses,
attract new employment opportunities, and support new
restaurant and retail offerings. Specifically, enhancing Monroe’s
existing neighborhoods and promoting new housing development
will:
1.

Create additional housing units and housing types to attract
new residents and provide additional choices as existing
residents’ housing preferences change.

2.

Support economic development efforts related to employment
growth.

3.

Establish healthier and more connected neighborhoods.

4. Increase residential
community.

property

values

throughout

the

Principles That Guided Development of the
Housing Recommendations
•

Throughout the entire process, community leaders and the
public indicated that housing is the top priority to be addressed
in the comprehensive plan.

•

Housing options are an important factor in economic
development in attracting businesses and employees to the
city.

•

Quality housing and safe neighborhoods are some of the
expectations that residents have of their community.

•

The City has relatively few options in rental housing or
apartments, which has been a major obstacle to economic
development. No new apartments have been constructed
since 2008.
•

Different styles of quality housing should continue
to be developed throughout Monroe

Development of townhomes and condominiums for young
professionals and new families provide affordable housing
options for rental or ownership options. Higher density
developments will attract additional amenities including
parks, trails, shops, and restaurants for residents and visitors.
Development of multi-family housing options,
including apartments, townhomes, and condominiums, will attract new and retain current residents.
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•

Approximately 25% of Monroe’s land area is dedicated to
residential land uses. Of the total residential land use, 88% is
single-family residential housing; the remaining 12% is multifamily housing.

•

The City needs to be proactive in setting policies that manage
the development of residential areas.

•

City Council has currently targeted future population growth
of approximately 6,000 more people or a total of 2,190 housing
units by 2040. This would result in a total estimated population
of 21,000.

•

Community leaders and the public have indicated that Monroe
needs higher quality residential development, larger lot sizes as
well as more affordable housing and high-density development
in select areas including townhomes, condominiums, and
senior housing.

Recommendations
1.

Where residential areas abut commercial and industrial land
uses, ensure residential uses are well-protected by increasing
buffering standards and screening, position loading docks and
trash areas so they do not face residential areas, and ensure
lighting doesn’t shine onto residential properties.

2.

Perform a sidewalk gap analysis to prioritize infill and
improvement projects that will enhance pedestrian mobility
throughout residential neighborhoods.

3.

New housing should be compatible with the existing character
of adjacent neighborhoods. Housing should be of varying sizes
and types supported by the market.

4. Housing developments should strive to offer a variety of
different design styles, housing types and densities, be built
with a mixture of materials, incorporate common open space
and gathering areas, and promote connectivity through
sidewalks and trails.
For more design style recommendations, see the appendix.
5.

Start a rental registration program to ensure landlords are
registering property with the City. This allows the City to track
essential information over time, inspect the property to ensure
it is maintained in a safe condition and that there are no zoning
violations.
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6. Recruit high-value housing and mixed-use developments that
contain a mix of lot sizes and housing types.
7.

Encourage the development of a new neighborhood north
of State Route 63 and east of Cincinnati Dayton Road in the
presently undeveloped area. It should have a walkable pattern
of small blocks with sidewalks, and be connected to the
existing neighborhoods.

8. Develop infill standards for the zoning ordinance for single
family housing and mixed use developments that would
contain housing.
9. Consider working with developers, home builders, and
property owners to incentivize the development of custom,
single-family homes on large lot sites.
10. Preserve existing and future residential neighborhoods
through active ordinance enforcement.
11. Utilize incentives to promote infill residential development in
downtown.
12. Encourage developers to build strong neighborhoods by
incorporating amenities into new subdivision developments
such as park and recreation areas, public spaces, public art,
and sidewalks and trails that connect to the existing network
or build segments of the future network. Developers should
consider adding other mixed-use amenities and community
facilities into a node at the entrance of the development when
located along key arterial roadways.
13. Single-family housing developments should be designed to
promote walkability and encourage vehicular, bicycle, and
pedestrian connectivity throughout the community. Prioritize
residential areas that are within ¼ to ½ mile from Downtown,
Community Park, and Monroe Bicentennial Commons. See
the Transportation and Quality of Life chapters regarding trail
and transportation improvements.
14. Multi-Family housing developments should be designed to
encourage walk-up entries, patios, and balconies to encourage
active ground floor uses, walking, and socializing. Access to
parking/loading should occur from alleys or side streets to
minimize curb cuts to provide for more navigable pedestrian
and bicycle experience.

15. Update the Planning and Zoning Code to encourage more
residential development and ensure that neighborhoods
retain their property value and are well-connected within
Monroe.
a. Develop infill standards to guide development or
redevelopment in the context of surrounding neighborhood.
Utilize incentives to promote infill residential development
in incomplete subdivisions or in downtown.
b. Update regulations in the ordinance to discourage
demolition of smaller homes to build one larger home
across two smaller lots, which would not be consistent
with the character of the existing neighborhood.
c.

Update standards in the zoning ordinance to allow
more flexibility in developing mixed types of housing
in neighborhoods. This includes updating conventional
zoning districts with clearly defined criteria for mixed or
traditional neighborhood development and allow such
development through a standard approval process.
i.

ii.

The zoning ordinance needs to include definitions for a
range of housing and other building types, their design
characteristics, their appropriate land use context, and
images depicting the character for Monroe.
Residential density should be determined by the
location of the development, adjacent use and
intensity, proposed building height, distance from the
street, architectural styles and variety, and streetscape
features rather than just a straight unit per acre
calculation.

d. Increased density in residential development should be
encouraged in the downtown and adjacent to the Butler
Tech LeSourdsville Campus. These developments should
be planned, mixed-use developments that integrate
apartments, detached single family dwellings, and attached
single family dwellings into one development that takes
advantage of their location adjacent to Community Park,
Downtown, Monroe Bicentennial Commons, and Butler
Tech.

e. Update the subdivision design standards in accordance
with the recommendations in the Land Use chapter.
Subdivision streets should include sidewalks on both
sides of the street, a minimum of five feet in width, and
a minimum five-foot landscaped green strip separating
the road from the sidewalk. The location of these
sidewalks should connect to other external trail and
sidewalk connections that create a safe pedestrian system
throughout Monroe.
f.

Road designs for new neighborhood development should
have a well-connected street network and walkable
blocks. Considerations for returning to the traditional
street grid would increase connectivity and establish
more walkable blocks. The City’s zoning ordinance should
be updated to require new developments utilize a street
pattern of walkable blocks with a minimal use of cul-desacs. Neighborhoods should have multiple entrances and
connections to adjacent neighborhoods.

g. Update standards in the zoning ordinance to allow more
flexibility in developing different types of multi-family
housing in all residential districts.
h. Update standards in the zoning ordinance to allow mixed
housing developments in more residential and mixed-use
zoning categories.
i.

Update subdivision standards and zoning so that housing
developments are designed to promote walkability and
encourage both pedestrian and vehicular connectivity
throughout the community.

j.

Develop incentives in the zoning ordinance that can be
used to encourage quality mixed housing types, mixedincome housing, and senior housing to meet the needs of
the community.

k. Create an overlay district for downtown and the Butler
Tech LeSourdsville Campus subarea (see the Focus Areas
chapter) to permit a wider range of uses, increase density of
residential development, ensure a walkable environment,
quality design, and increased amenities.
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GOAL
Monroe will be an
economically sustainable
city with a diverse tax base
and high-wage jobs while
protecting the community’s
character.
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The City of Monroe has experienced tremendous economic
development growth over the past ten to fifteen years, primarily
within the regional retail and logistics sectors. The nature of this
development has raised questions within the community about
appropriate types of future development on the City’s limited
remaining land. This section aims to guide future economic
development activities within the context of the Comprehensive
Plan.

Principles that Guided Development of the
Economic Development Recommendations
•

Economic development opportunities are constantly shifting
as a community grows, and industry trends are often cyclical.
There has been substantial community input that the City
should try to attract more advanced industrial uses
and
associated services rather than the logistics facilities that have
located in Monroe over the past ten years.

•

Existing businesses are a critical part of the City’s future growth,
but the quantity and quality of the City’s undeveloped land
require special consideration. The City has just over 4,100 acres
of vacant, undeveloped, or underutilized land within the City’s
jurisdiction available for development; however, many of those
parcels have topographic challenges making future projects
difficult. Additionally, property owners have a right to keep or
sell their land as they deem appropriate. Historically, the City
has not proactively annexed land from surrounding townships,
making it unlikely the amount of available land in the City will
increase.

•

The City wants to attract office, advanced manufacturing,
and technology jobs that appear to pay higher wages
when compared to existing warehouse or distribution jobs.
Focusing on smaller scale industrial uses with higher paying
jobs diversifies the economy, allows Monroe to manage land
use growth, and allows the City to be more strategic about
economic development.

•

Community development patterns and standards should ideally
improve incrementally over time through the City’s policies and
initiatives. Similar types and styles of development work well
together and encourage complementary development. With
that said, the City should be aware of potential situations where
large, single-use buildings can become obsolete and may have
a detrimental effect on surrounding uses.

•

The City should also continue to support and engage with
public and private entities that can positively influence the
talent pipeline for existing and future businesses. These
entities include all education levels, including local school
districts, vocational and technical schools, community
colleges, universities, and other training or education providers.
Additionally, the City should be mindful that having a variety
of desirable housing stock choices and related amenities can
also positively affect the quality and depth of the talent pool
in the City.

Workforce development, also known as talent acquisition, is
essential to business success, regardless of industry. Creating
and retaining a sustainable talent pool often includes
developing reliable multi-modal transportation infrastructure,
encouraging various housing choices to accommodate
different income levels, and identifying appropriate amenities
that residents/employees will regularly support.

Recommendations
1.

Identify and embrace appropriate economic development
opportunities for Monroe.
Economic development is more complex than just labeling
a map with commercial, industrial, and business parks.
Identifying the right mix, the targeted industries, retention,
and attraction of existing and new businesses are all part of
the program. These elements go beyond the high-level goals
and recommendations within the comprehensive plan and
are often best addressed through a comprehensive economic
development strategic (CEDS) plan. A CEDS evaluates the
community’s strengths and weaknesses while considering
current and future trends. Special consideration should be
given to the viability of both emerging or unique industries and
stable sectors, so the community has a varied and sustainable
business base. A CEDS plan is also a requirement to receive
any federal funding from the US. Department of Commerce,
Economic Development Administration.

2.

Balance business/talent recruitment with business/talent
retention.
Business recruitment and retention require strong public
and utility infrastructure as well appropriate housing and
amenities. However, having available, prepared sites and a
sufficient workforce is essential to moving any project forward.
Without a viable site and sufficient employees, any existing
business or potential project is likely to fail.
To facilitate viable development and redevelopment sites, the
City should develop a strategy to encourage site investment.
This strategy should be part of the Comprehensive Economic
Development Strategy Plan discussed in recommendation 1
(above).

3.

Foster a collaborative design environment to ensure buildings
are designed with changing industries in mind, compatibles
land uses are adjacent, aesthetic standards drive quality
development, and redevelopment sites or transitional areas
are thoughtfully addressed.
Buildings of a similar type and aesthetically pleasing tend to
encourage a similar development standard in the surrounding
area. The City must implement and maintain high design
standards through its planning, zoning, and property
maintenance processes to facilitate high-quality development.
Redevelopment sites and transitional areas present
opportunities to think creatively about solutions such as
public-private partnerships, cluster development, and green
infrastructure that is beneficial to Monroe. Individuals studies
or redevelopment plans may be necessary for redevelopment
sites or transitional areas to reach their full potential. The
City should prepare to address these opportunities when
appropriate by creating a potential plan for future locations
and annually allocating resources to a specific redevelopment
project fund.

4. Develop communication standards, internal and external
review processes, and informational resources to provide
concise, efficient services to existing and future businesses.
Monroe should invest resources into developing a businessfocused approach to communication as an essential strategic
advantage over other communities. The City should continually
review its processes and procedures to ensure efficiency,
understand the community’s expectations and goals and
improve the public and businesses experience by streamlining
processes, clearing communication channels, and eliminating
ambiguity.
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GOAL
Monroe will have a safe,
accessible, and wellconnected multi-modal
transportation system
that addresses vehicular
congestion, supports the
desired land use pattern;
promotes physical activity,
health, and wellness; and
serves the needs of Monroe’s
residents, businesses,
institutions, and industries.
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The goal of the Transportation component of the plan is to address
concerns identified by the community during multiple public
engagement opportunities held in person and online. Areas
of improvement were identified as well as additional roadway
development needed to support future growth areas. This
section will focus on best practices, connectivity improvements,
maintenance of existing facilities, and new construction.
A well-connected transportation network is central to supporting
and maintaining quality of life and the economic success of a
community. The existing network has been identified as a key
component of the City’s past growth and success. Continued
investment in the transportation network will be important for
future neighborhood development and for creating connections
to key amenities such as parks, schools, and the downtown. The
transportation system should be balanced to provide for all means
of travel while serving the needs of a wide variety of users. The
transportation recommendations in this section are aimed at
supporting the plan’s overall vision as well as recommendations
related to land use and growth, economic development, recreation,
and quality of life. Through effective planning and thoughtful
design, the City of Monroe’s transportation improvements can
contribute to the overall community aesthetic and give new life to
the City.

Existing Transportation Network

Monroe’s existing transportation network is made up of important
roadway connections that help residents and visitors travel into and
around Monroe. Access to I-75 helps the local economy by bringing
in jobs nearby and providing access to major cities such as Cincinnati
and Dayton. State Route 63 provides the primary East-West
connection across the City. Despite these existing thoroughfares,
there are opportunities to improve Monroe’s local street network
and better connect neighborhoods and employment areas.
I-75 to the east, State Route 4 to the west, and State Route 63 are
the major roadways and frame the transportation network across
the community. These three roadways, while serving as major
connectors out of the City, create internal separation throughout
Monroe.
Other major roadways include Todhunter Road and CincinnatiDayton Road (Main Street). Todhunter Road runs east-west to the
north of the City boundary and connects vehicles from State Route
4 to Cincinnati-Dayton Road while avoiding the truck traffic along
State Route 63. Cincinnati-Dayton Road runs north-south just
west of I-75 and provides an alternative to the interstate for travel.
Development along this roadway is located primarily to the south
and provides direct access to the downtown and some residential
neighborhoods. Heading north, development is limited on either
side of the roadway and is suited for future development along
the east side, heading north to Greentree Road and Middletown

with little need for expansion. Cincinnati-Dayton Road will
need additional supporting infrastructure to ensure safety and
appropriate access in the future.
Neighborhood roads provide access from arterial and collector
roadways to individual properties. Opportunities to extend existing
neighborhood roads and create additional connections to collector
roadways such as Hankins Road to the south, Todhunter Road,
Yankee Road to the west of the High School, or Carson Road,
and to Cincinnati-Dayton Road (arterial) should be explored as
development occurs. Creating a more connected transportation
system through local roads and collector roadways will be
key to increasing connectivity, especially for future residential
development. Planned access management and roadway
improvements in cooperation with responsible governmental
entities will enhance traffic flows while fostering responsible
growth. Overall, an intentionally planned, more connected, and
multi-modal transportation system will be the key for increasing
connectivity for business and residential development.

Issues & Opportunities

Through focus group discussions, Steering Committee meetings,
and public engagement opportunities online and in-person,
several issues and opportunities were identified relating to the
current transportation network in Monroe.
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The main concerns were surrounding the amount of truck traffic
on State Route 63, and the I-75/State Route 63 interchange.
Additional concerns involved the desire for increased access to
the Monroe Local School Campus while eliminating congestion
along Yankee Road. Feedback from the Steering Committee and
public identified improvements to the Todhunter Road & Britton
Lane and Hamilton-Lebanon Road (State Route 63) & Yankee Road
intersections as priorities due to the nearby neighborhoods and
school campus.
Safety and general maintenance of roadways were also identified
as large concerns. Multiple comments and suggestions
heard throughout the public process involved expanding the
transportation network to address all types of mode uses including
bike lanes, trails, and more sidewalk development (see more about
these issues and recommendations in the Quality of Life chapter,
starting on page 102).

safety for multiple modes of transportation, including bicyclists
and pedestrians.
•

Multi-modal facilities help ensure equal access to essential good
and services, jobs, healthy food options, and entertainment
places within Monroe and to adjacent communities.

•

Monroe’s existing code emphasizes “encouraging the
incorporation of alternative modes of transportation by
emphasizing
pedestrian
circulation
and
establishing
requirements for bicycle parking.”

Principles that Guided Development of the
Future Transportation Recommendations
•

Development trends, especially in neighborhoods, have
not encouraged connectivity throughout the community.
Connectivity through roadways, sidewalks, bike trails and
paths will make it easier to navigate throughout the City using
multiple modes of transportation.

•

A grid street layout in the downtown should be continued and
enhanced to create a walkable area, foster dense development,
and create a sense of community where people can gather.

•

Development of a new interchange along I-75 and roadway
improvements along Greentree Road to accommodate for an
increase in traffic will help spur development near the area.

•

Existing roadway improvements should be encouraged across
the City and done in collaboration with other governmental
jurisdictions and projects. Projects such as widening and
resurfacing roadways, developing trails or bike lanes, and
updating existing utilities should be built at the same time to
limit construction and closure times.

•

New signalized intersections should be developed as new
roadway connections are developed to encourage safe and
efficient traffic flow, limit the chance of crashes, and encourage

Example of an improved intersection

Example of a major gateway

Example of a minor gateway
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FUTURE TRANSPORTATION MAP
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FUNCTIONAL CLASSIFICATION OF ROADWAYS
Roadway Type

Freeway

Major Arterial

Minor Arterial

Minor Collector

Second Class Collector

Local Street

Function and Characteristics
•

Carry high volumes of traffic at high speeds over long distances.

•

Serves interstate/intrastate/interregional/intracity travel.

•

No direct property access.

•

Median/grade separation of opposing traffic movements.

•

Provides access and mobility at moderate to high speeds/volumes/distances.

•

Serves interregional, intercity, and intracity travel.

•

Direct property access is not permitted or restricted.

•

Provides access and mobility at low to moderate speeds/volumes.

•

Serves intercity, intracity, and intracommunity travel.

•

Direct property access is restricted.

•

Provides access and mobility at lower speeds, with equal priority assigned to
access and mobility.

•

Connects local or second class collector streets to arterials.

•

Residential driveways not permitted; commercial driveways restricted by
number/spacing/site distance.

•

Connects primary collectors to local streets.

•

Limited residential or commercial driveways based on volume/speed/sight
distance/spacing.

•

Provides local land access.

•

Carries traffic to and from local land developments and collectors.

•

Direct property access is permitted.

Source: FHWA Functional Classification Guidelines and City of Monroe
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Existing Average
Daily Traffic (ADT)

Over 20,000 vehicles
per day

9,000 - 20,000 vehicles
per day

4,000 - 12,000 vehicles
per day

3,000 - 6,000 vehicles
per day

1,000 - 4,000 vehicles
per day

Less than 1,000 vehicles
per day

FUNCTIONAL CLASSIFICATION MAP
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INTERSECTION IMPROVEMENTS
There
are
multiple
recommended
intersection
improvements shown on this map. They are listed in
the table on pages 82 and 83 with the location of the
improvement and the reason for its inclusion in this plan
(see table for details).
In all cases, an additional traffic study will need to be
completed as part of the design process for any of these
suggested improvements. Some of these improvements
can be examined as part of a larger transportation study
conducted for Monroe that looks at the entire transportation
system and provides overall recommendations. Certain
site-specific issues related to an intersection brought
about by a particular development should be tied to a study
completed at the time development review and approval is
conducted.
Other general recommendations include adjustment of
signal timing, road restriping, and as necessary, repavement
of roadways. Where new intersections are created in the
future with the addition of roadways, funding for new
lighting infrastructure, which includes traffic signals,
roadway lighting, and pedestrian scaled lighting for
adjacent sidewalk and trails, and street trees should be
included in the cost with new roadway development. Any
intersection improvement is recommended to be done
concurrently with roadway construction to reduce street
closure time.

Example of an improved intersection in Jacobsville
Neighborhood located in Evansville, Indiana.
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INTERSECTION IMPROVEMENT
LOCATION MAP
2

1

3
4

5

6
8

9

10

11
12

7
13
15

14
16
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INTERSECTION IMPROVEMENT CHART
Improvement

Number
on Map

Creation of a new interchange at Interstate 75
(I-75) and Greentree Road

1

A new signalized intersection along CincinnatiDayton Road south of Greentree Road

2

Hamilton Middletown Road (State Route 4) &
Todhunter Road

3

Addition of a traffic light to ensure safe turning on to State Route
4 from Todhunter Road

Todhunter Road & Britton Lane

4

Widen the roadway, improve turning radius, and address safety
concerns as future development occurs nearby

Todhunter Road & Cincinnati-Dayton Road

5

Reasoning
Improve access for future development in the area
Ensure acceptable level of service as the area develops
Improve access and connection to future development
This will need to be coordinated with Middletown

Additional traffic signal head to control future eastern leg of the
intersection
Improve access for future development in the area

A new signalized intersection along CincinnatiDayton Road at the proposed Edgewood Drive
extension

6

A new signalized intersection at CincinnatiDayton Road and Overbrook Drive (as
development occurs)

7

Hamilton-Lebanon Road (State Route 63) &
Clark Boulevard / Hollytree Drive

8

Hamilton-Lebanon Road (State Route 63) &
Salzman Road
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9

Improve access for current and future development needs in the
area
Additional traffic signal at the intersection when Overbrook Court
extends east as future development occurs
Ensure appropriate level of service to address increase in traffic
flow and user needs as future development occurs nearby
Address any safety concerns including light timing, pedestrian
crossing, and infrastructure improvement needs
Additional lanes needed on the north and south leg of the
intersection
Address any safety concerns including
infrastructure improvement needs

light

timing

and

Improvement

Number
on Map

Reasoning
Improve access and ensure safety for drivers

Hamilton-Lebanon Road (State Route 63) &
Yankee Road

Addition of left and right turn lanes on to State Route 63
10

Reduce traffic congestion along Yankee Road during school hours
Improvement efforts will need to be coordinated with the State or
annexed into the City

Hamilton-Lebanon Road (State Route 63) &
Cincinnati-Dayton Road
Lebanon Street and Main Street

11

12

Address any safety concerns including
infrastructure improvement needs

light

timing

and

Redesign of the intersection to improve mobility for vehicles,
pedestrians, and bicyclists
See Downtown Plan for more details, page 115.

Hamilton-Lebanon Road (State Route 63) &
Lawton Avenue

13

Address any safety concerns including
infrastructure improvement needs

light

timing

and

Hamilton-Lebanon Road (State Route 63) &
Corridor Park Drive

14

Address any safety concerns including
infrastructure improvement needs

light

timing

and

Development of a roundabout for the intersection
Mason Road/ Bridle Creek Drive & Gallaher Road

15

Mason Road/ Gateway Boulevard & Butler
Warren Road

16

Address any safety concerns including infrastructure improvement
needs and appropriate level of service to address an increase in
traffic volume
Addition of a signalized intersection (with the extension of Gateway
Boulevard) to address safety concerns
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Existing Roadway Improvements & Future
Roadway Connections
Solid orange lines denote needed improvements to existing
road segments, either to address current conditions or to
ensure a safe and efficient roadway system as development
occurs in the future. These roadway improvements should
be coordinated with the Future Recreation Network
recommendations (see the Quality of Life chapter for
more information) when possible to provide bicycle and
pedestrian facilities in a cost-effective manner.
As development occurs in Monroe, additional roadway
connections will need to be created. The dashed orange
lines on the map represent the general location of future
roadways to increase access and connectivity throughout
the City.
The existing roadways that have been identified for
improvements and notable areas that will need additional
roadways are listed in the following table and identified on
the map. To view the Functional Classification Roadway
map, see page 79 or the Appendix.

Example of a roadway improvement within a
neighborhood with a separated sidewalk

Example of a roadway improvement with a
separated bike lane and sidewalk
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ROADWAY IMPROVEMENT &
CONNECTIONS LOCATION MAP
17
21 18
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26
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9
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23
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ROADWAY IMPROVEMENTS AND CONNECTIONS CHART
Improvement
Greentree Road: from Cincinnati-Dayton Road
to Union Road

Union Road: from Greentree Road to State
Route 63

Yankee Road: from Todhunter Road to State
Route 63

Britton Lane: from Todhunter Road to State
Route 63

Number
on Map

Reasoning
Ensure acceptable level of service as the area develops

1

2

3

4

Macready Avenue: from Heritage Green Drive
to Lee Price Avenue

5

Elm Street

6

Additional infrastructure improvements to accommodate the
new interchange including the widening of the roadway
Improve existing poor conditions of the roadway to ensure
acceptable level of service as the area develops
Realign roadway to intersect with State Route 63 at Gateway
Boulevard
Examine possible drainage issues and address any concerns along
the roadway
Work with County to improve roadway, specifically at the driveway
access to the school
Add curb and gutters to improve safety and stormwater
infrastructure
Future sidewalk and trail construction should be considered along
this roadway
Add curb and gutters to improve safety and stormwater
infrastructure
Widen the roadway where necessary to improve overall safety
See Downtown Plan for more details, page 115, and see the cross
sections on pages 94 and 95
Improve existing poor conditions

Senate Drive: entire length

7

Hankins Road: from LeSourdsville West Chester
Road to Salzman Road

8

As development occurs north of the road, address safety concerns
by adding curbs and gutters near access points

Cincinnati-Dayton Road / Main Street

9

See Downtown Plan for more details, page 115, and see the cross
sections on pages 94 and 95
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Examine possible drainage issues and address any concerns along
the roadway

Improvement

Number
on Map

Reasoning
Improve existing poor conditions

Lebanon Street: entire length

10

Examine possible drainage issues and address any concerns along
the roadway
Improve existing poor conditions

Mason Road: entire length

11

Butler Tech LeSourdsville Campus

12

See the Butler Tech Plan for more details, starting on page 122
(plan on page 123)

Future housing development in the southeast
of the Monroe Crossings neighborhood

13

Support and serve new residential development in the area

Future housing development north of Hankins
Road (east of Monroe Crossings neighborhood)

14

Support and serve new residential development in the area

The industrial park southwest of State Route 63
and Salzman Road intersection: Edison Drive
extended to Clark Boulevard

15

Extension of existing roadways to improve connectivity

The industrial park southwest of State Route 63
and Salzman Road intersection: Clark Boulevard
extended south

16

Extension of existing roadway to improve connectivity

The land north of the railroad, to the west of
I-75, and south of Greentree Road

17

Support economic development by serving new employment
opportunities such as commercial, small scale industrial and
manufacturing, and office spaces

Add curb and gutters to improve safety and stormwater
infrastructure as future development occurs nearby

Expansion of existing roadways
The land south of the railroad, north of State
Route 63, and east of Cincinnati-Dayton Road

18

Lawton Avenue extension north; Edgewood
extension to Cincinnati-Dayton Road

19

Supporting economic development with the development of new
commercial/mixed use development and serve new residential
development
Extension of existing roadway to support residential development
and connectivity
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Improvement

Number
on Map

Reasoning

Edgewood extension from Cincinnati-Dayton
Road to Lawton

20

Extension of existing roadway to support residential development
and connectivity

Extension of Todhunter Road from CincinnatiDayton Road to Lawton Avenue extension

21

Extension of existing roadway to improve connectivity

Additional
downtown

22

See Downtown Plan for more details, page 115

roadway

connections

in

the

Improve connectivity and safety concerns through infrastructure
improvement
A connection from Mason Road to Gateway
Boulevard (creating an intersection at Butler
Warren Road) and Butler Warren Road from
Mason Road to Kyle Station Road

23

Support economic development and serve the needs of new
residential development
Improve the existing poor conditions of the roadway
Address any safety concerns and maintain level of service for
increased traffic as development expands nearby

The industrial park southeast of the outlet mall:
From Union Road to Hamilton Road (connecting
at the extension of Exploration Drive)

24

Extension of existing roadway

Union Road extension

25

Extension roadway for better connectivity

Residential Connection

26

Extension of existing roadway for residential development
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Gateway Development
In the context of city planning, a gateway is a landmark, land use
transition, or significant feature that is a point of visual interest
when entering a community. Gateways play a significant role as
part of the regional transportation network, moving people into
and around the City. They also contribute to community character
and are the first impression realized by travelers passing through
the City on I-75, new visitors to the community traveling along
State Route 63 and State Route 4, or residents who come in and
out of City daily. Gateways are typically a combination of elements
that work together to create an experience as someone traverses
the City. Various components of a gateway could include public
art, landscape plantings, signage, adjacent private development,
and other aesthetic treatments.
Typically, gateways are characterized in two categories - major
and minor. The I-75 and State Route 63 (Hamilton-Lebanon
Road) interchange is a major gateway. Major gateways elements
should include features such as bicycle and pedestrian facilities,
landscape treatments, lighting, art, signage, restricting certain
land uses, and design regulations for development in the area.
These gateways tend to be the most used entrances into the
community and in Monroe’s case, all but one major gateway are
associated with I-75. To make an impact, the elements of the
gateway must be substantial, and scaled appropriately to be
seen at high rates of speed.
The I-75 and State Route 63 gateway area can be characterized as a
fairly typical interstate interchange, developed with convenience
restaurants, retail, and hotels. However, restrictions could be
placed on land uses through an overlay district. Prohibiting,
limiting, or encouraging certain uses at the gateways, developing
a unified corridor plan to address landscaping, lighting, fencing
and other street improvements are all zoning considerations
that can set the character for the gateway. Access management
practices along the roadway may also help the function and
appearance of the area, especially as redevelopment and infill
occur east of the I-75 interchange. Since the Ohio Department of
Transportation (ODOT) controls State Route 63 in this area, access
management and improvements within the limited access areas
will have to be an on-going discussion between City leaders and
ODOT.
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The proposed interchange (I-75 & Greentree Road) and
gateway area would be the second gateway to the
Employment District. This interstate interchange would
be the second interchange for Monroe and located about
two miles north of the interchange at State Route 63. The
development of an interchange in this location would
require additional roadway improvements along Greentree
Road to accommodate for the increase in traffic that would
be accompanied with developing a new access point
along I-75. A City monument sign would accompany the
development of the new interchange. The proposed land
uses adjacent to the highway include single-family housing
to the northwest and employment districts along both sides
of I-75 leading up to the interchange. Travelers can see this
directly while driving along I-75. An interchange feasibility
study will need to be conducted as the surrounding area
is developed. It should be noted that funding for this
project has not been allocated. If ODOT proceeds with the
development of an interchange in the future, the City should
advocate for and consider funding additional gateway
improvements in addition to the roadway infrastructure
improvements along Greentree Road.

Example of a minor gateway sign in Monroe

Minor gateways are secondary entrances into a community
that do not carry a significant amount of traffic but still
serve as an entrance to the city. Minor gateways incorporate
some elements of a major gateway but are typically smaller
in scale. For Monroe, these gateways are located on Route
4 near Niederlander, Route 4 at Jerry Couch/Roden Park,
Cincinnati Dayton Road and State Route 63, State Route
63 and Union Road, Butler Warren Road and Kyle Station
Road, and Cincinnati-Dayton Road and Greentree Road.
Gateway structures should be designed to reflect Monroe
as a community and used as a defining marker for the
area to be recognized by residents, workers, and visitors.
They do not have to be uniform across all locations with
the same structure in each location but should be reflective
of nearby destinations. It is also imperative that they be
scaled to reflect the context of the adjacent roadway and
nearby development. In short, wide commercial corridors
with relatively high traffic speeds and lots of signage need
larger gateway elements or they may be easily lost. Some
ways that these gateways can be designed to stand out
include landscaping, lighting, and public art.
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Example of a minor gateway used for an entryway

GATEWAY LOCATION MAP
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Cross Sections
A road is more than simply a route between two destinations.
Roads, thoroughfares, corridors, and related facilities are
significant components of a community’s landscape and
public realm. Integrating transportation planning with land
use planning is critical in creating livable and sustainable
communities. The alignment, scale, and character of
roadways help define a community’s human-made context,
development patterns, and sense of place. Thoughtful design,
construction, and management of streets and highways
that enhance interconnected transportation options with
adjacent land uses create a corridor character that becomes
a community focal point and contributes to an area’s quality
of life. Roadway improvements and design treatments involve
corridor medians, access control, curbs, streetscape amenities,
landscape, lighting, whether the corridor is a gateway into
the City, and if design guidelines are applicable now or in the
future. Mobility considers if a corridor is likely to host transit
in the future, how and where bicycle and pedestrian facilities
should be incorporated, and if on-street parking is appropriate.

Two-Lane Street Enhancement example: this street cross section
shows a two lane road with a shared-use trail on one side of the
road on Todhunter Road. This may be replicated throughout the
City.

Ultimately, improving Monroe’s corridors is a tool for area
economic development efforts where land uses will be
organized, transportation facilities will be comprehensive and
consistent, and aesthetics and urban design will complement
the environment and adjacent uses. These improvements
will increase the appeal and establish the corridor’s sense of
place within the community. New and continued economic
investment is more likely to occur in areas demonstrating
enduring investment by both the public and private sectors.
The following cross sections demonstrate public and private
space organization along the roadway to maximize land use
and associated transportation facilities. Each example provides
dedicated travel lanes for motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians
and incorporates streetscape amenities, natural features, and
landscape design. These examples represent possible options
and should not be considered the sole design solution for the
respective corridors. Specific design standards are in the City’s
Planning and Zoning Code. These should merely provide a
starting point when evaluating new development and start a
conversation to promote connectivity and mobility in Monroe,
which is much needed and overwhelmingly supported by
residents.
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State Road Enhancement example: this street cross section along State Route
63 shows how a shared-use trail may be incorporated along one side of the
road to allow for a multi-modal design option.
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A

B/C
Downtown Cross Section B example: this portion of Main Street will see more
pedestrian activity so two options were created for possible design options.
Option A shows an eight foot median separating the two driving lanes which
could double as a pedestrian safety island.

Elm St.

Downtown Cross Section C example: very similar to Option A, Option C has a
separated trail and cycle track but no center median. A separated sidewalk is
shown in this cross section.
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Old St.

Church St.

LebanonSt.

2

Macready Ave
.

Downtown Cross Section A example: this cross sections shows a possible
redesign of Main Street with new treatment heading south into Downtown
Monroe with sidewalks and a cycle track.

East Ave.

D

Downtown Cross Section D example: this design for East Street shows an
option for a redesign including on-street parking on both sides of the street
with a separated sidewalk and shared-use trail.
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Recommendations
1.

Connectivity and access through sidewalks, trails, and streets
should be the focus moving forward in all development,
including the promotion of Complete Streets throughout the
City.

2.

All neighborhood streets should have sidewalks on both sides
of the street with a minimum five-foot lawn strip for street
trees to be planted and a minimum five foot sidewalk.

3.

A City-wide trail system should be planned and built along
Main Street, Todhunter Road, and State Route 63 to connect
to the Great Miami River Regional Trail. This will provide bicycle
and pedestrian access to all neighborhoods, parks, amenities,
and schools in Monroe. For more details on the trails list, please
see the recommendations in the Quality of Life chapter.

Complete Streets
“Complete Streets are streets designed and operated
to enable safe use and support mobility for all users.
Those include people of all ages and abilities, regardless
of whether they are traveling as drivers, pedestrians,
bicyclists, or public transportation riders. The concept
of Complete Streets encompasses many approaches to
planning, designing, and operating roadways and rights
of way with all users in mind to make the transportation
network safer and more efficient. Complete Street
policies are set at the state, regional, and local levels and
are frequently supported by roadway design guidelines.
“Complete Streets approaches vary based on community
context. They may address a wide range of elements,
such as sidewalks, bicycle lanes, bus lanes, public
transportation stops, crossing opportunities, median
islands, accessible pedestrian signals, curb extensions,
modified vehicle travel lanes, streetscape, and landscape
treatments.”

4. Future neighborhood design should limit the development
of cul-de-sacs in order to promote connectivity throughout a
neighborhood.
5.

As streets are developed, connectivity should be a primary
focus. Through streets should be considered as development
opportunities in existing neighborhoods where they would be
most beneficial and applicable if land were to be available in
the future. Cul-de-sacs should be limited in new neighborhood
development and discouraged in dense housing development
where a combination of housing opportunities are present
(this includes duplex, triplex, quadraplex, townhomes,
condominiums, and multifamily housing opportunities).
Such areas where cul-de-sacs would be discouraged in favor
of developing a more grid-like street layout would be in the
Downtown, housing development near the Downtown, near
Butler Tech, and with the development of a possible Town
Center or larger community gathering space.

6. Incorporating public transportation routes across Monroe
might become necessary in the future. Routes will need to
be designed and possible infrastructure improvements may
be necessary including benches, bus shelters, and bumpouts.
Depending on the location of these routes, a separate bus lane
may be explored along Route 63, or designated bumpouts at
key stop locations that are separate from the travel lanes to
ensure continued traffic flow.
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Source: U.S. Department of Transportation
7.

New roadway connections:
a. Butler Tech Lesourdsville Campus: see the Butler Tech Plan
for more details in the Focus Areas chapter
b. Future housing development in the southeast of the
Monroe Crossings neighborhood
c.

The industrial park southwest of State Route 63 and
Salzman Road

d. The land north of the railroad, to the west of I-75, and south
of Greentree Road
e. The land south of the railroad, north of State Route 63, and
east of Cincinnati-Dayton Road
f.

Lawton Avenue; Edgewood extension to Cincinnati-Dayton
Road

g. Edgewood extension from Cincinnati-Dayton Road to
Lawton Avenue

h. Lawton Avenue extension north
i.

Extension of Todhunter Road from Cincinnati-Dayton
Road to Lawton Avenue extension

j.

Additional roadway connections in the downtown: see the
Downtown Plan for more details on page 115

11. Sidewalks:
a. All streets should have sidewalks on both sides of the
street with a minimum width of five feet as required by
the Monroe Planning and Zoning Code.
i.

As funding allows, sidewalks should be developed on
both sides of the streets including older existing areas
that may only have sidewalks on one side or roadways
with no sidewalks.

ii.

Sidewalks and multi-use paths should be developed
along major roadways where connectivity and access is
important. A minimum width of five feet for a sidewalk
is recommended on one side of the street. On the
opposite side, a multi-use path with a minimum width
of 12 feet is recommended. These multi-use paths
should help connect people across the community
and be developed in a way to create loops.

k. A connection from Mason Road to Gateway Boulevard
(creating an intersection at Butler Warren Road)
l.

The industrial park southeast of the outlet mall to connect
to Hamilton Road

8. Existing roadway improvements:
a. Greentree Road: from Cincinnati-Dayton Road to Union
Road
b. Hankins Road: from LeSourdsville West Chester Road to
Salzman Road
c.

Elm Street: see the Downtown Plan for more details on
page 115

d. Lebanon Street: entire length
e. Mason Road: entire length
f.

Cincinnati-Dayton Road: see the Downtown Plan for more
details on page 115

g. Gallaher Road: from Lebanon Street to Mason Road
h. Butler Warren Road: from Mason Road to Kyle Station Road
9. Develop two gateways along major corridors:
a. Near Butler Tech Lesourdsville Campus on State Route 4
b. To the west of the existing I-75 and State Route 63
interchange.

12. Gateways:
a. Major and minor gateways should be developed at the
locations referenced previously.
b. Major gateways should include signage, lighting, and lowmaintenance landscape plantings. Public art may also be
incorporated. Additional design standards for development
at gateway locations and corridors may be incorporated
through an overlay zoning district.
c.

Minor gateways should include signage, lighting, and lowmaintenance landscape plantings.

13. Conduct a Traffic Impact Study to help assess the future needs
of the community and determine priority projects for roadway
improvement, roadway development, and intersection
improvement. Reference the Traffic Impact Study section of
the Planning and Zoning Code.

10. Trails: See the Quality of Life chapter
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14. Parking:
a. Shared parking and off-site parking should be encouraged,
especially within the downtown and near the Butler Tech
LeSourdsville Campus as development expands.
i.

Amend Planning and Zoning to allow for off-site
parking where appropriate.

b. Parking Structures
i.

ii.

Parking structures should be encouraged within the
downtown and near the Butler Tech LeSourdsville
Campus as development expands and is appropriate.
Parking structures must be hidden to not detract from
the character of the surrounding area.
Development should surround approximately 3 / 4 of
the parking structure with the main access being on
the side without development. Additional entrances
and exits to the structure for people may be located on
all sides where applicable.

15. Access:
a. As development expands in the downtown, Butler Tech,
and similar mixed use areas, buildings are encouraged to
be located as close to the street as possible with parking
located to the side of or behind the building. Access to
parking should be located at a side street when possible to
avoid congestion on the main street.
16. Complete Streets:
a. Amend Planning and Zoning code to include language
about Complete Street development and integration.
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17. Multi-Use Trails
a. Amend the Planning and Zoning Code to require
installation of multi-use trails where shown on the
Proposed Recreation Network map and other bicycle,
pedestrian, and recreation plans for the City of Monroe.
b. Multi-use trails should be developed on at least one side
of all collector and arterial streets (see the Functional
Classification map on page 79), and a sidewalk should be
installed on the other side. Improvements should meet
these requirements:

c.

i.

Multi-use trails should have a minimum width of 12
feet.

ii.

Construction materials may include asphalt, concrete,
or pavers.

Amend Improvement Standards to include multi-use trails.

18. Explore creating a “Fee-in-lieu of Construction” requirement
for trail and sidewalk infrastructure in order to fund future
mobility projects. Fees-in-lieu of construction are funds paid to
the City, by the developer, in place of the developer installing
the required infrastructure. These fees go into a special account
to only be used for trail and sidewalk projects. Fees-in-lieu of
construction could be used in a situation where it doesn’t
make sense to install a trail or sidewalk because a planned
utility project would necessitate their temporary removal. In
such a case, the fees would be used to pay for the trail project
once the utility work was complete. Similarly, the City may
allow a developer to pay the fees in lieu of constructing a trail
that would not connect to any existing facilities. If there are no
other trail segments along a roadway, the cost of that trail may
be better utilized to create other connections in the City.
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GOAL
Monroe will be a resilient
place to live, build a career,
do business, eat, shop, and
recreate, making it the
preferred place to call home in
the region.

Quality of life is a concept that combines the social, cultural,
economic, and physical attributes of a community. The relationship
between these elements creates a unique community fabric
that influences the experiences of residents and visitors. Positive
attributes are often associated with housing character, quality
schools, access to recreation and entertainment, and a healthy
environment. Just as important to overall quality of life is the
interaction of residents with each other and their surroundings;
this includes civic pride, history, community organizations, and
cultural and faith-based institutions.
The Quality of Life framework focuses on City services and facilities,
parks and recreation amenities, and cultural venues, with the
goal of providing superior quality of life in the region to serve
existing residents and to maintain a strong local economy. To work
towards this goal, the City, residents, businesses, organizations, and
schools must all work together. Quality of life is impacted by every
development decision the community makes whether that is by
City leaders and staff, developers, or individual property owners.

Principles That Guided Development of the
Quality of Life Recommendations
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•

Improving elements that contribute to a resident’s quality of
life offered in a community can help drive investment, attract
future residents, and create a stronger local economy.

•

Quality of life is directly associated with how a person thinks
of and feels about a community. These elements are usually
determined based on the amenities and entertainment options
offered, culture, history, and other residents and visitors.

•

While some of these elements like public gathering spaces,
parks, and recreational areas can be improved by the City, other
elements such as art, museums, and private recreation facilities
will be provided by other entities.

FUTURE RECREATION MAP
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Trails and Parks Network

Monroe’s current trail network is limited and the existing
development pattern has created obstacles to community-wide
walkability. Generally, for a resident to get to school, work, a
restaurant or shop, a motor vehicle is the primary means of travel.
Bicycle and pedestrian connections between neighborhood
sidewalk networks and community destinations are limited. The
future addition of trails to the west, including the Great Miami River
Trail to be completed in 2023, will increase the total trail network
in the city, but there is no safe, direct access to the Downtown
or amenities on the east side. This highlights a need for a more
complete, integrated trail system throughout the community that
connects destinations, amenities, and the neighborhoods within
Monroe.
According to the Trust for Public Land, 20 percent of Monroe
residents live within a 10-minute walk of a park. The national average
is 54 percent. However, there are several parks of varying sizes and
open spaces and fields that dot the community and provide more
access to residents than the existing trail network. While parks
are more accessible to the community, some maintenance and
updated equipment may be necessary to ensure a high quality of
life in Monroe.
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Safety

Safety is a critical component of any healthy community. Monroe
has taken steps to ensure that its residents and businesses are safe
at home and at work. The City has been thoughtful in its expansion
of police and fire services so that they can respond to any need in
the City.
The fire stations have been strategically located throughout the
city to be able to quickly respond to fire and rescue emergencies.
Monroe has two municipal fire stations; Fire Stations 61 and 62. Fire
Station 61 is in the downtown on Main Street (Cincinnati Dayton
Road), and Fire Station 62 is located on Hamilton Middletown
Road (State Route 4). Monroe’s fire department is a full-service
career department that provides a multitude of services from fire
suppression to technical rescue and paramedic level emergency
medical services. They also provide several public education
programs such as CPR and First-Aid classes, fire safety lectures,
home safety inspections, and more.
Monroe’s police station recently moved locations. Previously
located in the lower level of the Monroe City Building along Main
Street, the department has moved into a new building along South
Main Street south of the City Building. The police outgrew their
space at City Hall and in 2019 purchased a new building to house

Monroe’s police station that opened in 2021

the department. The City renovated an old grocery store for the
police department to occupy. Monroe’s Police Department covers
a large area in the City and engages in proactive safety initiatives
and addresses a variety of issues including traffic violations and
community policing.

Public Library

Monroe has two public libraries; the Monroe Public Lending Library
& Community Center in the downtown, and Mid-Pointe Public
Library located next to the Mount Pleasant Retirement Community
off Britton Lane.

Schools

Monroe has two public school campuses: Monroe Primary, Monroe
Elementary, and Monroe Junior High / Senior High Schools with the
primary school separately located from the main elementary, junior/
senior high campus. Monroe Primary is for grades kindergarten
through first and offers preschool classes for children three to five
years old. Monroe Elementary instructs students in grades two
through six. Monroe Junior High instructs students in seventh and
eighth grades; Monroe Senior High is the high school for students
in ninth through twelfth grades.

Neighborhood parks provide easy access for families to
visit with their children without driving across the City

Additional schools in Monroe include Butler Tech Natural Science
Center, south of Monroe Junior High / Senior High School, and the
Butler Tech LeSourdsville Campus on the west side of the City
adjacent to Monroe Bicentennial Commons.

Recommendations

The Quality of Life recommendations are organized into four
categories: Trail, Parks, Connectivity, and Other. While the
comprehensive plan seeks to address community needs and gaps
in service identified during the planning process, additional study
and design will be needed for many of these recommendations.

Trail Recommendations
1.

The recreational Quality of Life map shows proposed trail routes.
Loops are created to not only increase access but provide a
way for people to measure their activity, if desired. Filling in
sidewalk gaps will also help bridge the divide and provide
additional pedestrian infrastructure for multiple modes of
transportation. From sidewalks throughout a neighborhood
to sidewalks that serve as connections to additional trails,
providing a safe space away from roadway traffic will increase
quality of life for residents.

Development near the Butler Tech LeSourdsville Campus
allows for additional trail connections to the Monroe Crossings
neighborhood and into Monroe Bicentennial Commons
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2.

3.

Design a trail system to connect multiple neighborhoods and
destinations across Monroe such as the schools, both Butler
Tech locations, the Downtown, and local parks. Trails should be
at least 12 feet wide with asphalt pavement. A wider trail and/
or separated trail should be considered in areas with higher
demand. Pavers should be used in more developed areas.
a. Trail location recommendations:
i.

North-South
1.

Along State Route 4, following Jerry Couch
Boulevard to Butler Tech and continuing through
the existing neighborhoods to connect back to
State Route 4

2.

New trail development behind Monroe Crossings
along Clark Boulevard connecting State Route 63
and Hankins Road.

3.

Yankee Road from Todhunter Road to Hankins
Road

4. East Avenue from Elm Street to Lebanon Street
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The whole length of Gallaher Road from Lebanon
Street heading south

6. Cincinnati Dayton Road from Greentree Road to
the southern boundary of the City
7.

Trails should be made of concrete or asphalt, but if desired can
be made of other materials to give them a distinct look. For
example, the Downtown may use pavers to improve aesthetics
and reinforce placemaking.

4. Coordinate transportation, trail, and sidewalk improvement
projects. When dedicating funding to these projects, it is best
to try and pair roadway construction with trail development
to reduce construction time and potential street closures.
Pedestrian scaled lighting, wayfinding signage, and
landscaping costs should be included in the construction cost
of the roads and trails.
5.

5.

Develop a multi-use separated trails system along roadways
that have enough existing right-of-way. Creating separation
adds a protective space between the user of the trail or path
and the driving lane, thereby opening the facility to a broader
range of potential users. Low maintenance landscaping
and street trees should also be incorporated to increase this
protective barrier, and also beautify the streetscape.

Along Butler Warren Road from Mason Road to
continuing south to the city limit at Kyle Station
Road.

8. Along the whole length of Union Road from the
northern boundary to Nickel Road.
ii.

East-West
1.

The whole length of Greentree Road continuing
east

2.

The whole length of Todhunter Road extending
west to the Great Miami River

3.

A new trail connection from Deneen Avenue
westward through and the school campus area to
Yankee Road with a connection north to Todhunter
Road

4. Along State Route 63 from Monroe Crossings
subdivision, connecting to Macready Avenue, and
following along Elm Street through the downtown
5.

The length of Lebanon from Main Street to
Ridgeview Lane

6. The whole length of Mason Road and continuing
north, along the eastern edge of the Outlet Mall,
and follows Corridor Park Drive to State Route 63
7.

A trail along Old Street connecting from Main
Street (Cincinnati Dayton Road) to Lebanon Street

8. Carson Road from Yankee Road to Cincinnati
Dayton Road
9. Hankins Road from State Route 4 to Yankee Road
10. Kyle Station Road from the I-75 overpass to Butler
Warren Road

b. In order to better implement trail recommendations,
consider a fee-in-lieu of system to obtain funding for trail
and sidewalk projects. See the Transportation chapter for
more information.
6. Create a continuous pedestrian and bicycle network throughout
Monroe. Support the extension of sidewalks, greenways,
trails, and bike paths that contribute to a connected network.
Prioritize equity and safety in the location of new connections
or improvements to existing and future neighborhoods,
commercial areas, parks, schools, and downtown.
7.

Expand bikeway facilities within the public right-of-way as
recommended in the Transportation chapter.

8. Create an integrated network of green spaces, parks, rivers,
streams, and natural areas throughout Monroe to create a
connected public amenity infrastructure system.
a. Through development decisions, consistently implement
the City’s open space standards in the City of Monroe’s
Planning and Zoning Code.

Separate trails and sidewalks allow for
bicyclists and pedestrians to share the space
without a fear of running into each other

b. If the City is building a park, a new building, or developing
other city property, ensure that it connects to the network
or furthers the objective of an open/green space network.
c.

Incorporate low impact development practices into the
planning and zoning regulations to incentivize the use of
these techniques to reduce stormwater runoff volumes
and protect water quality and associated aquatic habitat.
Techniques include rain gardens, permeable pavers, and
green roofs.

Trails increase connectivity across a community and
encourage more people to become active by providing
a safe space for walking, running, or biking
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Park Recommendations

The map on page 103 depicts existing parks in a light green color
while new, potential park spaces have been highlighted in a darker
green color.
•

Explore the possibility of creating a dog park either with the
development of a new park space or within an existing park.

•

Create more park and open spaces in neighborhoods. Create
incentives that encourage both active recreation space
and passive open space that is integrated into any new
neighborhood development.

1.

Encourage developers to include parks and open space into
neighborhood designs.

2.

Upgrade existing park facilities as funding becomes available:
a. Conduct ADA assessments for accessibility within parks
including access from parking areas to all buildings and
play areas.
b. Contract with a certified CPSI (Certified Playground Safety
Inspector) to evaluate playground equipment for safety
and current standards. Evaluate accessible options for
inclusive use of playground equipment by visitors with
physical disabilities and by those in wheelchairs. Update
and repair existing playground equipment to meet current
standards.
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c.

3.

Establish a long-term replacement program for facilities
such as concrete sidewalks and asphalt paths. Include
improvements in budget planning.

Establish a yearly maintenance schedule to routinely maintain
parks system including renewal of mulch and routine repairs
needed for safety.
a. Develop an overall maintenance program of those
spaces through a volunteer program like Adopt a Park.
Neighborhood park maintenance can be done by an
organized group of volunteers or a professional business
hired by a neighborhood homeowners association, where
present.

4. Encourage property owners to preserve land that is difficult
to develop due to topography, utility lines, etc. as open space
and natural areas.
5.

Preservation of high-quality land for parks, trail, or public
spaces should be a priority for the City.

6. Update the 2018 Parks and Recreation Master Plan.
a. Determine funding needs. This could include considering
funding mechanisms and apply for grant funding.
i.

Plan for upgraded facilities including recreational
fields, playground equipment, and other features not
listed.

Tarkington Park in Indianapolis, Indiana

ii.

The plan should consist of future trails, paths, sidewalks,
etc. that would be incorporated.

iii. Implement appropriate staffing for maintenance and
programming of parks.
iv. The plan should include assessment of future
community growth to determine areas where land can
be purchased/donated to provide recreational facilities
for new residents.
7.

Coordinate with and support the Park Board while updating
the 2018 Parks and Recreation Master Plan.

8. Ensure that Monroe has adequate park space to serve its
residents and visitors recreational activities by adopting the
nationally accepted park standards of National Recreation
and Park Association (NRPA). Parks should be easy to access
and can be of various sizes depending on location.
Classification

Service Area

Size

Population
Ratio

Regional Park
Preserve *

1-hour drive

1,000+ acres

Varies

Regional /
Metropolitan Park *

1-hour drive

200+ acres

5 - 10 acres per
1,000 people

Community Park

1 - 2 mile radius

25+ acres

5 - 8 acres per
1,000 people

Neighborhood Park

¼ - ½
radius

5 – 15 acres

1 – 2 acres per
1,000 people

Mini Park

Less than
mile radius

Linear Park

No applicable guidelines set

mile
¼

Existing Parks

Acreage

Classification

Monroe Bicentennial
Commons

106.24

Community Park

Community Park

55.98

Community Park

Crossings Park

29.4

Community Park

Rosemont Park

13.9

Neighborhood Park

Oaklawn Park

1.74

Mini Park

Heritage Green

5.03

Neighborhood Park

Monroe, Ohio Parks Needs Assessment
Existing
Acreage

Projected Need
(average)

Deficit

Community
Park *

191.62

136.5

-

Neighborhood
Park *

18.93

31.5

12.57

1.74

7.88

6.14

Mini Park *

*Community parks, neighborhood parks, and mini parks provide
various services for different areas and groups. Although the
community park acreage provides over 50 acres of what is needed,
neighborhood and mini parks target different groups and provide
different amenities which makes closing the deficits important.

¼ - ½ acres per
1,000 people

*Regional/Metropolitan Park and Regional Park Preserve
classifications have not been accounted for in this assessment as
they serve populations across multiple communities within a 1-hour
drive and are 200+ acres. Monroe currently does not have facilities of
this nature, nor would it be solely required to provide such regional
services as a City.
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Connectivity Recommendations
1.

2.

3.

Explore creating a pedestrian bridge over State Route 63 at
Main Street to allow pedestrians and cyclists to safely cross
State Route 63 into the revitalized downtown.
Since State Route 4 and State Route 63 have higher speed
limits and service a larger number of trips, it is important
to avoid putting pedestrians near those roadways without
some type of protective barrier or separation from the main
road. With these two thoroughfares being a source of access
across the community, a deeper analysis of the roadways and
adjacent development will need to be done to determine the
plausibility of trail development along those roadways.

4. Support institutional and nonprofit City partners as they
promote and enhance the quality of life in Monroe.
a. Ensure that planning policies and regulations are
developed in collaboration with community partners.
b. Create partnerships with organizations to support the
advancement or implement actions associated with
community goals.
c.

All trail development will need to be a part of a larger study
and may be done simultaneously with any roadway studies
done in the future. Connectivity is a large part of developing a
transportation network and roadway development should be
partnered with trail development when possible.

Public schools are a vital community partner and the health
of the educational system is intertwined with the City’s
growth and development. The City and School District
should examine pathways to maximize shared facilities
(playgrounds) and ensure safe vehicular and pedestrian
traffic to and from school facilities from neighborhoods.
There are several areas where the city and school could
collaborate:
i.

As new residential development plans are submitted
to the department, allow the school superintendent
to attend the technical review committee to gain an
understanding of the development and the potential
impact on school system facilities.

ii.

Work with the school district when new roadway
projects are planned near one of the school properties
to install or upgrade sidewalk or trail facilities, or
redesign roadway access to the facility as part of the
roadway project.

a. Develop a connectivity plan that takes the trail and sidewalk
connections and creates a capital plan and program for
future development.

Other Quality of Life Recommendations
1.

Encourage the development of a private recreation center
complete with sports facilities and practice fields, a gym, and
additional physical therapy uses, to attract jobs and encourage
physical health opportunities year-round for all residents,
student athletes, and physical therapy patients. Potential
locations could be near the Butler Tech LeSourdsville Campus
property across from Monroe Crossings or north of State Route
63 and west of Cincinnati Dayton Road.

2.

Create a public gathering place within downtown. See
Downtown section for further detail (starting on page 114).

3.

Develop building design standards for the downtown and
development standards along the key corridors of State
Route 4, State Route 63, and Cincinnati-Dayton Road. See the
Implementation chapter.

iii. Ensure that new development projects consider routes
to the schools and improve accessibility where possible.
d. Continue to collaborate with both the public schools and
Butler Tech Campuses to understand the impacts of land
use decisions on the long-term tax base and the impact to
the student population.
e. Add a fire station west of I-75 with convenient access to
State Route 63 when development increases enough, and
response times require it.
f.
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Focus new development where adequate fire and safety
service exist.

5.

Monroe must continue to foster an environment where all
persons feel welcome and are able to fully participate in civic
life. Encourage economic diversity at all levels, support all races
and ethnic groups, ages, and physical and mental abilities.

vi. While active annexation is not current City policy,
creation of an annexation strategy for the remaining
area surrounding Monroe for future growth should be
explored for potential opportunities.

a. Ensure that governance regarding future growth considers
not only the short-term gains but long-term impacts of
land use and transportation decisions.
i.

Decision making should be based on the land use plan
rather than a short-term benefit due to a change in the
market. If there is truly a change in vision or direction,
the land use plan and comprehensive plan should be
amended as part of the land use decision.

ii.

Decision making regarding land uses should ensure
there is a diversity of uses to maintain an adequate
tax base to support the quality of life and services in
Monroe.

iii. The City’s fiscal health must be considered when
making land use and zoning decisions for the City.
Planning and capital investment decisions can have
real and direct impacts on the City’s fiscal health. The
City’s long-term quality of life requires a balanced
approach to capital improvement and attracting and
supporting development.
iv. Spending priorities regarding physical and policy
changes identified in this plan should be organized
through a capital improvement plan and aligned with
the current and projected needs of Monroe.
v.

Conduct a return on investment analysis for major
development proposals.
1.

The Planning Commission and City Council should
consider fiscal implications of residential growth
and economic development to help inform
their decisions about rezoning property and the
incentives they may provide to attract development.
However, the community should understand that
at times, the City Council may determine that a
particular development is critical to support one
goal of the City and the development might not
have a net positive fiscal impact.
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GOAL

DOWNTOWN

Monroe will reinvigorate the
downtown by strategically
planning a genuine
community gathering space
that fosters public private
partnerships for varied
residential opportunities,
creates jobs through business
attraction and retention,
and caters to a pedestrianoriented environment with
generation bridging activities.

This plan envisions the downtown area as a thriving asset that better
establishes Monroe as a complete community. In other words, the
goal of the downtown recommendations is to create an environment
for people to enjoy being downtown for living, shopping, dining,
entertainment, recreation, and work opportunities. While Monroe
has a diverse land use mix of neighborhoods, employment districts,
commercial corridors, and parks, the downtown lacks the activities
to make it a unique district. Key amenities to attract families,
young professionals, and other residents are critical to the future
success of the area. This includes creating opportunities for more
urban living, entertainment attractions, activities for families and
children, arts and culture events, walkable streets, and interactive
gathering spaces.
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The recommendations below focus on the amenities and design
elements needed to attract new development and subsequently,
more residents and visitors to the downtown area. Some of the
recommendations in this section will be implemented by the
city or local non-profit groups and will require significant public
investment. Public investment in these projects helps to exhibit
the city’s commitment to the downtown and will then help attract
developers and stimulate private investment in the area.

DOWNTOWN FULL BUILD-OUT PLAN
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Principles That Guided Development of the
Downtown Recommendations
•

•

•

•

The downtown area should be considered as the activity center
of the city. It is also an opportunity to showcase community
identity. A thoughtful revitalization plan can draw more
investment in downtown and shape it into a community focal
point.

f.
2.

To achieve broader economic development goals, the city
needs to make some changes to the current industrialheavy economic model. A prosperous downtown can benefit
the community by adding diversity into the local economy,
fostering local businesses, building economic resilience and
promoting equity.

Main Street and Elm Street are the only streets that provide
through traffic to and from downtown. By extending the
existing grid pattern and adding sidewalks and bicycle routes,
downtown accessibility can be greatly improved and thus
contribute to economic and social developments.
Existing streetscapes and buildings need to be renovated to
provide a more attractive visual impression to locals and visitors,
which can help bring more investments into the area.

•

A strong downtown district has the advantage of concentrated
resources to provide career education and training to residents
and feed into the local talent pathway.

Recommendations

Streetscape improvement:
a. Sidewalk / pedestrian friendly facilities.
b. Pedestrian crossings at intersections.
c.

Beautification and street trees.

d. Encourage active pedestrian spaces integral to new
development.
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Add new street connections that will increase connectivity
within the downtown and expand the grid street network.

Enhance access to and from downtown by extending
existing streets and constructing shared-use trails, sidewalk
improvements, and additional street connections.
a. Extend Lee Price Avenue from Macready Avenue to Church
Street.
b. Extend Courtland Drive from East Avenue to Main Street.
c.

A vibrant, walkable downtown can attract and retain talent
and new businesses. It also provides opportunities for cultural
engagement. Street lighting and other street furnishings at
pedestrian scale can provide security and convenience to this
area, which is vital to achieve walkability.

•

1.

e. Stormwater planters and/or permeable pavement should
be incorporated into the design of new streets and the
redesign of existing streets.

Extend Macready Avenue from Lee Price Avenue to Old
Street

d. Connect Church Street to Lee Price Avenue.
e. Construct shared-use trails based on future development
map.
3.

Create gathering and event spaces.
a. Create Elm Street Plaza as a gathering space for residents
and a venue for local events. Rebuild the section of Elm
Street south of the plaza to create a pedestrian friendly
environment and serve as an overflow event place, which
can be closed to vehicular traffic during events. Events
should be scheduled on a regular basis and attract a wide
range of audiences.
b. Celebrate the community’s heritage and cultural assets by
building upon and enhancing the local Historical Museum
and Monroe Historical Society Building by the Elm Street
Plaza.
c.

Building a new amphitheater west of downtown for
large events such as concert performances and seasonal
markets tied to events in the downtown.

4. Update infrastructure to serve a more active and pedestrian
friendly downtown.
a. Make Main Street a complete street by allowing for onstreet parking and developing multi-modal transportation
options for vehicles, bicyclists, and pedestrians.
b. Parking:
i.

ii.

c.

Accommodate on-street parking for easy access to
downtown businesses. Encourage shared-parking and
parking structures to encourage more efficient use of
downtown space. Adequate parking must be provided
for stand-alone restaurants and shops.
Off-street parking should be located to the rear of
primary buildings in the downtown area to create a
more active streetscape and limit the visual impacts of
parking lots.

Bicycle facilities:
i.

Provide separated cycling facilities such as a bike lane
or cycle track where space allows. Shared-used trails
should be 10’-12’ wide for optimal usage. Trail crossings
at intersections should remain the same width.

ii.

Provide separate trail signage as needed.

iii. Provide sufficient bike parking, both within public
spaces and as a part of private development.
d. Pedestrian amenities:
i.

Install street furnishings to create a more diverse
pedestrian experience.

ii.

Add art into public space design.

iii. Provide enough pedestrian-scaled
encourage foot traffic at night.
5.

lighting

to

Visual Improvement:
a. Beautify and revitalize public spaces through high quality
development, public art, and parks and open space
enhancement.

b. A unique way-finding system that showcases the
community character should be designed and installed.
c.

Create gateways at key entrance points to the downtown.

d. When possible, relocate utilities from view of primary
streets.
i.

In highly visible areas, the City should work with utility
providers to relocate utilities either underground or to
another street during major redevelopment projects.

e. Strengthen development regulations regarding building
and street aesthetics within the downtown. An update to
the Planning and Zoning Code should evaluate landscape,
signs, lighting, and other aesthetic standards for all
development within the downtown. For example:
i.

Encourage outdoor seating and displays for restaurants
and shops throughout the downtown.

ii.

Parking:
1.

Restrict the number of vehicles that can be
parked in the front yard in certain areas within the
downtown.

2.

Restrict daytime on-street residential parking
within the downtown to allow for more parking for
businesses.

3.

Promote and encourage shared parking throughout
the downtown.

6. Proposed development:
a. Support redevelopment of vacant and underutilized
properties in the downtown to better grow the City’s tax
base and result in a more active district.
b. New housing development in the form of quality multifamily housing and mixed-use development should be
encouraged to bring young professionals, downtown
workers, and post-retirement individuals to the area and
populate to the downtown.
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c.

7.

Encourage a diversity of businesses to locate in the
downtown such as shops, restaurants, cafes, and office
spaces. Makerspaces should also be encouraged for
artists, entrepreneurs, and others to locate and work in the
downtown.

Develop criteria for the use of incentives to encourage local
businesses to open in Monroe. Incentives can be related to
lease agreements, fee waivers, or increased density or height
as an example. These incentives must be approved on a caseby-case basis.

8. Commercial buildings should follow the design guidelines in
the Zoning Code. If the building is a mixed-use development,
the first floor should have a high amount of window
transparency.
9. While businesses on adjacent lots should share parking spaces
in accordance with Section 1211.03(I)(4) of the Planning and
Zoning Code, the City should explore reducing the number of
parking spaces required if drop off zones for ride sharing or
driverless vehicles is accommodated.

Street enhancements and new storefront development can
transform the downtown and make it more enjoyable and
walkable

10. Update the Zoning Code to allow for increased density in
the downtown area. This could include increases in height,
dwelling units per acre, or lot coverage.
11. Encourage bicycle parking across the downtown; refer to
Planning and Zoning Code Section 1211.03(H).
12. Consider the use of incentives, such as Tax Increment Financing
(TIF), façade grant programs, business improvement districts
(BIDs), fee waivers, and/or rental assistance programs, to
catalyze development and reinvestment in the downtown.
13. As redevelopment occurs, ensure that it is pedestrian-scale.
Fundamental to downtown redevelopment, architectural
characteristics and pedestrian amenities are critical to making
people feel comfortable navigating downtown streets.

Center medians and pedestrian islands can make
walking across streets easier and more accessible
for all people while helping slow down traffic
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GOAL
Enhance the entry experience
from State Route 63 to
the downtown along the
Cincinnati Dayton Road
corridor and improve overall
aesthetics of the area,
especially surrounding the
substation.

DUKE ENERGY
SUBSTATION
This Focus Area is an extension of the downtown plan seen on
page 113 in the Downtown Section. The Duke Energy Substation
just north of downtown is one of the many developments that
line Cincinnati Dayton Road / Main Street. Subsequently, it is also
one of the first sights to welcome visitors to the downtown when
heading south along Main Street. Though electrical substations
are critical infrastructure, they are utilitarian in nature and not
typically designed to match their surroundings.
The substation will not be relocated as it would be a substantially
timely and costly process. Instead, various strategies and
techniques are recommended to buffer the substation while still
providing access to the utility.
The enhancement plan for the substation details an improved
streetscape and crossings as well as numerous landscape
plantings. Roadway improvements include the incorporation
of landscaped medians, new sidewalks, a multi-use trail, and
enhanced intersections with colorful crosswalks and large
intersection plazas that allow pedestrians and trail users to safely
queue before crossing the street. Landscape enhancements
include the incorporation of new street trees, varied and low
maintenance native plantings, and stormwater planters to
help manage runoff. Immediately surrounding the electrical
substation, new vegetated buffers are recommended to screen
and control views and soften the appearance of the substation
from any angle. These recommended improvements will increase
biodiversity and enhance the gateway and welcome experience
to Downtown Monroe.
Connectivity has been highlighted throughout the plan and
safety is a key function of encouraging more people to walk
or ride bikes throughout the community. The recommended
improvements surrounding the substation will significantly
improve pedestrian safety and enhance the district’s aesthetics,
leading to a more enjoyable pedestrian experience. Incorporation
of new vegetation and landscaped medians will also calm and
slow traffic by providing the sense of a narrowed corridor.
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SUBSTATION DESIGN STRATEGY
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Principles That Guided Development of the
Duke Energy Substation Recommendations
•

Visitors will enjoy an enhanced gateway corridor as they enter
or exit the Downtown.

•

Cincinnati Dayton Road / Main Street will become safer and
more enjoyable for all users, including drivers, bicyclists, and
pedestrians who are traveling through or to the Downtown.

•

Investment in the gateway corridor will increase economic
development potential in the surrounding areas by private
investors and businesses.

Recommendations
1.

Provide vegetated screening and enhanced landscape
plantings surrounding the Duke Energy substation.

2.

Implement streetscape improvements to Main Street,
including a landscaped median, on-street parking, stormwater
planters, sidewalks, and multi-use trails.

3.

Provide intersection plazas
crossings at the intersections.

and

decorative

pedestrian

2.

Hire a professional survey company to complete a boundary
and topographic survey for the project area. It is recommended
that the design consultant be involved in determining the area
of survey and reviewing the survey results.

3.

Phase the project based on the City’s ability to implement the
improvements. Recommended phasing may include:
a. Improvements surrounding the Duke Energy Substation.
b. Improvements to Main Street and Ohio Avenue.
c.

Construction of the Courtland Drive and Macready Avenue
extensions.

*The design package should accommodate the future Courtland
Drive in terms of elevation change, median design, and sidewalk
alignment.

4. Competitively bid the project and award a construction
contract to the most qualified bidder. The City will receive
sealed bids from contractors, provide a public opening of the
bids, and award the contracts.

4. Extend the Courtland Drive right-of-way to Main Street and
provide a smooth intersection transition to Ohio Avenue.
5.

Extend the Macready Avenue right-of-way to Main Street.

6. Construct the Main Street trail according to the downtown
plan. Special pavements are recommended for trail to establish
a unique identity.
7.

Provide attractive, low maintenance, and native landscape
design surrounding the intersection plazas and throughout
the corridor.

Steps for the City to Implement the
Conceptual Design
1.

Hire a professional landscape architecture or engineering firm
to refine the design and proceed with detailed construction
documentation. Note the typical design process involves
several phases including Schematic Design (SD), Design
Development (DD), Construction Documents (CD), Bidding,
and Construction Administration.

The Duke Energy Substation north of Downtown is visible from
the State Road 63 and Main Street intersection and has no
design strategy to enhance the overall appearance of the area
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GOAL
To bridge the Butler Tech
LeSourdsville Campus, Monroe
Bicentennial Commons, and
the surrounding community
together through the
development of a new hub on
the west side complete with
live and work opportunities
for young adults and
entertainment options for all
young professionals, workers,
and entrepreneurs, and
create a stronger partnership
between the Campus and City.
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BUTLER TECH
LESOURDSVILLE CAMPUS
The Butler Tech LeSourdsville Campus property on the west
side of Monroe has the potential to become a vibrant district of
residences, businesses, and gathering spaces organized around a
new, walkable street framework. Uniquely situated between State
Route 4 and the planned improvements to Monroe Bicentennial
Commons, the property could create a destination in the area
capable of supporting retail and restaurant businesses to serve
nearby residents while also providing an appropriate location for
both single family dwellings and multi-family living at a range of
affordability levels.

Principles That Guided Development of
the Butler Tech LeSourdsville Campus
Recommendations
•

The current housing market in Monroe is mainly for families
and commuters who work out of town. It is important to
provide housing and other supporting amenities for young
professionals to help them establish their careers.

•

With the expansion of the Butler Tech LeSourdsville Campus
and the Monroe Bicentennial Commons Master Plan, there will
be more demand for residential and retail development.

•

It is important to create a supportive community for younger
generations so they can build their life and stay in the
community.

•

The district should take advantage of the recreational value
provided by future Monroe Bicentennial Commons and offer
dining and shopping experiences to visitors.

•

Incorporate walkability and livability into the developments, with
higher dwelling density, convenient pedestrian connections,
and sufficient parking.

•

Provide a more welcoming gateway for the visitors to Monroe
Bicentennial Commons.

CAMPUS FULL BUILD-OUT PLAN
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Recommendations
1.

Future development in the area should keep the small
town feeling but tailor uses and amenities to the specific
demographics in this area.
a. Encourage the use of new construction materials that
are complimentary of the surrounding development in
Monroe and the Butler Tech Campus.

2.

Streets should be pedestrian friendly. Street trees, sidewalks
of six feet or wider, and separated bicycle lanes should be
incorporated into street design. Intersections should be
designed in a pedestrian friendly way for better and safer
crossings.

3.

Bike parking should be provided for both businesses and
housing developments in this area.
a. Enforce and encourage current development standards
involving bike racks in this area.
b. See Quality of Life chapter for more trails development
information.

Butler Tech LeSourdsville Campus is located directly next to
Monroe Bicentennial Commons

4. Gateway structure(s) should highlight both the City and
Campus areas.
5.

A neighborhood park should provide recreational opportunities
for local residents. It should contain a small gathering area,
basic play elements for children, various plant species for
diverse sensory experience, and a tree canopy. This will also
act as a buffer between the hotel development and nearby
residences.
a. See Quality of Life chapter for more parks development
information.

6. Businesses should face the street and provide ample visual
connection.
7.

Off-street parking should be located to the rear of the building.
Parking structures should provide leasable commercial space
on the first floor facing the street.

8. Innovative building design should be encouraged in this area.
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The land adjacent to Butler Tech LeSourdsville Campus is a great
opportunity for development as Monroe Bicentennial Commons will
become a primary attraction once construction is complete

This page was intentionally left blank.
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Implementation is the process by which the Plan’s recommendations
get translated into meaningful change within the community. The City
of Monroe has been thoughtful in its approach, crafting its vision for
the future carefully. The implementation section lays out the next steps
necessary to achieve the goals and recommendations related to this
vision. It is crucial that key stakeholders, including the Mayor, City Council,
Planning Commission, City staff, business and community leaders, and
not-for-profit organizations, play a pivotal role in implementing this
Comprehensive Plan.
While the plan goals and objectives are organized under various
framework topics, they are all interconnected, and implementation
relies on treating each component as a part of a whole. Care was taken
to ensure the Plan provides policies, programs, and recommendations
within the context of that reality. While the Plan sets forth a defined
vision, the Plan must be treated as a living document. This means
the Plan should continue to evolve as physical, economic, and social
conditions change and as resources become available. The City must
consider the necessary staff and budget and prioritize the actions
implementing the Plan successfully.
Extensive discussion has occurred to ensure the Plan reflects the desired
land use pattern for the community and identifies improvements
needed for undeveloped and targeted redevelopment areas over the
next 20 years. This 20-year period allows adequate time to implement
new development ordinances, adjust existing land use patterns where
needed, and improve the transportation network. It also enables the
City sufficient time to plan capital improvement strategies and identify
funding sources to implement the recommendations and achieve the
ultimate success of this planning effort. While the planning horizon
spans 20 years, the Plan will need to be reviewed and updated before
then. City leaders and staff must track progress in meeting the plan
goals and recommendations, determine when an update is necessary,
what changes are required, and how changes are incorporated. Any
amendments should include evaluating the existing conditions, vision,
goals, and recommendations.
Once the planning process is over, many communities struggle with
what to do first. This section provides guidance on what needs to be
completed and in what order.
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Principles of Implementation

consider. The City should seek funding resources through federal,
state, or local grants, loans, and other resources.

The Plan does not contain the Planning Commission or City
Council’s actual decisions regarding development. It is a guide for
decision-making as the community’s collective vision for future
growth . The Plan reflects the community’s values, and the spirit
of the Plan should be adhered to ensure that community input
is respected. City staff, Planning Commission, and City Council
members should interpret the goals as pieces of that broad, longterm vision

Stakeholder Involvement / Engagement

Flexible Approach

Action steps help direct the day-to-day decisions concerning
specific task-oriented activities. Members of Planning Commission
and City Council should use the action steps to help determine
which of the recommendations they wish to achieve in the shortterm, in the long-term and how to accomplish them.
The Plan is also a guide for future projects. The recommendations
and implementation strategies in this Plan should not be the
only priority and focus for the City to implement. This Plan cannot
account for unknown future development projects that may be
proposed over the next five to 20 years. The Plan is intentionally
written with a bold vision and broad goals to give Planning
Commission and City Council the latitude to make the best
decision in approving or denying future development projects
based on changing conditions and values of Monroe.
The City’s collective vision for the future is not negotiable. While
there will be petitions that request changes to different land uses,
they should not be granted strictly because of a single hardship
expressed by a property owner or group of property owners.
Should Planning Commission recommend approval to the City
Council for numerous rezoning requests inconsistent with the
Future Land Use map within the Plan, the Plan should be updated
as this is an indication that the City’s conditions, issues, or priorities
have changed.

Fiscal Responsibility

The implementation of the Plan will require the City’s financial
commitment and support. Although the City intends to administer
this Plan with the current financial resources available, money
may need to be set aside in future budgets to carry out some
recommendations. Additional funding resources from outside
sources may become available and make sense for the City to

Public engagement activities and participation was a vital part
of the creation of the Comprehensive Plan. Several business
owners, stakeholders, residents, and City officials were involved in
bringing this Plan to fruition. For implementation to be successful,
stakeholder involvement and public engagement must be
maintained. Public meetings and hearings about changes to the
land use and proposed development is not meant to be taken
lightly or left to just the knowledge of the Planning Commission
and City Council members. Input from the community about
whether or not a project will achieve the vision and goals outlined
in the Plan is a vital process. Although the Planning Commission
and City Council members will have the final say, additional input
from stakeholders and the public when making decisions that will
affect the community must be taken seriously and utilized.

Collaboration & Partnerships

Several partners came together to provide input during this
process. The implementation of this Plan requires on-going
relationships between stakeholders, property owners, business
owners, community leaders, the City, and State. Strong partnerships
are needed to foster good communication, provide other alliances
in implementing some recommendations and explore funding
opportunities.

Open and Nimble to Opportunities

This Plan was created to represent the community’s vision for the
community’s future, and it is unlikely that this Plan has accounted
for all types of development. This Plan cannot account for the
unknown opportunities that may present themselves to the City.
City staff, the Planning Commission, and City Council must use their
best judgment, experience, and along with the Plan, determine if
that project would be beneficial to the community.

Accountability

The City is responsible for implementing the recommendations,
reviewing and updating the Plan, and accomplishing the vision
and goals in this Plan. As the needs of the community change,
the Plan should be reviewed and updated regularly to align with
those changing needs. Future changes in the local economy
may affect what projects are the most important to address. It is
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recommended that this Plan is reviewed once a year to ensure that
the vision, goals, and recommendations are still applicable. If they
are not, an update should be done either internally by staff or with
help from a consultant team.

Primary Initiatives

After taking into consideration the communicated needs of
the City and the information and ideas discussed throughout
the planning process, a list of five primary initiatives has
been identified to help prioritize City projects and help
create a working plan of next steps. These recommendations
and associated action steps should be used as the
first set of work plan items to be prioritized and completed. During
plan review periods, the City should reassess current conditions and
adjust this list appropriately. The top ten initiatives, in no particular
order, are:

Form a Comprehensive Plan Implementation
Committee.

For the plan to be a living document, it must be used to define
the City’s work plan and agenda for the physical, fiscal and policy
implementation mechanisms. Therefore, the City Council should
create an Implementation Committee to help guide City staff in
preparing and prioritizing elements of the comprehensive plan.
The Implementation Committee should develop an annual work
plan by prioritizing the recommendations and actions steps for the
fiscal year and develop a strategy for moving these items forward.
This information should be shared and approved by the City Council,
since they control the budget for the City. It will be important that
this is completed prior to City budgeting time in order to ensure
adequate funding is in place for those policies or programs that
require financial resources. It is best to try to develop a work plan
in two-year increments so that the Planning Commission, City
Council, and supporting department staff can allocate budgetary
resources to help implement the appropriate recommendations
prioritized for the upcoming year.

Create a Three to Five-Year Capital Improvements
Plan.

The capital improvements plan (CIP) is a planning document that
covers a time frame of three to five years and is updated annually.
It aids in plan implementation by providing the necessary funding
for short-range infrastructure and capital improvement projects.
The document provides guidance and planning for capital
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improvements throughout the City and allocates financial resources
to various community needs and requests. The document states
the City Council’s prioritization of the financial resources available
for capital project spending by identifying which projects should be
included, when they should be constructed, and how they will be
financed. This plan represents the City’s tentative commitment to
comply with the plan unless circumstances or priorities change in
the future. The commitment is more certain in the first year of the
CIP and becomes increasingly more tenuous in subsequent years.
Nevertheless, the CIP should be used as the City’s present plan and
priority over the next three to five years. Even though the CIP is a
planning document, it should not be an automatic authorization
of the construction of projects, given the procurement process and
the allocation of resources.

Update the Planning and Zoning Code.

Advance Monroe 2040 is a statement of policy and it is not a
regulatory document. The most common regulatory means for
implementing the plan is through the zoning and subdivision
ordinances.
Monroe’s Planning and Zoning Code regulates
land use and development for land within the city. It controls
the size, density, and character of development within a district
through the use of developmental standards.
Additionally,
zoning classifications are broken into permitted and conditional
land uses within each district. The permitted uses are allowed if
all use conditions are met. If a use is identified as a conditional
use, additional review is required by the Planning Commission.
In addition to restricting uses, zoning ordinances also dictate the
bulk of development (typically through height requirements, floorarea ratios, maximum lot coverage, and/or minimum open space)
and building placement on the site (typically through the use of
building setbacks). The subdivision regulations control how parcels
are subdivided to create smaller lots. This includes residential
purposes as well as commercial or industrial development. In
addition to standards for lot creation, the subdivision regulations
also control construction of infrastructure and utilities that will be
dedicated to the City when complete.

Develop an Economic Development Plan.

Monroe’s strategic location has led to its prosperity. Each time the
comprehensive plan has been updated, the economic vision has
been refined. Since Monroe’s future growth potential is limited
because it is landlocked this plan has examined redevelopment
strategies, transitions of land use and changing of land use policy.

One of the other initiatives that emerged was the shifting of the
market due to the changes in technology, transportation, and
COVID. What became clear is that Monroe needs an a more robust
economic development plan that builds upon the strategies
identified in the comprehensive plan, and charts a more diverse and
refined strategy for economic growth. The Economic Development
Plan would identify a more targeted growth program including
targeted industries to attract, additional incentives the City might
want to consider, identify key redevelopment opportunities
and parcels to target for shovel ready status, and other areas to
strengthen like the talent pipeline and workforce development.

Develop a Recreation and Connectivity Master Plan.

The existing conditions analysis uncovered the lack of connectivity
within the City and the need for more pedestrian and bicycle
facilities. While this plan contains a number of recommendations
for sidewalk, trail, and street enhancements, the city needs to
develop a more detailed and long term planning program to
identify, fund, maintain, and construct quality of life program
objectives. Specifically, a Recreation and Connectivity Master Plan
would be the next logical step to pick up where the 2016 Parks
and Recreation Master Plan left off and this comprehensive plan’s
overall recommendations conclude. This study would be a more
detailed evaluation to assess the capacity and needs of facilities to
determine if new facilities (trail, improvements to a street, sidewalk,
etc.) are needed. This plan would provide detailed cross sections,
provide preliminary alignment options, etc.

Plan Review & Update

Planning does not have a defined beginning and end. It is
an on-going process that responds to new information and
circumstances and incorporates changing conditions into
decisions. Circumstances that may change include physical
conditions of buildings and infrastructure, economic climate, the
natural environment, and social and community goals.
Once the plan is adopted it will need to be revised from time to
time to ensure that it stays consistent and relevant to current
conditions. This past update was a major re-write of the past
plan. There was significant policy change from that plan. An
implementation committee designated by the City Council should
be used to monitor and update this plan.
Since this was a major re-write, a minor plan update should occur
at intervals of approximately every three to five years, depending
on the growth rate of the City. In Monroe’s situation, they want to

ensure slow, steady growth, therefore, plan monitoring of the goals
and recommendations on an annual basis will be critical.

Annual Plan Review

A disciplined schedule for an annual plan review is helpful in plan
implementation. Noting areas of the plan’s success helps to build
support for future planning activities. The identification of less
successful components of the plan may suggest a need for an
update or even a re-write of that chapter.
The City Council, in a joint work session with the Planning
Commission, should therefore conduct a thorough annual review of
the plan, asking whether the policy on which the plan was developed
still hold true. An annual “report card” should be prepared by the
City staff which reviews and documents the activities of the CIC,
Planning Commission, Board of Zoning Appeals, and City Council
that are relevant to Monroe.

Plan Update

A plan update should occur periodically. The purpose of the
plan update is to re-evaluate the Land Use and Transportation
map, policies, and recommendations contained within this plan,
noting those to change and those to remove. New goals and
implementation projects should be added as needed, to make
sure the plan remains effective and provides the needed direction.
Also, prior to preparing the annual City operating budget, an
assessment should be completed that documents the impacts of
the plan implementation activities. This assessment should consist
of the following:
•

Major differences between projected economic
demographic growth rates and actual growth

and

•

Necessary adjustments to the implementation tools and
techniques - these may be brought on by changes in state
legislature, etc.

•

Deviations by the CIC or Planning Commission from the plan,
and why those deviations were made

•

Requests for amendments to the plan, to determine if there is
a pattern of requested changes emerging

•

Changes in the local/regional political structure that may affect
the implementation of the plan
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•

Identifying the programs and projects completed that were
identified in the plan.

•

For each implementing program/project, develop criteria that
can be used to measure the effectiveness of the program, apply
those criteria, and write a report summarizing the strengths
and weaknesses of the program

•

Identify new programs, if any, that could be implemented

A separate process exists for amendments to the Plan. The City
should perform amendments on a periodic basis as needed.
This plan amendment should be at the recommendation of the
implementation committee. Plan amendments may include
revisions to one or more sections of this plan because of changes
within the market, infrastructure, a specific issue/policy change or
change in state law. Plan amendments may include changes to
the Land Use Plan map or may be as small as correcting text.
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Major Plan Rewrite

This plan should be updated at least every ten to fifteen years,
unless otherwise directed by the Planning Commission or City
Council. This is important, especially since the land use plan focuses
on development of key areas and large parcels in the City. The
City’s prime consideration in deciding of when an update should
be initiated, should include what changes have occurred since the
Plan was last updated. These changes may be in such areas as
the economy, the environment, changes in administration, traffic
congestion, jurisdictional priorities, projected growth, or something
else significant. Typically, the sections to update will be the vision,
goals, objectives, and implementation measures. The Land Use
map and Transportation map should be updated through the
annual update process.
The plan re-write should include a thorough review and evaluation
of the vision and development policies contained within the plan.
Within that review, each development policy should be reviewed
for achievement, in process or lack of relevancy. Policies that have
been achieved or are not relevant should be changed or removed
from the plan. New policies should be developed, if necessary, to
accommodate any changes in conditions and ensure the plan is
still effective. A plan re-write should also include a thorough review
of the validity of all the information contained within the plan and
should include extensive opportunities for involvement by the
public, boards, and commissions, elected and appointed officials,
staff and other affected parties.

Implementation Matrix

The following matrix lists each of the proposed recommendations
under the comprehensive plan topics. For each recommendation,
the respective action steps, relative timeline, cost magnitude, and
parties necessary for implementation are identified. These time
frames are intended only to serve as a guide for plan implementation
and should be considered flexible. Implementation will depend on
funding limitations, staff availability, citizen involvement, and other
changing conditions.

Policy, Program, or Project
Policy recommendations will be low-cost and depend
on staff availability. These recommendation types will
involve amendments to existing codes and standards
and likely an approval process.
Program recommendations may involve many
parties, planning, and funding to help make the
recommendation and reality.

Cost Estimates
Low Cost: $0-$149,999

Moderate Cost: $150,000-$499,999

High Cost: $500,000+

Responsible Parties (primary and secondary)

There will be many parties identified on the following pages. They
will be identified under primary and secondary responsibilities. A
number of City groups, boards, and officials may be identified. State
and local government entities, non-profits, private consultants, and
public-private partnerships may be identified as well. These groups
are identified to help City officials and board members know who
holds responsibility in helping to accomplish the recommendation
and bring it from this plan to reality.

Project recommendations involve the physical
construction of an element that will work towards
accomplishing the vision found in this plan.

Timeline Assumptions
Short-term: 0-3 years

Mid-term: 4-7 years

Long-term: 8+ years

On-going
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Land Use Recommendations
Land Use Recommendation 1

Update the City Ordinances reflect the
recommendations of the Comprehensive Plan.

Primary Responsibility

Monroe Development Department

Action Steps
1.

Determine if City staff or a consultant should take on updates
of City ordinances. City staff will have to dedicate time to
reviewing the Ordinances and drafting amendment text
where needed if a consultant is not hired.

2.

Complete a code audit of the Planning and Zoning Code.
This is to be completed by a consultant who has completed
zoning audits. They should review the zoning ordinance in
light of the new goals and objectives. The code audit report
should provide recommended changes based on national and
regional trends that are consistent with the comprehensive
plan.

Secondary Responsibility

Planning Commission and City Council

a. Determine the level of digital accessibility the code should
have (cross references, pop-up boxes, bookmarks, etc.)
b. Determine if any new zoning districts are needed, if any
zoning districts should be combined

Policy, Program, Project

3.

Work with the City Council to determine if map amendments
should be considered and whether they should be initiated by
the City.

4. Provide supporting documents that Ordinances should be
cross referenced with (i.e. parks master plans, transportation
studies, housing studies, and the comprehensive plan).

Timeframe

5.

Draft ordinance amendments or draft a full update of text to
replace existing text in the Ordinance.

6. Send to Planning Commission and then the City Council for
approval.

Cost Estimate
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Land Use Recommendation 2		

Limit singularly focused commercial developments
to smaller footprints located at key intersections
such as State Route 4 and Jerry Couch Boulevard/
Roden Park Drive and development focused
corridors such as State Route 63.

Action Steps
1.

Identify key intersections and specific areas along key
corridors, based on recommendations in the comprehensive
plan, where commercial only development should occur,
instead of mixed use.

2.

Develop an overlay district that targets key intersections or
focused corridors where the City wants to limit singularly
focused commercial developments.

Primary Responsibility

a. Identify standards including building height, setback, size,
parking lot location, parking standards, landscaping, and
any other special regulations.

Monroe Development Department

Secondary Responsibility

Planning Commission and City Council

b. Include graphics and photos to depict the character of the
type and style commercial development to be located in
those areas.
3.

Policy, Program, Project

Draft standards as a text amendment to the zoning code.

4. Adopt through the Planning Commission and City Council.

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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Land Use Recommendation 3

Encourage more mixed-use, commercial, and
employment area development projects to
boost Monroe’s economy.

Primary Responsibility

Action Steps
1.

Review industrial standards in the Planning and Zoning Code
to assess building size for industrial buildings and ensure
that it promotes a diversity of building sizes and encourages
buildings that are under 350,000 square feet.

2.

Review architectural design standards for non-residential
buildings to ensure that they limit the look of big boxes. This
could include writing standards for wall length, wall/window
transparency, building materials, other architectural features
such as parapets, screening of loading docks, etc.

3.

Review other aesthetic and character standards within the
Planning and Zoning Code that impact development character
including lighting, landscape, site and building orientation,
and site access. Make changes where necessary.

Monroe Development Department

Secondary Responsibility

Planning Commission and Monroe Area Community
Improvement Corporation (CIC)

Policy, Program, Project

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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4. Ensure that changes in standards are balanced toward
boosting the economy while also protecting Monroe’s property
values.

Land Use Recommendation 4

Ensure that the City can accommodate future
growth while maintaining the existing level of
community services.

Action Steps
1.

a. Identify other departments or service providers who could
be impacted by changes in development.

Primary Responsibility

b. Present comprehensive plan to these entities and discuss
a process for tracking impact of development on services.

Monroe Development Department

Secondary Responsibility

Work with the City Council and the City Manager, determine
what municipal services to track for level of service.

2.

Use the metrics set forth in this plan as the base to track future
growth and development moving forward. This could include
amount of park acreage per person, trail miles per person,
police and fire response times, roadway level of service, and
median home value.

3.

Track metrics as development continues.

Planning Commission, City Manager, Public Works Department,
Police, Fire and Emergency Services (EMS), and Monroe Local
School District

4. Review and report on metrics on an annual basis and make
adjustments based on comprehensive plan goals.

Policy, Program, Project

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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Land Use Recommendation 5

Preserve the remaining large tracts of land
along I-75 for targeted economic development
that brings a more comprehensive economic
value to the City.

Primary Responsibility
Monroe Development
Development

Department

and

Economic

Secondary Responsibility

Planning Commission and Monroe Area Community
Improvement Corporation (CIC)

Action Steps
1.

Work with economic development staff and property owners
to identify tracts of land along the I-75 corridor to be used for
economic development.

2.

Determine what mechanisms are the right tools to protect the
land for economic development. These tools could include:
a. Preparing the site to be shovel ready. This would include
assessing the site for utilities, access, zoning approvals,
permit approvals, etc.
b. Proactively rezoning property.
c.

Creating a site specific Tax Increment Financing (TIF)
district.

d. Extending or building infrastructure connections.

Policy, Program, Project

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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Land Use Recommendation 6

Action Steps
1.

Identify areas on Future Land Use map where there is potential
for residential development to be located adjacent to industrial
uses.

2.

Identify if there is a possibility that additional support land
uses make sense in those areas.

Primary Responsibility

3.

Review the Zoning map to determine where the potential
land use adjacencies exist.

Secondary Responsibility

4. Write a residential to industrial step down transition process for
the Planning and Zoning Code that would allow the addition
of lower intensity uses in industrial zoning classifications when
used as part of a transition to buffer industrial buildings from
single family residential development

Industrial uses should not be developed
adjacent to single-family residential homes,
and vice versa, unless there is significant
buffering between the uses.

Monroe Development Department
Planning Commission and City Council

5.

Draft standards as a text amendment to the zoning code.

6. Adopt through the Planning Commission and City Council.

Policy, Program, Project

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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Land Use Recommendation 7

Ensure there is a mix of housing types and
prices throughout Monroe so residents can have
the option of different housing types and styles
while remaining in the community.

Action Steps
1.

Review residential districts to ensure that multiple housing
types are permitted in each district that permit a range of
lot sizes, setbacks, and dwelling areas, as desired by the
community.

2.

Review the Zoning Code to determine what housing types are
not included in the code but should be in the future under the
appropriate zoning districts.

3.

Draft amendments to Planning and Zoning Code for the
zoning district(s) to be updated with additional housing types
and standards.

Primary Responsibility

Monroe Development Department

Secondary Responsibility

Planning Commission and City Council

4. Adopt through the Planning Commission and City Council.

Policy, Program, Project

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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Land Use Recommendation 8

Land uses, aesthetic improvements, and access
management should be enhanced around the
I-75 and State Route 63 Interchange as a major
gateway into the City.

Primary Responsibility

Action Steps
1.

Develop an Overlay District for this interchange area to manage
land uses, additional character standards, sign standards,
lighting, and landscape.

2.

Draft amendments to Planning and Zoning Code.

3.

Adopt through the Planning Commission and City Council.

Monroe Development Department

Secondary Responsibility

Planning Commission and City Council

Policy, Program, Project

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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Land Use Recommendation 9

Residential development should include
supporting uses such as parks, schools,
institutions, and community facilities.

Action Steps
1.

Review residential districts to ensure supporting uses such as
parks, schools, institutions (churches, recreation facilities, boys
and girls clubs, day care, etc.) are permitted in each district.

2.

Draft an update to the permitted uses list with supporting
uses in each residential district if not currently permitted in
that residential district.

3.

Adopt through the Planning Commission and City Council.

Primary Responsibility

Monroe Development Department

Secondary Responsibility

City Council, Planning Commission, City Manager, and
Monroe Area Community Improvement Corporation (CIC)

Policy, Program, Project

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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Land Use Recommendation 10

Encourage the development of non-residential
land uses that offer strong economic benefits to
the City while designing sites with sensitivity to the
context of the surrounding area.

Primary Responsibility

Monroe Development Department

Secondary Responsibility
Planning Commission

Action Steps
1.

The Monroe Development Department staff should work with
the economic development staff to develop an economic plan
that builds on the comprehensive plan’s Land Use map and
goals.

2.

Conduct review of Planning and Zoning Code to ensure that
processes are streamlined.

3.

Ensure appropriate regulations are in the Planning and
Zoning Code to protect sensitive lands such as steep slopes,
wetlands, flood plain, and encourage green infrastructure, use
of pervious pavements, on-site solar energy systems, etc.

4. Determine what mechanisms should be used to protect the
land for economic development. These tools could include:

Policy, Program, Project

a. Preparing the site to be shovel ready. This would include
assessing the site for utilities, access, zoning approvals,
permit approvals, etc.
b. Proactively rezoning property.
c.

Creating a site specific Tax Increment Financing (TIF)
district.

d. Extending or building infrastructure connections.

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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Land Use Recommendation 11

Preserve the quality of existing and future
residential neighborhoods through active
ordinance enforcement and preventative
maintenance programs.

Primary Responsibility

Monroe Development Department

Action Steps
1.

Conduct an information campaign about City codes and
widespread code enforcement violations such as abandoned
buildings, poorly maintained buildings, trash, tall grass and
weeds, graffiti, and inoperable vehicles.

2.

Explore the use of a ticketing system for code enforcement
violations.

3.

Consult with peer communities about successful efforts and
explore recommendations of the American Association of
Code Enforcement.

1.

Consider creation of a code enforcement board or delegate
such responsibility to the Planning Commission as part of the
zoning ordinance and their official Rules of Procedure.

2.

Develop a pilot program to target a specific issue within the
City for a 6-month time frame to gauge how successful the
program can be.

3.

Seek approval from City Council on pilot program.

Secondary Responsibility
Property owners and Police

Policy, Program, Project

4. Implement pilot program and monitor results, including
number of existing violations prior to start of program, number
of owners/tenants/landlords contacted, number of violations
remedied, and the number of citations issued.

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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Land Use Recommendation 12

Allow smaller lot development in mixed residential
projects if the quality of materials and the
development layout is creative and consistent with
the character surrounding the adjacent area.

Action Steps
1.

Determine the appropriate mechanism to implement this
recommendation.
a. Review residential districts to determine if one of the
residential zoning categories can be adjusted to allow for
smaller lot sizes and multiple housing types. Character
standards would have to be developed for the district. The
advantage of this is that the district already exists on the
Zoning map.

Primary Responsibility

Monroe Development Department

Secondary Responsibility

b. A new zoning classification could be created to allow
for smaller lot sizes and multiple housing types in the
residential district. Character standards would have to
be developed for the district. Since this would be a new
zoning district, a rezoning would be required.

Planning Commission and City Council

c.

Policy, Program, Project

Timeframe

A set of standards could be created with incentives
attached to them. For example if developers increase the
quality of materials and provided a traditional, walkable
neighborhood, the incentive could be smaller lot sizes,
with increased densities, and different housing types such
as apartments.

2.

Draft the appropriate mechanism.

3.

Send to Planning Commission and then the City Council for
approval.

Cost Estimate
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Land Use Recommendation 13

Infill development will be important to Monroe
in the future as it is nearly landlocked with little
opportunity to grow outward. The only other
opportunity is to develop vacant land or redevelop
within its boundaries. Monroe should create an infill
policy that addresses a wide range of situations.

Action Steps
1.

Identify in which residential districts infill development can
occur.

2.

Determine the standards for infill. Items to consider:
a. Should their be a maximize size? This is important if
someone is combining two lots to create a larger parcel.
Is the lot served by services? What are the adjacent uses?
b. Typical standards to include: driveways, setbacks, building
width, lot width, landscaping, height, parking, access,
garages, and main entrances.

Primary Responsibility

Monroe Development Department

Secondary Responsibility

Planning Commission and City Council

Policy, Program, Project

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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3.

Draft infill standards.

4. Send to the Planning Commission and then the City Council
for approval.

Land Use Recommendation 14

Develop a series of criteria that provides guidance
for appropriate transitions between different land
use intensities.

Primary Responsibility

Monroe Development Department

Secondary Responsibility
Planning Commission

Action Steps
1.

Based on the infill standards, develop specific criteria for the
Planning Commission to review petitions.

2.

Ensure that criteria is cross referenced back to the goals and
objectives of the comprehensive plan.

3.

Incorporate into the application process to ensure the
applicant provides the required information for the Planning
Commission.

4. Planning Commission approves review criteria and application.

Policy, Program, Project

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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Housing Recommendations
Housing Recommendation 1

Where residential areas abut commercial and
industrial land uses, ensure residential uses
are well-protected by increasing buffering
standards and screening, position loading docks
and trash areas so they do not face residential
areas, and ensure lighting doesn’t shine onto
residential properties.

Primary Responsibility
Development Department

Secondary Responsibility

City Manager, Planning Commission, City Council

Action Steps
1.

Review buffer, landscape, screening, loading, and access
standards in the Planning and Zoning Code.
a. Pay particular attention to specific use standards for
industrial uses and heavy commercial uses that might be
adjacent to residential uses.
b. Review standards to understand how other communities
implemented regulations for lighting, height, setback,
fencing, landscape, building orientation, loading dock
positioning, berming, buffers, access, and other standards.

2.

Develop a series of standards based on different intensity land
use scenarios.

3.

Draft amendments to Planning and Zoning Code.

4. Adopt through the Planning Commission and City Council.

Policy, Program, Project

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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Housing Recommendation 2

Perform a sidewalk gap analysis to prioritize infill
and improvement projects that will enhance
pedestrian mobility throughout residential
neighborhoods.

Action Steps
1.

Determine if it is feasible for City staff to conduct the analysis or
if a consultant is needed. Consider hiring a planning intern for
the summer or a semester. This could be one of their projects.

2.

Prior to starting the project some assumptions should be set:
a. Is it allowable to use aerial interpretation to complete
sidewalk gap analysis and complete spot checks?

Primary Responsibility

Development Department, Monroe Public Works Department

Secondary Responsibility

City Manager, Planning Commission, City Council

b. Should sidewalks be on one side or both sides of the road?
3.

Use an up to date project aerial to identify current sidewalk
access. Some fieldwork may also be required.

4. Create an up-to-date sidewalk map using GIS.
5.

Policy, Program, Project

Using the centerlines of roadways, determine the gap lengths
of missing sidewalk along the roadway.

6. If using only one side of the road, determine length of gap, if
calculating for missing gaps on both sides of the road, then
double calculations.
7.

Develop recommendations based on outcome of gap analysis
to fill in the gaps over time.

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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Housing Recommendation 3

New housing should be compatible with the
existing character of adjacent neighborhoods.
Housing should be of varying sizes and types
supported by the market.

Primary Responsibility

Monroe Development Department

Secondary Responsibility

Planning Commission and City Council

Policy, Program, Project

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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Action Steps
1.

Identify where new housing and infill residential development
can occur.

2.

Draft standards to require similar lot sizes and/or building
materials for proposed perimeter lots adjacent to existing
neighborhoods.

3.

Send to the Planning Commission and then the City Council
for approval.

Housing Recommendation 4

Housing developments should strive to offer a
variety of different design styles, housing types
and densities, be built with a mixture of materials,
incorporate common open space and gathering
areas, and promote connectivity through sidewalks
and trails.

Action Steps
1.

Review residential districts to ensure that multiple housing
types are permitted in each district.

2.

Review character standards in the Planning and Zoning Code.
a. Update materials list and incorporate updated design
character direction and images from comprehensive plan
into zoning text.
b. Ensure standards for open space, public areas, plazas and
gathering spaces meet the goals for quality of life and place
set forth for the overall City, the downtown, and subareas
like Butler Tech.

Primary Responsibility

Monroe Development Department

Secondary Responsibility

c.

Planning Commission and City Council

3.

Policy, Program, Project

Update connectivity and access standards to promote
walkability throughout neighborhoods and increase
connectivity in the City.

Determine if incentives are an appropriate mechanism to
offer. Items to consider:
a. Increased density.
b. Increased height.
c.

Timeframe

Increased quantity of signage, increased signage height,
increased signage area.

d. Expedited approvals.
4. Draft amendments to the code based on outcomes of
discussion.
5.

Send to Planning Commission and then the City Council for
approval.

Cost Estimate
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Housing Recommendation 5

Start a rental registration program to ensure
landlords are registering property with the City.
This allows the City to track essential information
over time, inspect the property to ensure it is
maintained in a safe condition and that there are
no zoning violations.

Action Steps
1.

Complete research on best practices from other cities
regarding a rental registration program. Some suggestions
of communities that have rental registration programs
include: City of Cincinnati; Renton, Louisville, KY; Rockford, IL;
Bellingham, Washington; and South Bend, Indiana.

2.

Develop program details:
a. Identify how to implement the program - digital or paper.

Primary Responsibility

b. Identify department where program should be located.

Monroe Development Department

c.

Secondary Responsibility

Business owners, Property owners, and Police

Create free or low-cost application to encourage initial
registration.

d. Establish a penalty for landlords that do not register their
properties.
e. Determine renewal requirements.

Policy, Program, Project

3.

Draft a rental registration ordinance based on outcomes of
discussion.

4. Send to the City Council for approval.
5.

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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Implement program.

Housing Recommendation 6

Recruit high-value housing and mixed-use
developments that contain a mix of lot sizes and
housing types.

Action Steps
1.

Review residential districts to ensure that several districts
allow multiple housing types and mixed-uses are permitted in
some districts.

2.

Develop a presentation roadshow, as well as a brochure
about the vision, goals and development direction of the
comprehensive plan. Meet with potential developers to
provide an overview of development opportunities available in
Monroe.

3.

Continue to meet with large property owners to identify
various development options and how the City might be able
to support a development application that is consistent with
the comprehensive plan.

Primary Responsibility

Monroe Development Department

Secondary Responsibility

Planning Commission and City Council

Policy, Program, Project

4. If a key property becomes available, and it is consistent with the
City’s development vision, the City should consider purchasing
it. If that situation occurs, the City could issue a developer RFP
with the specifications for development.

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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Housing Recommendation 7

Action Steps
1.

Review Zoning map and determine if the zoning classification
on the map will allow desired development. Review residential
district for property to ensure that multiple housing types are
permitted in each district and standards would create desired
development.

2.

If Zoning map and text do not meet objectives, meet with
property owner to discuss development potential and
potential city initiated rezone of property.

3.

Planning Commission and City Council

Discuss potential of a planned unit development (PUD) or
rezone to another residential district, or the creation of a new
traditional neighborhood district (TND). In any of these cases,
new zoning standards would be written to create the desired
neighborhood. Standards should address:

Policy, Program, Project

a. Design character direction including materials, building
orientation, location on site, architectural standards,
height, size, land uses, and images from comprehensive
plan into zoning text.

Encourage the development of a new
neighborhood north of State Route 63 and east
of Cincinnati-Dayton Road in the presently
undeveloped area. It should have a walkable
pattern of small blocks with sidewalks, and be
connected to the existing neighborhoods.

Primary Responsibility

Monroe Development Department

Secondary Responsibility

b. Ensure standards for open space, public areas, plazas and
gathering spaces meet the goals for quality of life as well
as supportive uses like coffee shops, bakeries, schools, day
cares, churches, etc.
c.

Timeframe

Ensure there are connectivity and access standards to
promote walkability throughout neighborhoods and
increase connectivity in the City.

4. Draft Zoning map and text change based on outcomes of
discussion.
5.

Cost Estimate
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Send to Planning Commission and then the City Council for
approval.

Housing Recommendation 8

Develop infill standards for the zoning ordinance
for single family housing and mixed use
developments that would contain housing.

Action Steps
1.

Identify in which residential districts infill development can
occur.

2.

Determine the standards for infill. Items to consider:
a. Should their be a maximize size? This is important if
someone is combining two lots to create a larger parcel.

Primary Responsibility

Monroe Development Department

b. Is the lot served by municipal services?

Secondary Responsibility

c.

Planning Commission and City Council

d. Typical standards to include: driveways, setbacks, building
width, lot width, landscaping, height, parking, access,
garages, and main entrances.
3.

Policy, Program, Project

What are the adjacent uses?

Draft infill standards.

4. Send to Planning Commission and then the City Council for
approval.

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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Housing Recommendation 9

Consider working with developers, home
builders, and property owners to incentivize the
development of custom, large lot, single-family
home sites.

Action Steps
1.

Determine where Monroe wants to target large lot residential
development.

2.

Review character standards in the Planning and Zoning Code
in relation to what characteristics would be appropriate in
large lot residential developments. This could include:

Primary Responsibility

Monroe Development Department

a. Higher design character:
building orientation, etc.

Secondary Responsibility

b. Increase connectivity: sidewalks on both sides of the street;
trail connections, two entrances, etc.

Planning Commission and City Council

c.

materials, architectural style,

Greater aesthetics: uniform mailboxes, higher standard
of landscape for individual yards, street trees, entry way
landscape, etc.

d. Facilities: Pool, parks, golf course, shops, etc.

Policy, Program, Project

3.

Determine if incentives are an appropriate mechanism to
offer. Items to consider:
a. Increased height.
b. Expedited approvals.

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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4. Draft amendments to the code based on outcomes of
discussion.
5.

Send to Planning Commission and then the City Council for
approval.

Housing Recommendation 10

Preserve existing and future residential
neighborhoods through active ordinance
enforcement.

Primary Responsibility

Monroe Development Department

Action Steps
1.

Develop a pilot program to target a specific area or specific
issue within the City for a 6-month time frame to gauge how
successful the program can be.

2.

Seek approval from City Council on pilot program.

3.

Implement pilot program and monitor results, including
number of existing violations prior to start of program, number
of owners/tenants/landlords contacted, number of violations
remedied, and the number of citations issued.

Secondary Responsibility

Planning Commission and City Council

4. If pilot program is successful, then implement through the
larger City by breaking the City into different geographic
regions were code officers would cover each region.
5.

Policy, Program, Project

Hire additional code officers to implement program to ensure
success.

6. Codify the program in the Planning and Zoning Code as an
alternative process to code enforcement.
7.

Study the feasibility of creating a Neighborhood and Business
Services Bureau that could create a quicker remedy process
rather than the City using the court system.

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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Housing Recommendation 11

Utilize incentives to promote infill residential
development in downtown.

Primary Responsibility

Action Steps
1.

Research best practice infill standards for downtowns
and incentives used to encourage redevelopment within
downtown.

2.

As part of the residential infill discussion, write specific infill
standards for downtown Monroe.

3.

Review character standards in the Planning and Zoning Code.

Monroe Development Department

Secondary Responsibility

a. Ensure that the materials list is consistent with the
buildings that have been built downtown. Images and
photo’s of multi-story and mixed-use buildings will be
critical for the downtown.

Planning Commission and City Council

b. Lot standards, lot orientation, parking, and signage will all
be critical standards for the downtown.
c.

Policy, Program, Project

Ensure standards for open space, public areas, plaza’s and
gathering spaces meet the goals for quality of life and
place set forth for the downtown.

d. Update connectivity and access standards to promote
walkability throughout downtown, increase connectivity
to the park, school, and adjacent neighborhoods.
4. Determine what incentives are an appropriate mechanism to
offer. Items to consider:

Timeframe

a. Increased density.
b. Increased height.
c.

City infrastructure investments.

d. Expedited approvals.

Cost Estimate

5.

Draft amendments to the code based on outcomes of
discussion.

6. Send to Planning Commission and then the City Council for
approval.
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Housing Recommendation 12

Encourage developers to build strong
neighborhoods by incorporating amenities into
new subdivision developments. Developers should
consider adding other mixed-use amenities and
community facilities into a node at the entrance of
the development when located along key arterial
roadways.

Action Steps
1.

Update the subdivision standards to require additional
amenities in new subdivisions.

2.

Put together a subcommittee of developers, new residents,
realtors, and City Council representatives to develop standards.
a. Potential standards could include: parks, plazas, public art,
sidewalks on both sides of the street, trails, pool, community
grills, community center, mixed-use amenities, etc.

Primary Responsibility

Monroe Development Department

b. Discuss if there is a way to provide incentives if more
amenities are provided. Items to consider: increased
height, expedited approvals, etc.

Secondary Responsibility

c.

Planning Commission and City Council
3.

Policy, Program, Project

Determine if there is a special review process to evaluate
amenities.

Draft amendment to the code based on outcomes of
discussion.

4. Send to Planning Commission and then the City Council for
approval.

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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Housing Recommendation 13

Single-family housing developments should be
designed to promote walkability and encourage
vehicular, bicycle, and pedestrian connectivity
throughout the community. Prioritize residential
areas that are within ¼ to ½ mile from Downtown,
Monroe Community Park, and Monroe Bicentennial
Commons.

Action Steps
1.

Review the subdivision standards to assess whether changes
should be made regarding vehicular, bicycle, and pedestrian
connectivity.

2.

Review the following standards.
a. Sidewalk design;
b. Street design;
c.

Primary Responsibility

d. Crosswalk design;

Monroe Development Department, Public Works Department,
City Manager

Secondary Responsibility

Planning Commission and City Council

Policy, Program, Project

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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Trail design;.

e. Access management
3.

Draft amendments to the code.

4. Send to Planning Commission and then the City Council for
approval.

Housing Recommendation 14

Multi-Family housing developments should be
designed to encourage walk-up entries, patios,
and balconies to encourage active ground floor
uses, walking, and socializing. Access to parking/
loading should occur from alleys or side streets to
minimize curb cuts to provide for more navigable
pedestrian and bicycle experience.

Action Steps
1.

Review use standards for multi-family housing in the Planning
and Zoning Code.

2.

Develop specific use standards for multi-family housing. This
could include:
a. Design character standards: materials, architectural style,
building orientation, entry design, patio design, height,
balcony design, garage design, etc.
b. Connectivity, access, & parking standards: sidewalks;
trail
connections,
entrances,
emergency
access,
parking, loading, garage location, visitor parking, access
management, etc.

Primary Responsibility

Monroe Development Department

Secondary Responsibility

c.

Planning Commission and City Council
3.

Policy, Program, Project

Common Facilities: playground, mixed-use, clubhouse,
pool, grills, trails, park, golf course, etc.

Draft amendments to the code.

4. Send to Planning Commission and then the City Council for
approval.

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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Housing Recommendation 15

Update the Planning and Zoning Code to
encourage more residential development and
ensure that neighborhoods retain their property
value and are well-connected within Monroe.

Primary Responsibility

Monroe Development Department

Secondary Responsibility

Planning Commission and City Council

Policy, Program, Project

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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Action Steps
1.

Review residential districts to ensure that multiple housing
types are permitted in each district.

2.

Draft an update to the permitted uses list with different
housing types if not allowed.

3.

Send to Planning Commission and then the City Council for
approval.

Economic Development Recommendations
Economic Development
Recommendation 1

Action Steps
1.

Develop an overall economic development plan for the City.

Identify and embrace appropriate economic
development opportunities for Monroe.

2.

Develop a coworking center focused on innovation and business
incubation as part of a larger mixed-use redevelopment
project in Downtown Monroe.

Primary Responsibility

3.

Plan capital improvements with realistic implementation
time frames and advertise those plans with nearby property
owners.

City Manager, Economic Development

Secondary Responsibility

Monroe Development Department, Monroe Area Community
Improvement Corp (CIC)

4. Evaluate the success of economic development incentives in
achieving desired development and job creation goals.
5.

Refine economic development incentive offerings to better
target desired development and job creation types.

Policy, Program, Project

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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Economic Development
Recommendation 2

Action Steps
1.

Promote a cooperative and joint workforce partnership
between Monroe, Butler, and Warren Counties through
regional economic development initiatives.

2.

Identify an individual organization to spearhead this program.

Primary Responsibility

3.

Work with local businesses to identify skills and needs of
workers.

Secondary Responsibility

4. Form partnerships with Butler Tech and local schools to
develop skills programs and provide a local talent pipeline.

Balance business/talent recruitment with
business/talent retention.

City Manager, Economic Development
Monroe Development Department, Monroe Area Community
Improvement Corp (CIC)

5.

Devise a local workforce talent recruitment & retention
strategy.

6. Identify metrics to monitor progress.

Policy, Program, Project

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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Economic Development
Recommendation 3

Foster a collaborative design environment to
ensure buildings are designed with changing
industries in mind, compatibles land uses are
adjacent, aesthetic standards drive quality
development, and redevelopment sites or
transitional areas are thoughtfully addressed.

Primary Responsibility

Monroe Development Department, City Manager

Secondary Responsibility

Planning Commission and City Council

Policy, Program, Project

Action Steps
1.

The Monroe Development Department staff should work with
the economic development staff to develop an economic plan
that builds on the comprehensive plan’s Land Use map and
goals.

2.

Conduct review of Planning and Zoning Code to ensure that
processes are streamlined.

3.

Ensure appropriate regulations are in the Planning and
Zoning Code to protect sensitive lands such as steep slopes,
wetlands, flood plain, and encourage green infrastructure, use
of pervious pavers, on-site solar energy systems, etc.

4. Determine what mechanisms should be used to protect the
land for economic development. These tools could include:
a. Preparing the site to be shovel ready. This would include
assessing the site for utilities, access, zoning approvals,
permit approvals, etc.
b. Proactively rezoning property.
c.

Creating a site specific Tax Increment Financing (TIF)
district.

d. Extending or building infrastructure connections.

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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Economic Development
Recommendation 4

Develop communication standards, internal and
external review processes, and informational
resources to provide concise, efficient services to
existing and future businesses.

Primary Responsibility

Action Steps
1.

Identify a City staff person to be the official liaison between the
City of Monroe, the Monroe Area Community Improvement
Corp (CIC), property owners, and brokers in desired
development areas.

2.

The Economic Development staff will work with the City
Manager to develop communication standards and protocols.

3.

Educate property owners about the value of targeted
marketing campaigns and state and local incentives.

Monroe Economic Development

Secondary Responsibility

City Manager, Monroe Development Department

Policy, Program, Project

4. Develop marketing templates that can be completed for
individual development sites.
5.

Plan capital improvements with realistic implementation
time frames and advertise those plans with nearby property
owners.

6. Evaluate the success of economic development incentives in
achieving desired development and job creation goals.
7.

Refine economic development incentive offerings to better
target desired development and job creation types.

8. Work with Monroe Development Department to communicate
clear processes and ensure the official liaison initiative is
working.

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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Transportation Recommendations
Transportation Recommendation 1

Connectivity and access through sidewalks, trails,
and streets should be the focus moving forward
in all development, including the promotion of
complete streets throughout the City.

Primary Responsibility

Action Steps
1.

Develop a 5-year project list for inclusion into a Transportation
and Capital improvement plan.

2.

Determine if the City will complete certain projects in-house
or hire a private consultant.

3.

If hiring a private consultant, develop and issue a Request
for Qualiﬁcations (RFQ) to select a consultant, or team of
consultants, to assist in the development of the Transportation
and Capital Improvements Plan.

Monroe Public Works Department

Secondary Responsibility

City Manager, Public Works Department, City Council

4. Assemble an advisory group of City leaders and department
heads to guide the planning process, analysis and development
of recommendations.
5.

Policy, Program, Project

6. Review Monroe’s transportation and utility improvement
needs by analyzing the existing condition of each system and
the future needs based on the Future Land Use map.
7.

Timeframe

Invite appropriate businesses, agencies, departments and
stakeholders to participate in the planning process through a
series of engagement meetings and activities.

Prioritize the needs of the transportation and utility systems
and identity speciﬁc projects to improve safety and capacity
for each.

8. Evaluate available funding options and determine appropriate
phasing for each prioritized improvement.
9. Finalize and Adopt
Improvements Plan.

Cost Estimate

the

Transportation

and

Capital

10. Review the Transportation and Capital Improvements Plan
annually and preform a comprehensive update every ﬁve
years.
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Transportation Recommendation 2

All neighborhood streets should have sidewalks
on both sides of the street with a minimum fivefoot lawn strip for street trees to be planted and a
minimum five foot sidewalk.

Primary Responsibility

Action Steps
1.

Form a local project committee to prioritize sidewalk and trail
improvements.

2.

Develop a program of preferred project elements (i.e. sidewalks,
lighting, sidewalk/trail width, materials, curb ramps, etc.)

3.

Draft updates to the Planning and Zoning Codes to implement
changes to development.

Monroe Public Works Department, Monroe Development
Department

4. Send updates to the Planning Commission and City Council to
be approved.

Secondary Responsibility

5.

City Manager, Public Works Department, Planning Commission,
City Council, OKI MPO, ODOT

6. Identify and procure funding including grants and available
tax dollars.
7.

Policy, Program, Project

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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Coordinate with OKI, ODOT on potential funding sources and
plans for improvement along state routes.

For more complex projects, consult with a design professional
for completion of design and construction documentation.

8. Bid and construct projects based on priority, as funds become
available.

Transportation Recommendation 3

A City-wide trail system should be planned and
built along Main Street, Todhunter Road, and
State Route 63 to connect to the Great Miami River
Regional Trail.

Primary Responsibility

Monroe Public Works Department, Monroe Development
Department

Action Steps
1.

Identify what projects should be completed out of the
Recreation and Connectivity Plan.

2.

Determine if the City will complete in-house or hire a private
consultant.

3.

If hiring a private consultant, develop and issue a Request
for Qualiﬁcations (RFQ) to select a consultant, or team of
consultants, to assist in the development of each trail project.

Secondary Responsibility

4. Assemble an advisory group of City leaders and department
heads to guide the planning process, analysis and development
of recommendations.

City Council, OKI MPO, ODOT

5.

Policy, Program, Project

6. Review Monroe’s transportation, connectivity, and mobility
needs by analyzing the existing condition of each system and
the future needs based on the Future Land Use map.

City Manager, Public Works Department, Planning Commission,

7.

Timeframe

Invite appropriate businesses, agencies, departments and
stakeholders to participate in the planning process through a
series of engagement meetings and activities.

Prioritize the needs of the transportation, connectivity, and
mobility systems and identity speciﬁc projects to improve
safety and capacity for each.

8. Evaluate available funding options and determine appropriate
phasing for each prioritized improvement.
9. Finalize and Adopt
Improvements Plan.

the

Transportation

and

Capital

10. Review the Transportation and Capital Improvements Plan
annually and preform a comprehensive update every ﬁve
years.

Cost Estimate
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Transportation Recommendation 4

Future neighborhood design should limit the
development of cul-de-sacs in order to promote
connectivity throughout a neighborhood.

Primary Responsibility

Action Steps
1.

Review cul-de-sac standards in the subdivision ordinance. This
includes cul-de-sac length, number of driveways permitted on
a cul-de-sac, number of cul-de-sac’s permitted in a subdivision,
flag lots, etc.

2.

Develop a work group of Planning Commission members,
residents, developers, and other interested citizens to work
with the City Engineer and City Planner to draft new standards
that are consistent with comprehensive plan.

3.

Send to Planning Commission and then the City Council for
approval.

Monroe Development Department, Public Works Department

Secondary Responsibility

City Manager, Planning Commission, City Council

Policy, Program, Project

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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Transportation Recommendation 5

As streets are developed, connectivity should
be a primary focus. Through streets should be
considered as development opportunities in
existing neighborhoods where they would be
most beneficial and applicable if land were to be
available in the future.

Action Steps
1.

Identify what through street projects should be completed
out of the Connectivity Plan.

2.

Ensure the project is budgeted in the Capital Improvement
Plan.

3.

Evaluate available funding options and determine appropriate
phasing for each prioritized improvement.

Primary Responsibility

Monroe Public Works Department

4. Develop and issue a Request for Qualiﬁcations (RFQ) to
select a consultant, or team of consultants, to assist in the
development of each street project.

Secondary Responsibility

5.

Policy, Program, Project

6. Bid the project.

City Manager, City Council

7.

Work with consultant to design the project. Incorporate public
outreach to the neighborhood and businesses into the design of
the street project. Include any street enhancements including
pedestrian features, crosswalks, public transportation, parking,
drop-off zones, charging zones, etc.

Construct.

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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Transportation Recommendation 6

Incorporating public transportation routes across
Monroe might become necessary in the future.
Routes will need to be designed and possible
infrastructure improvements may be necessary
including benches, bus shelters, and bumpouts.
Depending on the location of these routes, a
separate bus lane may be explored along Route
63, or designated bumpouts at key stop locations
that are separate from the travel lanes to ensure
continued traffic flow.

Primary Responsibility

Monroe Public Works Department

Secondary Responsibility
City Manager, City Council

Policy, Program, Project

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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Action Steps
1.

During the Connectivity plan process, discuss possible public
transit options. This could include a trolley, bus, driverless
vehicle, rideshare, etc. It may be that a combination of options
will serve the needs of the citizens of Monroe.

2.

Identify potential routes for desired public transportation that
will benefit the greatest number of people.

3.

Identify needed improvements to route. Consider roadway
improvements, parking, dropoff, idle/resting isles for vehicles,
dedicated lanes, pedestrian amenities, etc.

4. Develop action plan including implementation steps, partners,
funding, and time frame for implementation.
5.

Make necessary policy and ordinance changes.

6. Incorporate into capital improvements.

Transportation Recommendation 7

Development of new roadway connections (see the
transportation chapter for a list of these roadway
connections).

Primary Responsibility

Action Steps
1.

Identify what projects should be completed out of the Capital
Improvements Plan given development or community needs.

2.

Determine if the City will complete in-house or hire a private
consultant.

3.

If hiring a private consultant, develop and issue a Request
for Qualiﬁcations (RFQ) to select a consultant, or team of
consultants, to assist in the development of each roadway
project.

Monroe Public Works Department, Development Department

Secondary Responsibility
City Manager, City Council

4. Work with consultant to design the project. Incorporate public
outreach to the neighborhood and businesses into the design of
the street project. Include any street enhancements including
pedestrian features, crosswalks, public transportation, parking,
drop-off zones, charging zones, etc.
5.

Bid the project.

6. Construct.

Policy, Program, Project

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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Transportation Recommendation 8

Address existing roadway improvement needs (see
the transportation chapter for a list of roadway
improvement locations).

Primary Responsibility

Monroe Public Works Department, Development Department

Action Steps
1.

Identify what projects should be completed out of the Capital
Improvements Plan given development or community needs.

2.

Determine if the City will complete in-house or hire a private
consultant.

3.

If hiring a private consultant, develop and issue a Request
for Qualiﬁcations (RFQ) to select a consultant, or team of
consultants, to assist in the development of each roadway
project.

Secondary Responsibility
City Manager, City Council

4. Work with consultant to design the project. Incorporate public
outreach to the neighborhood and businesses into the design of
the street project. Include any street enhancements including
pedestrian features, crosswalks, public transportation, parking,
drop-off zones, charging zones, etc.
5.

Policy, Program, Project

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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Bid the project.

6. Construct.

Transportation Recommendation 9
Develop gateways along major corridors.

Action Steps
1.

Create a Monroe Gateway and Corridor Master Plan to contain
very detailed recommendations for each gateway regarding
design, access, aesthetic treatment, lighting, signage, and
land use character.

2.

Based on the Monroe Gateway and Corridor Master Plan,
create a gateway overlay districts describing the intent and
the desired development character.

3.

After completion of the master plan, prepare design
development level gateway plans for a gateway showing
specific improvements including treatment of pavement,
sidewalks, lighting, signage, landscape, art, and site amenities.

Primary Responsibility

Monroe Development Department, Public Works Department,
City Manager

Secondary Responsibility

Planning Commission, Public Works Department, City Council

4. Coordinate with ODOT regarding access management on
state routes and interchanges.
5.

Policy, Program, Project

Work with the business community to develop champions for
gateway initiatives.

6. Adhere to an aesthetic that is consistent with Monroe’s brand
in all aspects of design, development, and marketing.
7.

Coordinate gateway locations design work with local and state
transportation plans to ensure continuity and constructability.

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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Transportation Recommendation 10

Action Steps
1.

Develop Connectivity Plan. See Priority Initiatives at beginning
of Implementation Chapter.

2.

Identify what projects should be completed out of the
Connectivity Plan.

Primary Responsibility

3.

Determine if the City will complete in-house or hire a private
consultant.

Secondary Responsibility

4. If hiring a private consultant, develop and issue a Request
for Qualiﬁcations (RFQ) to select a consultant, or team of
consultants, to assist in the development of each trail project.

Develop a trails system throughout Monroe (see
the quality of life implementation portion of the
recommendations).

Monroe Public Works Department, Development Department
Public Works Department, City Manager, City Council

5.

Policy, Program, Project

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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Work with consultant to design the project. Incorporate public
outreach to the neighborhood and businesses into the design of
the street project. Include any street enhancements including
pedestrian features, crosswalks, public transportation, parking,
drop-off zones, charging zones, etc.

6. Bid the project.
7.

Construct.

Transportation Recommendation 11

Develop more sidewalks throughout Monroe (see
the transportation chapter for more details).

Primary Responsibility

Action Steps
1.

Annually evaluate if and what projects to construct during
that fiscal year. Facilities close to or connected with schools or
parks should be given priority.

2.

Review scheduled roadway improvements and incorporate
bike and pedestrian improvements during roadway
construction.

3.

Incorporate all projects into a new capital improvements plan.

Monroe Public Works Department, Development Department

Secondary Responsibility

Public Works Department, City Manager

4. Determine if the City will complete in-house or hire a private
consultant.
5.

If hiring a private consultant, develop and issue a Request
for Qualiﬁcations (RFQ) to select a consultant, or team of
consultants, to assist in the development of each trail project.

6. Bid the project.

Policy, Program, Project

7.

Construct.

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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Transportation Recommendation 12

Encourage the development of minor gateways at
key locations.

Primary Responsibility

Monroe Public Works Department, Monroe Development
Department

Action Steps
1.

Identify the timing of improvements for minor gateways based
on the Gateway and Corridor Master Plan.

2.

Determine if the City will complete in-house or hire a private
consultant.

3.

If hiring a private consultant, develop and issue a Request
for Qualiﬁcations (RFQ) to select a consultant, or team of
consultants, to assist in the development of each gateway
project.

Secondary Responsibility

Public Works Department, City Manager, City Council

4. Prepare design level gateway plans for each minor gateway
showing specific improvements including signs, treatment of
pavement, sidewalks, lighting, landscape, art, etc.
5.

Bid the project.

6. Construct.

Policy, Program, Project

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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Transportation Recommendation 13

Conduct a Traffic Impact Study (TIS) to help assess
the future needs of the community and determine
priority projects for roadway improvement,
roadway development, and intersection
improvement. Reference the Traffic Impact Study
section of the Planning and Zoning Code.

Primary Responsibility

Monroe Public Works Department, Monroe Development
Department

Secondary Responsibility

OKI, City Manager, Planning Commission, City Council

Policy, Program, Project

Action Steps
1.

Determine if the Traffic Impact Study will initially be a baseline
for the entire City and then on a project by project basis as new
development or redevelopment occurs.

2.

Develop policy that supports that decision.

3.

Determine if the City will complete in-house or hire a private
consultant.

4. If hiring a private consultant, develop and issue a Request
for Qualifications (RFQ) to select a consultant, or team of
consultants, to assist in the development of the TIS.
5.

Development the TIS. As part of that:
a. Work with OKI and build off their model.
b. Review Monroe’s transportation, connectivity, and mobility
needs by analyzing the existing condition of each system
and the future needs based on the Future Land Use and
Transportation map.
c.

Prioritize the needs of the transportation, connectivity, and
mobility systems and identity speciﬁc projects to improve
safety and capacity for each.

6. Evaluate development projects against the TIS.

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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Transportation Recommendation 14

Encourage more options for parking as
development expands, especially near the
Downtown and Butler Tech LeSourdsville Campus.

Primary Responsibility

Monroe Public Works Department, Monroe Development
Department, City Manager

Secondary Responsibility

Public Works Department, Monroe
Improvement Corp (CIC), City Council

Action Steps
1.

Consider a public/private partnership to provide a parking
garage.

2.

Retain a consultant to assist with various studies, funding, and
design.

3.

Conduct a parking study.

4. Develop a parking master plan.
5.

Area

Community

Select garage site.

6. Develop budget/funding plan.
7.

Design parking garage.

8. Bid.
9. Construct.

Policy, Program, Project

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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Transportation Recommendation 15

Access to parking needs to be addressed as more
areas within Monroe develop / redevelop, including
the downtown, Butler Tech LeSourdsville Campus,
and other mixed-use areas.

Action Steps
1.

Review parking standards in the Planning and Zoning Code.

2.

Modify standards. Consider changes including:
a. Shared parking
b. Reducing or eliminating minimum parking requirements.

Primary Responsibility

c.

Monroe Development Department

Secondary Responsibility

Instituting maximum parking standards for uses that are
commonly developed with too much parking.

d. Provide half of parking spaces up front while reserving
remaining parking area as green space in case more
parking is needed later

City Manager, Planning Commission, City Council

e. Allow applicants to provide parking study to show amount
of parking needed
3.

Policy, Program, Project

Draft amendments to the coded based on outcomes of
discussion.

4. Send to the Planning Commission and then City Council for
approval.

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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Transportation Recommendation 16

Action Steps
1.

Assemble an advisory group of City leaders and department
heads to guide a planning process to review parking and
street standards in the Planning and Zoning Code based on
the direction in the transportation and subarea plans. This
could be completed as part of the Connectivity Plan.

Primary Responsibility

2.

Invite appropriate businesses, agencies, departments and
stakeholders to participate in the planning process through a
series of engagement meetings and activities.

Secondary Responsibility

3.

Develop updated or new policies and standards for every
street type within Monroe.

Complete Streets should be designed into the
streetscape in key areas to encourage connectivity
and access for all modes of transportation.

Monroe Public Works Department, Monroe Development
Department
Public Works Department, City Manager, City Council

4. Draft Complete Streets Ordinance and amendments to the
Planning and Zoning Code based on outcomes of discussion.
5.

Policy, Program, Project

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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Send to the Planning Commission and then the City Council
for approval.

Transportation Recommendation 17

Encourage the development of multi-use trails
along one side of the street on all collector and
arterial streets.

Primary Responsibility

Monroe Public Works Department, Monroe Development
Department

Secondary Responsibility

Public Works Department, City Manager, Planning Commission,
City Council

Action Steps
1.

Based on the recommendations of the comprehensive plan,
annually evaluate if there are areas close to or connected
with schools or parks that should be given priority for the
construction of a trail.

2.

Review scheduled roadway improvements and incorporate
bike and pedestrian improvements during roadway
construction.

3.

Incorporate all projects into a new capital improvements plan.

4. Identify and place amenities along the City’s significant trails
(i.e., lighting, benches, trash cans, water fountains, help call
buttons, etc.).
5.

Policy, Program, Project

Determine if the City will complete in-house or hire a private
consultant.

6. If hiring a private consultant, develop and issue a Request
for Qualiﬁcations (RFQ) to select a consultant, or team of
consultants, to assist in the development of each trail project.
7.

Bid the project.

8. Construct.

Timeframe

9. Update the Planning and Zoning Code to ensure that new
developments have trails on at least one side of the street.
10. Update the Planning and Zoning Code to ensure that new
development does one of the following: constructs trail
connections through development; provides fees in lieu of
construction; or dedicates easements to the City to continue
proposed trails.

Cost Estimate
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Transportation Recommendation 18

Action Steps
1.

Determine support from Council in order to explore an “Feein-lieu of Construction”.

2.

Identify key persons to serve on committee including builders,
developers, realtors, business owners, etc. These individuals
would become the Fee-in-lieu of Advisory Committee.

Monroe Public Works Department, Monroe Development
Department

3.

Research other communities who have
Construction programs. Identify best practices.

Secondary Responsibility

4. Identify the parameters of projects that could qualify under
the Fee-in-lieu of Construction Program.

Explore creating a “Fee-in-lieu of Construction”
requirement for trail and sidewalk infrastructure in
order to fund future mobility projects.

Primary Responsibility

Public Works Department, City Manager, City Council

5.

Fee-in-lieu

Develop report that outlines program.

6. Present report to City Council.
7.

Policy, Program, Project

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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Based on City Council decision, write ordinance and implement
program.

Quality of Life Recommendations
QoL Trail Recommendation 1

The Recreational Quality of Life map shows
proposed trail routes. Loops are created to not
only increase access but provide a way for people
to measure their activity, if desired. Filling in
sidewalk gaps will also help bridge the divide and
provide additional pedestrian infrastructure for
multiple modes of transportation. From sidewalks
throughout a neighborhood to sidewalks that serve
as connections to additional trails, providing a
safe space away from roadway traffic will increase
quality of life for residents.

Action Steps
1.

a. Determine areas that have no access to sidewalks.
b. Determine the locations of where existing sidewalks end
and infrastructure needs to be extended.
2.

b. Identify which projects are highest and lowest priorities.
c.

Monroe Development Department

Secondary Responsibility

Policy, Program, Project

Develop a plan to extend and construct new infrastructure
that shows an implementation strategy for the development
of sidewalks.
a. Review the right-of-way along the identified roadways
where sidewalks and trail connections may be constructed.

Primary Responsibility

Planning Commission, City Council, Monroe Area Community
Improvement Corporation (CIC), and Monroe Public Works
Department

Evaluate existing sidewalk infrastructure and determine
where priority gaps are located in the City.

Determine if coordination between the State or property
owners will be necessary for specific projects.

d. Provide a cost estimate for projects and determine
additional funding sources for completion of the projects.
3.

Send to the Planning Commission and City Council for
approval.

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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QoL Trail Recommendation 2

Develop a multi-use separated trails system
along roadways that have enough existing rightof-way. Creating separation adds a protective
space between the user of the trail or path and
the driving lane, thereby opening the facility to a
broader range of potential users. Low maintenance
landscaping and street trees should also be
incorporated to increase this protective barrier, and
also beautify the streetscape.

Action Steps
1.

Evaluate existing trail infrastructure and determine where
priority gaps are located in the City.

2.

Develop a Trails Plan that creates a trail network across the City
and shows an implementation strategy for the development
of trails.
a. Review the right-of-way along the identified roadways
where trails may be constructed.
b. Identify which projects are highest and lowest priorities.
c.

Primary Responsibility

d. Provide a cost estimate for projects and determine
additional funding sources for completion of the projects.

Monroe Development Department

Secondary Responsibility

Planning Commission, City Council, Monroe Area Community
Improvement Corporation (CIC), and Monroe Public Works
Department

Policy, Program, Project

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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Determine if coordination between the State or property
owners will be necessary for specific projects.

3.

Send to the Planning Commission and City Council for
approval.

QoL Trail Recommendation 3

Trails should be made of concrete or asphalt, but if
desired can be made of other materials to give
them a distinct look. For example, the Downtown
may use pavers to improve aesthetics or reinforce
placemaking.

Primary Responsibility

Action Steps
1.

Trail locations and landscape elements must be approved by
the Planning Commission and City Council.

2.

As trails are constructed, materials should have been approved
early on and determined by the Monroe Development
Department in partnership with the Public Works Department.

3.

Monroe Public Works Department will be responsible for
maintenance after trails are constructed.

Monroe Development Department

Secondary Responsibility
Monroe Public Works Department

Policy, Program, Project

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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QoL Trail Recommendation 4

Coordinate transportation, trail, and sidewalk
improvement projects. When dedicating funding
to these projects, it is best to try and pair roadway
construction with trail development to reduce
construction time and potential street closures.
Pedestrian scaled lighting, wayfinding signage,
and landscaping costs should be included in the
construction cost of the roads and trails.

Primary Responsibility

Monroe Development Department

Secondary Responsibility

City Manager, City Council, and Monroe Public Works
Department

Policy, Program, Project

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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Action Steps
1.

Determine when construction will start for a roadway
improvements or infrastructure upgrades/extensions.

2.

Review additional construction projects relating to sidewalk
extension, sidewalk development, trail development, or new
road construction.

3.

Coordinate projects to be constructed at the same time to
reduce road closure times and provide overall cost savings.
a. Construction time periods may have to be extended
depending on the amount of work to be done.
b. Construction of multiple projects in the same construction
period should only be done if the funds are available to
accomplish the work.

QoL Trail Recommendation 5

Design a trail system to connect multiple
neighborhoods and destinations across Monroe
such as the schools, both Butler Tech locations,
the Downtown, and local parks. Trails should be at
least 12 feet wide with asphalt pavement. A wider
trail and/or separated trail should be considered in
areas with higher demand. Pavers should be used
in more developed areas.

Primary Responsibility

Monroe Development Department

Action Steps
1.

Develop a Trails Plan that creates a trail network that connect
to major destinations, schools, neighborhoods, and parks
across the City.

2.

Trail locations must be approved by the Planning Commission
and City Council.

3.

As trails are constructed, materials should have been approved
early on and determined by the Monroe Development
Department in partnership with Monroe Public Works
Department.

4. Monroe Public Works Department will be responsible for
maintenance after trails are constructed.

Secondary Responsibility
Monroe Public Works Department

Policy, Program, Project

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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QoL Trail Recommendation 6

Create a continuous pedestrian and bicycle
network throughout Monroe. Support the
extension of sidewalks, greenways, trails, and bike
paths that contribute to a connected network.
Prioritize equity and safety in the location of new
connections or improvements to existing and
future neighborhoods, commercial areas, parks,
schools, and downtown.

Primary Responsibility

Monroe Development Department

Secondary Responsibility

City Manager, City Council, and Monroe Public Works
Department

Policy, Program, Project

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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Action Steps
1.

Develop a Trails Plan that has multiple points of access and is
safe for people to use along all roadways.

2.

Trail locations must be approved by the Planning Commission
and City Council.

3.

As trails are constructed, they must be designed with ADA
accessibility, be easily accessible from neighborhoods and key
destinations within the City, and developed so that safety is a
top priority for anyone using the trail.
a. Separate the trail from the roadway by using a green strip
and/or curb with a height difference.
b. Utilize paint and bollards to create separation in more
dense locations.

4. Monroe Public Works Department will be responsible for
maintenance after trails are constructed.

QoL Trail Recommendation 7

Expand bikeway facilities within the public rightof-way as recommended in the Transportation
chapter.

Action Steps
1.

Review the right-of-way along the identified roadways where
bike lanes may be recommended.
a. Coordinate with property and business owners who are
directly adjacent to the proposed bike lane.

Primary Responsibility

2.

Ensure that bike lanes are safe by using paint and bollards to
help separate vehicle travel lanes and bike lanes.

Secondary Responsibility

3.

Send to the Planning Commission and City Council for
approval.

Monroe Public Works Department
Planning Commission and City Council

Policy, Program, Project

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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QoL Trail Recommendation 8

Create an integrated network of green spaces,
parks, rivers, streams, and natural areas
throughout Monroe to create a connected public
amenity infrastructure system.

Action Steps
1.

a. Determine where in the community there is little to no
access to parks based on the nationally accepted park
standards of National Recreation and Park Association
(NRPA).

Primary Responsibility

Monroe Development Department and Monroe Public Works
Department

Conduct a parks need analysis for the City.

b. Review existing parks to determine what upgrades each
need.
2.

Secondary Responsibility

Planning Commission, City Council, and Monroe Public Works
Department

Identify appropriate locations for new parks, open spaces,
sports facilities, and other recreational opportunities in the
City.
a. Future development of neighborhoods may require the
development of a neighborhood park.
b. The City may incentivize developers to develop a park or
leave open space in their design by allowing an increase in
density, setback reduction, etc. and approved by the Board
of Zoning Appeals in some cases.

Policy, Program, Project

c.
3.

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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Must be approved by the Planning Commission and City
Council.

As parks are developed, they must be easily accessible.

4. Monroe Public Works Department will be responsible for
maintenance after the parks are constructed.

QoL Park Recommendation 1

Encourage developers to include parks and open
space into neighborhood designs.

Action Steps
1.

Primary Responsibility

a. The City may incentivize developers to develop a park or
leave open space in their design by allowing an increase in
density, setback reduction, etc.

Monroe Development Department, Public Works Department

Secondary Responsibility
Monroe Public Works Department

As new neighborhoods are developed, or exisiting
neighborhoods are redeveloped, require the development of
a neighborhood park or dedicated open space.

2.

Ensure parks and open space are easily accessible for residents
and designed with at least one access point using a sidewalk
or trail connection.

3.

Monroe Public Works Department will be responsible for
maintenance if parks are owned by the City. Parks or open
spaces that remain under private ownership will be maintained
by the Homeowner’s Association or other neighborhood
group.

Policy, Program, Project

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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QoL Park Recommendation 2

Upgrade existing park facilities as funding
becomes available.

Action Steps
1.

a. Create a list on all upgrades needed.
b. Determine which issues are a top priority and safety
concern if not addressed quickly.

Primary Responsibility

Monroe Public Works Department

Secondary Responsibility

2.

Monroe Development Department

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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Determine if there is available funding from the City to upgrade
the facilities.
a. Identify additional funding sources as to not rely on City
funding for these upgrades.

3.

Policy, Program, Project

Review existing parks to determine what upgrades each need.

Upgrade the facilities that need immediate attention or work
with the Development Department to redevelop the park
entirely.

QoL Park Recommendation 3

Establish a yearly maintenance schedule to
routinely maintain parks system including renewal
of mulch and routine repairs needed for safety.

Primary Responsibility

Monroe Public Works Department

Secondary Responsibility

Action Steps
1.

Create a program for the Public Works Department to manage
maintenance of parks across the City.
a. Replace mulch.
b. Replace any plantings that have died.
c.

Examine all furnishings including benches, tables,
chairs, and play equipment to determine if there are any
immediate repairs that are safety concerns.

Monroe Development Department

Policy, Program, Project

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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QoL Park Recommendation 4

Encourage property owners to preserve land that is
difficult to develop due to topography, utility lines
as open space and natural areas.

Primary Responsibility

Property Owners and Monroe Development Department

Secondary Responsibility

Planning Commission and City Council

Policy, Program, Project

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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Action Steps
1.

Establish a conservation easement template to permanently
preserve sensitive lands, and be recorded against the property
by the owner.

2.

Promote the template and assist property owners in
completing and recording the easement for their individual
properties.

QoL Park Recommendation 5

Preservation of high-quality land for parks, trail, or
public spaces should be a priority for the City.

Primary Responsibility

Action Steps
1.

Identify appropriate locations for new parks, open spaces,
sports facilities, trail locations and other public spaces.

2.

The identified land should not developed unless compatible
uses are proposed and will not prohibit the development of
any park and recreation elements.

3.

The City should explore purchase of these properties, or require
dedication as part of development approval for the remainder
of the parcels.

Monroe Development Department

Secondary Responsibility

Planning Commission and City Council

4. The Planning Commission and City Council will have to
approve or deny any future development proposals in order to
preserve land and maintain a high quality of place.

Policy, Program, Project

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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QoL Park Recommendation 6

Update the 2018 Parks and Recreation Master Plan.

Primary Responsibility

Monroe Public Works Department

Secondary Responsibility

Planning Commission, City Council, and Monroe Development
Department

Action Steps
1.

Review the existing plan to determine if any goals and
recommendations are still applicable.

2.

Perform a parks analysis and identify the gaps and needs of
the community.

3.

Develop an updated plan with the full analysis.
a. Identify all existing parks.
b. Identify future park locations and expansions.
c.

Determine funding needs and sources.

d. Create a development strategy for upgrading park
equipment and the construction of new parks and park
amenities.

Policy, Program, Project

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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4. Present a draft plan to the Park Board and City Council for
approval.

QoL Park Recommendation 7

Coordinate with and support the Park Board while
updating the 2018 Parks and Recreation Master
Plan.

Action Steps
1.

A staff member of the Development Department as well as the
Planning Commission should serve on the steering committee
to develop the plan.

2.

The Monroe Development Department should assist in the
review of the existing plan to determine if any goals and
recommendations are still applicable based on the updated
Comprehensive Plan.

3.

The Development Department should assist in the development
of the updated plan by identifying goals and needs based
on housing projections, future residential development
locations, redevelopment opportunities, and identifying
future park locations based off the recommendations in the
comprehensive plan.

Primary Responsibility

Monroe Public Works Department, Monroe Park Board

Secondary Responsibility

Planning Commission, City Council, and Monroe Development
Department

Policy, Program, Project

4. Once the Parks Master plan is updated and adopted by the
Park Board, Monroe Development Department staff should
initiative an amendment to the Comprehensive Plan so the
Parks and Recreation Master Plan is used as another policy
guide.

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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QoL Park Recommendation 8

Ensure that Monroe has adequate park space
to serve its residents and visitors recreational
activities by adopting the nationally accepted
park standards of National Recreation and Park
Association (NRPA). Parks should be easy to access
and can be of various sizes depending on location.

Primary Responsibility

Monroe Public Works Department

Action Steps
1.

a. Determine where in the community there is little to no
access to parks based on the nationally accepted park
standards of National Recreation and Park Association
(NRPA).
b. Review existing parks to determine what upgrades each
need.
2.

Secondary Responsibility

Identify appropriate locations for new parks, open spaces,
sports facilities, and other recreational opportunities in the
City.
a. Future new development of neighborhoods may require
the development of a neighborhood park.

Planning Commission, City Council, and Monroe Development
Department

Policy, Program, Project

Conduct a parks need analysis for the City.

b. The City may incentivize developers to develop a park or
leave open space in their design by allowing an increase in
density, setback reduction, etc.
3.

As parks are developed, they must be easily accessible.

4. Monroe Public Works Department will be responsible for
maintenance after the parks are constructed.

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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QoL Connectivity Recommendation 1

Explore creating a pedestrian bridge over State
Route 63 at Main Street to allow pedestrians and
cyclists to safely cross State Route 63 into the
revitalized downtown.

Action Steps
1.

Retain the services of an engineering consultant to conduct
a study to determine the best placement and cost estimate
of a pedestrian bridge to connect pedestrians to Downtown
Monroe.

2.

Determine funding needs to construct the bridge.

Primary Responsibility

Monroe Public Works Department

a. Review City funds and determine how much can be
dedicated towards construction costs.

Secondary Responsibility

b. Look into additional funding sources for infrastructure
improvements from local, state, and federal grants.

Planning Commission, City Council, and Monroe Development
Department

Policy, Program, Project

3.

i.

Some grants may require a plan in order to obtain
funding.

ii.

Some grants may require the funding be used within a
given timeframe.

Create a development plan for the construction of the bridge
and have the Planning Commission and City Council approve
it.

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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QoL Connectivity Recommendation 2

Since State Route 4 and State Route 63 have higher
speed limits and service a larger number of trips,
it is important to avoid putting pedestrians near
those roadways without some type of protective
barrier or separation from the main road. With
these two thoroughfares being a source of access
across the community, a deeper analysis of the
roadways and adjacent development will need
to be done to determine the plausibility of trail
development along those roadways.

Primary Responsibility

Monroe Public Works Department

Secondary Responsibility

Planning Commission, City Council, and Monroe Development
Department

Policy, Program, Project

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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Action Steps
1.

Conduct a traffic study and utilize the information to determine
what precautions need to be taken for trail development.

2.

Develop a Trails Plan for the City.
a. Include the location of trails and how they will be designed
into the streetscape or nearby into the Plan.

3.

Present the plan to the Planning Commission and City Council
for approval.

4. If necessary, the City will have to work with the State to
integrate trails along State Routes 63 and 4.

QoL Connectivity Recommendation 3

All trail development will need to be a part of a
larger study and may be done simultaneously
with any roadway studies done in the future.
Connectivity is a large part of developing a
transportation network and roadway development
should be partnered with trail development when
possible.

Action Steps
1.

a. Include the location of all future trails in the Plan.

Primary Responsibility

i.

Supporting images include precedent imagery,
renderings, and cross sections with measurements
should be included.

ii.

Additional roadway improvements may be discussed
in this plan.

b. Create a phasing strategy of the development of the trails.

Monroe Development Department, Public Works Department

c.

Secondary Responsibility

Planning Commission and City Council

Develop a Trails Plan for the City.

Determine the cost of the projects and include potential
funding sources including local, state, and federal grants.

2.

Determine if the Trails Plan can be a part of a larger connectivity
study that includes sidewalks and additional transportation
improvements and development.

3.

Send plan to the Planning Commission and City Council for
approval.

Policy, Program, Project

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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QoL Other Recommendation 1

Encourage the development of a private recreation
center complete with sports facilities and practice
fields, a gym, and additional physical therapy
uses, to attract jobs and encourage physical
health opportunities year-round for all residents,
student athletes, and physical therapy patients.
Potential locations could be near the Butler Tech
LeSourdsville Campus property across from Monroe
Crossings or north of State Route 63 and west of
Cincinnati-Dayton Road.

Primary Responsibility

Consultants (architects, civil engineers, landscape architects)
and Developers

Secondary Responsibility

The Development Department, Planning Commission, City
Council, City Manager, and Public Works Department

Policy, Program, Project

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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Action Steps
1.

Market Monroe and potential sites to developers/operators of
recreation facilities that match the City’s goals for the project.

2.

Explore the use of City incentives to better attract potential
developers. Incentives could include City-led infrastructure
improvements or cost share for public parking to serve the
development.

QoL Other Recommendation 2

Create a public gathering place within downtown.

Action Steps
1.

Determine a location for a public space within the downtown.
a. City-owned land will be the easiest to redevelop.

Primary Responsibility

b. The area should be easy to access for pedestrians, bicyclists,
and drivers.

Monroe Development Department and City Manager

Secondary Responsibility

i.

Monroe Public Works Department

2.

Additional improvements to increase accessibility may
be addressed when a site plan is developed.

Hire a consultant to develop a master plan and design.
a. Landscape architect, civil engineer, and/or architect will
develop the plan.
b. The plan should include schematic design, design
development, and construction documents for the space.

3.

Present the plan to the Planning Commission and City Council
for approval.

4. Obtain funding and begin construction.

Policy, Program, Project

a. Allow for minor changes in materials and design features as
needed. Funds may have to move around to accommodate
for unknown pricing variables and result in buying different
materials or changing the design.

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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QoL Other Recommendation 3

Develop building design standards for the
downtown and development standards along the
key corridors of State Route 4, State Route 63, and
Cincinnati-Dayton Road.

Action Steps
1.

a. Review of the Building and Design Standards will help
determine what standards should be kept under the base
zoning district and what standards should be added in
addition to the base zoning district under the overlay.

Primary Responsibility

Monroe Development Department

Secondary Responsibility

Determine if City staff or a consultant should take on the
creation of an overlay district. The City staff will have to
dedicate time to reviewing the Building and Design Standards
and drafting the overlay district text if a consultant is not hired.

2.

Planning Commission and City Council

Draft the overlay district to be amended into the zoning
ordinance.
a. Include the boundaries of the overlay zone in the district to
determine what properties will be impacted.
i.

Policy, Program, Project
3.

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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Existing properties that do not comply with the new
standards do not have to be renovated immediately.
This will only impact new developments and for those
who plan to remodel their property.

Send to Planning Commission and then the City Council for
approval.

QoL Other Recommendation 4

Support institutional and nonprofit City partners
as they promote and enhance the quality of life in
Monroe.

Action Steps
1.

a. Determine what groups the City can promote based on
community need, message, and how these groups may
help the community.

Primary Responsibility
City Manager

b. Ask what these partners need and determine how a
partnership with Monroe will benefit them either through
marketing, fundraisers, or employment opportunities.

Secondary Responsibility
The Mayor and City Council

Identify groups and partners the City can work with to better
realize comprehensive plan goals related to quality of life.

2.

Encourage other local organizations or groups such as schools
and businesses to partner with groups for additional events or
educational opportunities.

Policy, Program, Project

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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QoL Other Recommendation 5

Monroe must continue to foster an environment
where all persons feel welcome and are able to
fully participate in civic life. Encourage economic
diversity at all levels, support all races and ethnic
groups, ages, and physical and mental abilities.

Primary Responsibility
City Manager

Secondary Responsibility

Mayor, Planning Commission, City Council, Monroe
Development Department, Monroe Area Community
Improvement Corporation (CIC), Monroe Local Schools District,
Monroe Public Works Department, Police, Fire and Emergency
Services, Property owners, and Business owners

Policy, Program, Project

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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Action Steps
1.

The City should continue hosting community wide events.

2.

The City should expand events as the community grows
including project completion celebrations, holiday events,
historical events, and other national day themes (i.e. national
coffee day).
a. Encourage local businesses to participate in communitywide events to get residents and visitors involved.

Focus Areas Recommendations
FA Downtown Recommendation 1

Action Steps
1.

Perform an infrastructure analysis of the streets, sidewalks,
crosswalks, and measure the right-of-way of all roadways
within the downtown.

Monroe Development Department, Public Works Department

2.

Determine if any signage, lighting, utility poles, or streetlights
need to be updated or replaced.

Secondary Responsibility

3.

Create a plan for streetscape improvements.

Improve the streetscape in downtown.

Primary Responsibility

Planning Commission, City Council, City Manager, Property
owners, and Business owners

a. Include a detailed schematic design plan with roadway
extensions, lane adjustments, medians, sidewalk
extensions, utility line or water and sewer updates, need
for additional streetlights and cross walks, and trails or bike
lanes.
b. Identify the need for additional amenity improvements
including signage updates, landscape design, benches,
pedestrian scaled lighting and bike parking.

Policy, Program, Project

4. Draft a plan to be presented to the Planning Commission and
City Council for approval.
5.

Obtain funds and begin construction as funding is available.

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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FA Downtown Recommendation 2

Enhance access to and from downtown by
extending existing streets and constructing shareduse trails, sidewalk improvements, and additional
street connections.

Action Steps
1.

a. Conduct a street and sidewalk analysis of the downtown
and plan for future expansion projects.
b. Identify crosswalks and sidewalks that need improved and
upgrade them to be ADA compliant.

Primary Responsibility

Monroe Development Department, Public Works Department

Secondary Responsibility

Planning Commission, City Council, City Manager, Property
owners, and Business owners

Policy, Program, Project

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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Work with the Public Works Department to extend streets and
sidewalks throughout the downtown to increase connectivity.

c.

Identify sidewalks that will be expanded into the existing
street lanes, or if a trail or bike lane will be developed.

2.

Require street or additional right-of-way dedication during the
development review process for proposed projects in areas
where streets, sidewalks, and/or trails are to be extended.

3.

Draft a plan to be presented to the Planning Commission and
City Council for approval.

4. Obtain funds and begin construction as funding is available.

FA Downtown Recommendation 3
Create gathering and event spaces.

Action Steps
1.

Determine a location for a public event and gathering space
within the downtown.
a. City-owned land will be the easiest to redevelop.

Primary Responsibility

The Development Department and City Manager

b. The area should be easy to access for pedestrians, bicyclists,
and drivers.

Secondary Responsibility

i.

Monroe Public Works Department

2.

Additional improvements to increase accessibility may
be addressed when a site plan is developed.

Hire a consultant to develop a site plan.
a. Landscape architect, civil engineer, and/or architect will
develop the plan.
b. The plan should include schematic design, design
development, and construction documents for the space.

Policy, Program, Project

3.

Present the plan to the Planning Commission and City Council
for approval.

4. Obtain funding and begin construction.

Timeframe

a. Allow for minor changes in materials and design features as
needed. Funds may have to move around to accommodate
for unknown pricing variables and result in buying different
materials or changing the design.

Cost Estimate
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FA Downtown Recommendation 4

Update infrastructure to serve a more active and
pedestrian friendly downtown.

Primary Responsibility
Monroe Development
Department

Department

Action Steps
1.

Work with the Public Works Department to update existing
infrastructure.
a. Conduct a street and sidewalk analysis of the downtown
and plan for future expansion projects.

and

Public

b. Identify crosswalks and sidewalks that need improved and
upgrade them to be ADA compliant.

Works

c.

Secondary Responsibility

Planning Commission, City Council, City Manager, Property
owners, and Business owners

Identify sidewalks that will be expanded into the existing
street lanes, or if a trail or bike lane will be developed.

d. Identify signage, lighting, and additional utilities that need
to be replaced.
e. Conduct an inventory analysis of benches, trash cans, and
bicycle parking to determine what need to be upgraded
and where the gaps are to include more of these items
throughout the downtown.

Policy, Program, Project

2.

Regularly share timeline and project updates with nearby
property and business owners.

3.

Draft a plan to be presented to the Planning Commission and
City Council for approval.

4. Obtain funds and begin construction as funding is available.

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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FA Downtown Recommendation 5

Action Steps
1.

Perform an analysis of the existing landscaping elements
throughout the downtown and determine what needs to be
replaced.

Primary Responsibility

2.

Review any plans for the downtown and development nearby
that may impact the streetscape design.

Secondary Responsibility

3.

Create a plan for landscape treatments and improvements in
the downtown.

Improve the visual look of the downtown.

Monroe Development Department
Monroe Public Works Department

a. Include a detailed list of the landscape plantings and
design elements to be incorporated in a number of ways
throughout the downtown and along the streetscape.
i.

Policy, Program, Project

This will include types of trees, shrubs, and flowers for
hanging and ground planters, medians, vegetative
buffers, and green strips.

4. Present a draft plan to the Planning Commission and City
Council for approval.
5.

Obtain funds and begin construction as funding is available.
a. Landscape treatments are recommended to be done
after major reconstruction of the roadway to prevent the
destruction of landscape plantings.

Timeframe

b. Landscaping may be done in areas where little to no major
construction will affect the lifespan of various plants, such
as near the Duke Energy Substation.

Cost Estimate
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FA Downtown Recommendation 6

Increase new and infill developments within the
downtown, and renovate existing buildings as
necessary.

Action Steps
1.

Utilizing the Downtown Plan in the Comprehensive Plan,
hire a consultant to create a more detailed Master Plan with
schematic design, cost analysis, and construction phasing.
a. Complete an inventory analysis of existing buildings and
vacant lots to be redeveloped or renovated.

Primary Responsibility

Monroe Development Department

b. Identify streetscape improvements and changes within
the plan.

Secondary Responsibility

c.

Property owners, Business owners, Planning Commission, City
Council, and City Manager

Identify design standards for buildings.
i.

This may lead to the development of an overlay district
for the downtown.

d. Create a list of incentives for property owners, business
owners, and redevelopers.

Policy, Program, Project

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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2.

Present a draft plan to the Planning Commission and City
Council for approval.

3.

Once the plan is approved, the City should work with property
owners, business owners, and redevelopers to create a plan
that incentivizes renovation and redevelopment.

Action Steps

FA Downtown Recommendation 7

1.

Develop criteria for the use of incentives to
encourage local businesses to open in Monroe.

Primary Responsibility

Monroe Development Department and
Community Improvement Corporation (CIC)

Secondary Responsibility

The Development Department and City Council

Monroe

Area

The Development Department should create a list of incentives
for developers.
a. Incentives may include reduction in required green space,
reduction in setback, fee waivers, increased density, height
exemptions, or decreased parking requirements.

2.

Create a draft of incentives to be presented to and approved
by the Planning Commission and City Council.

3.

Work with developers to design and build attractive buildings
while offering incentives that add to the development and
overall look of the community.

Policy, Program, Project

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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FA Downtown Recommendation 8

Commercial buildings should follow the design
guidelines in the Zoning Code. If the building is a
mixed-use development, the first floor should have
a high amount of window transparency.

Action Steps
1.

a. Include an increase in the first floor window transparency
requirement in buildings that are two stories or higher.
2.

Primary Responsibility

Monroe Development Department

Secondary Responsibility

Property owners and Business owners, Planning Commission,
and City Council

Policy, Program, Project

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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Review and amend Building and Design Standards for
commercial development types.

Adopt these amendments and enforce the new design
standards for all new commercial developments.

FA Downtown Recommendation 9

While businesses on adjacent lots should share
parking spaces in accordance with Section 1211.03(I)
(4) of the Planning and Zoning Code, the City
should explore reducing the number of parking
spaces required if drop off zones for ride sharing or
driverless vehicles is accommodated.

Primary Responsibility
Monroe Development
Department

Department

Action Steps
1.

a. Parking standards may be adjusted within an overlay zone.
This will require an amendment to the Zoning Ordinance.
2.

and

Public

Works

The existing parking standards should be reviewed and
amended to explore reducing parking standards, designating
locations for drop off and loading zones for commercial and
mixed-use development, and designated spaces for ride
sharing and driverless vehicle accommodation in the future..

Draft the new standards or overlay zone and present it to the
Planning Commission and City Council for approval.

Secondary Responsibility

Planning Commission and City Council

Policy, Program, Project

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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FA Downtown Recommendation 10

Update the Zoning Code to allow for increased
density in the downtown area.

Action Steps
1.

Review and amend the existing Zoning Ordinance.
a. Determine if an overlay district should be created for the
downtown.

Primary Responsibility

b. Allow for increased densities (larger amounts of dwelling
units per acre for residential uses).

Secondary Responsibility

c.

Monroe Development Department
Planning Commission and City Council

Policy, Program, Project

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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May increase height limits for buildings.

d. Allow for increase in total lot coverage of buildings.
2.

Draft the recommended changes and present them to the
Planning Commission and City Council for approval.

3.

Amend the Zoning Ordinance once the new standards are
approved.

FA Downtown Recommendation 11

Encourage bicycle parking across the downtown;
refer to Planning and Zoning Code Section
1211.03(H).

Action Steps
1.

a. If amendments are needed, draft the new standards
and present them to the Planning Commission and City
Council for approval. Amend the existing code to include
the new standards.

Primary Responsibility

Monroe Development Department

Secondary Responsibility
Planning Commission,
Department

City

Council,

2.
and

Public

Works

Review the existing parking standards in the Zoning Ordinance
to determine if any amendments needs to be made for bicycle
parking.

Work with the Public Works Department to determine
installation locations of more bicycle parking racks throughout
the downtown.

Policy, Program, Project

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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FA Downtown Recommendation 12

Consider the use of incentives, such as Tax
Increment Financing (TIF), façade grant programs,
business improvement districts (BIDs), fee waivers,
and/or rental assistance programs, to catalyze
development and reinvestment in the downtown.

Action Steps
1.

The Development Department should create a list of financial
incentives for developers.
a. Financial incentives may include using Tax Increment
Financing (TIF), facade grant programs, fee waivers, and/or
rental assistance programs.
b. If the City determines that these programs will be used
as incentives and does not have the program in place
currently, the City will have to create it.

Primary Responsibility

Monroe Economic Development and Monroe Area Community
Improvement Corporation (CIC)

i.

Secondary Responsibility

Planning Commission, City Council, City Manager, Property
owners, and Business owners

1.
ii.

Policy, Program, Project
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Ohio State law may have additional requirements
for an area to be classified as a TIF district.

A facade grant program will have to be created to put
funding towards facade improvements.

iii. A rental assistance program will have to be created in
order to help business owners pay less per month for
developing and renovating in the downtown. Criteria
should accompany this program that states longevity
of rental assistance and what can be done that qualifies
for a lower rent rate.

Timeframe

Cost Estimate

A TIF district will have to be created in order to generate
money to be used towards reinvestment within that
TIF area.

c.

These programs may require the approval of the Planning
Commission and City Council. Additionally, the City will
have to determine who is in charge of the programs, if a
new group must be created, and how many new hires will
need to be brought in to maintain the programs and keep
records.

2.

Create a draft of the programs to be presented to and approved
by the Planning Commission and City Council.

3.

Work with property owners, business owners, and developers
to offer these incentives and reinvent the downtown.

FA Downtown Recommendation 13

As redevelopment occurs, ensure that it is
pedestrian-scale. Fundamental to downtown
redevelopment, architectural characteristics and
pedestrian amenities are critical to making people
feel comfortable navigating downtown streets.

Action Steps
1.

a. Determine if an overlay district should be created for the
downtown.
b. Allow for increase in total lot coverage of buildings.
c.

Primary Responsibility

Monroe Development Department

Secondary Responsibility

2.

Buildings should be built to the front, and on a corner lot
front and side, lot line so that the building and sidewalk
meet.

Review and amend the Building and Design Standards.
a. Review of the Building and Design Standards will help
determine what standards should be used for future
development and renovations.

Planning Commission, City Council, Property owners, and
Business owners
3.

Policy, Program, Project

Review and amend the existing Zoning Ordinance.

Draft the recommended changes and present them to the
Planning Commission and City Council for approval.

4. Amend the Zoning Ordinance once the new standards are
approved.

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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FA Duke Energy Recommendation 1

Provide vegetated screening and enhanced
landscape plantings surrounding the Duke Energy
substation.

Primary Responsibility

Action Steps
1.

Utilizing the Duke Energy Substation Plan found in this
document, consult with a landscape architect to help
determine what vegetative landscape planting can be used
for screening and beautification purposes.

2.

The landscape architect may create a schematic design based
off the plan found in this document and identify where and
what plantings should be planted where.

Monroe Development Department

Secondary Responsibility
Planning Commission,
Department

City

Council,

and

Public

a. This may extend past the immediate perimeter of the
substation to include plantings along Main Street and the
proposed roadway extensions of Macready Avenue and
Courtland Drive.

Works

3.

Policy, Program, Project

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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The plans must be approved and grant funding will be utilized
to redesign the area surrounding the substation.

FA Duke Energy Recommendation 2

Implement streetscape improvements to Main
Street, including a landscaped median, on-street
parking, stormwater planters, sidewalks, and multiuse trails.

Primary Responsibility
Monroe Development
Department

Department

and

Public

Action Steps
1.

Perform an infrastructure analysis of the streets, sidewalks,
crosswalks, and measure the right-of-way of all roadways
within the downtown.

2.

Determine if any signage, lighting, utility poles, or streetlights
need to be updated or replaced.

3.

Create a plan for streetscape improvements.

Works

a. Include a detailed schematic design plan with roadway
extensions, lane adjustments, medians, sidewalk
extensions, utility line or water and sewer updates, need
for additional streetlights and cross walks, and trails or bike
lanes.

Secondary Responsibility

Planning Commission, City Council, City Manager, Property
owners, and Business owners

b. Identify the need for additional amenity improvements
including signage updates, landscape design, benches,
pedestrian scaled lighting and bike parking.

Policy, Program, Project

4. Draft a plan to be presented to the Planning Commission and
City Council for approval.
5.

Obtain funds and begin construction as funding is available.

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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FA Duke Energy Recommendation 3
Provide intersection plazas and decorative
pedestrian crossings at the intersections.

Action Steps
1.

a. A landscape architect may be hired to help bring design
ideas to life and identify the materials used for the plaza
and/or crosswalks.

Primary Responsibility

Monroe Development Department, Public Works Department

Secondary Responsibility

b. School students may be involved in helping with design
ideas and in the construction of it depending on the
materials that have been approved for use.

Planning Commission, City Council, City Manager

Policy, Program, Project

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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The City should work with members of the community to
determine a design approach to creating unique intersection
plazas and decorative crosswalks along Main Street.

i.

Water-proof and pavement friendly paints may be
easier for students to work with than laying pavers.

ii.

A team of contractors may be hired to bring the design
to life if bricks or pavers are incorporated into the
design.

2.

The overall plan and design must be approved by the City.

3.

The Public Works Department will be responsible for
maintenance.

FA Duke Energy Recommendation 4

Extend the Courtland Drive right-of-way to Main
Street and provide a smooth intersection transition
to Ohio Avenue.

Primary Responsibility

Developers, Public Works Department

Secondary Responsibility

The Monroe Development Department, Planning Commission,
City Council, City Manager

Action Steps
1.

In alignment with the Duke Energy Substation Plan found
in this document, continue planning for the extension of
Courtland Drive to Main Street.

2.

Develop design
engineering.

3.

Require dedication of necessary right-of-way if adjacent
properties are redeveloped.

alternatives

and

conduct

preliminary

4. In conjunction with redevelopment, the City could require
road construction per preliminary engineering plans. As an
alternative and incentive to redevelopment, the City could
fund and construct the roadway extension.
5.

If the City leads the construction effort:
a. Conduct public outreach regarding overall project goals
and alternatives.

Policy, Program, Project

b. Finalize design recommendations.
c.

Identify and acquire funding for construction.

d.

Advertise for bids and select contractor.

e. Construct new roadway segment.

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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FA Duke Energy Recommendation 5

Extend the Macready Avenue right-of-way to Main
Street.

Primary Responsibility

Developers, Public Works Department

Secondary Responsibility

The Monroe Development Department, Planning Commission,
City Council, City Manager

Action Steps
1.

In alignment with the Duke Energy Substation Plan found
in this document, continue planning for the extension of
Courtland Drive to Main Street.

2.

Develop design
engineering.

3.

Require dedication of necessary right-of-way if adjacent
properties are redeveloped.

alternatives

and

conduct

preliminary

4. In conjunction with redevelopment, the City could require
road construction per preliminary engineering plans. As an
alternative and incentive to redevelopment, the City could
fund and construct the roadway extension.
5.

If the City leads the construction effort:
a. Conduct public outreach regarding overall project goals
and alternatives.

Policy, Program, Project

b. Finalize design recommendations.
c.

Identify and acquire funding for construction.

d.

Advertise for bids and select contractor.

e. Construct new roadway segment.

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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FA Duke Energy Recommendation 6

Construct the Main Street trail according to
the downtown plan. Special pavements are
recommended for trail to establish a unique
identity.

Action Steps
1.

Utilizing the Duke Energy Substation Plan and Downtown
Plan found in this document, consult with a civil engineer and
landscape architect to plan for a trail along Main Street
a. Hire a professional survey company to complete a
boundary and topographic survey for the project area. It is
recommended that the design consultant be involved in
determining the area of survey and reviewing the survey
results.

Primary Responsibility

Monroe Development Department, Developers, Public Works
Department

b. Perform an infrastructure analysis of the streets, sidewalks,
crosswalks, and measure the right-of-way of Main Street.

Secondary Responsibility

i.

Planning Commission, City Council, City Manager
c.

Identify if the right-of-way will have to be extended to
accommodate trail development.

Determine if any signage, lighting, utility poles, or
streetlights need to be updated or replaced.

d. Create a plan for trail development.

Policy, Program, Project

i.

This plan will be a part of a larger Master Plan for the
Downtown that includes a detailed schematic design
of the roadway and streetscape.

ii.

Include the materials the trail should be constructed
with in this plan.

e. Identify any change of access or enhancements to the
access point to the substation from Main Street.

Timeframe

Cost Estimate

2.

Draft a plan to be presented to the Planning Commission and
City Council for approval.

3.

The construction of this trail may be done in unison with the
plans to increase buffering and overall beautification of the
landscape near the substation.
a. The City should apply for grants that are funded by
Duke Energy for the enhancement of their substations
and use that funding towards this project and buffering
enhancements.
b. The City should apply for grants that are focused on
downtown revitalization, roadway redevelopment, and
quality of life improvements and use the funds towards
this project.
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FA Duke Energy Recommendation 7

Provide attractive, low maintenance, and native
landscape design surrounding the intersection
plazas and throughout the corridor.

Primary Responsibility

Action Steps
1.

Utilizing the Duke Energy Substation Plan found in this
document, consult with a landscape architect to help
determine what vegetative landscape planting can be used
for beautification purposes.

2.

The landscape architect may create a schematic design based
off the plan found in this document and identify where and
what plantings should be planted where.

Monroe Public Works Department

a. This may include plantings along Main Street and the
proposed roadway extensions of Macready Avenue and
Courtland Drive.

Secondary Responsibility

Planning Commission, City Council, and Monroe Development
Department

b. Various design options may include plantings within
medians, along green strips, and within planters.
i.
3.

Policy, Program, Project

Cost Estimate
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The plans need to be presented to the Planning Commission
and City Council for approval.

4. Landscapers may be hired to plant the various plantings
throughout the area.
5.

Timeframe

Trees, shrubs, and flowers may be identified

The Public Works Department will be responsible for
maintenance.

FA Butler Tech Recommendation 1

Future development in the area should keep the
small town feeling but tailor uses and amenities to
the specific demographics in this area.

Action Steps
1.

The City should work with Butler Tech Staff to review and
amend the existing Zoning Ordinance.
a. Determine if an overlay district should be created for the
undeveloped area near Butler Tech LeSourdsville Campus.

Primary Responsibility

b. Allow for increase in total lot coverage of buildings.

Monroe Development Department

c.

Secondary Responsibility

Planning Commission, City Council, Property owners, Business
owners, and Butler Tech

Commercial and mixed-use buildings should be built to
the front, and on a corner lot front and side, lot line so that
the building and sidewalk meet.

d. Housing may have reduced setbacks.
e. Parking garage entrances should have access from the
side or rear of the house and are strongly discouraged
from having front facing garages.
2.

Policy, Program, Project

a. Review of the Building and Design Standards will help
determine what standards should be used for future
development and renovations.
3.

Timeframe

Review and amend the Building and Design Standards.

Draft the recommended changes and present them to the
Planning Commission and City Council for approval.

4. Amend the Zoning Ordinance once the new standards are
approved.

Cost Estimate
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FA Butler Tech Recommendation 2

Streets should be pedestrian friendly. Where
right-of-way allows, street trees, sidewalks of six
feet or wider, and separated bicycle lanes should
be incorporated into street design. Intersections
should be designed in a pedestrian friendly way for
better and safer crossings.

Action Steps
1.

The City should work with Butler Tech staff to determine future
development strategies of the undeveloped land nearby. It is
recommended that the Butler Tech LeSourdsville Campus
Plan is utilized as a reference.

2.

Streets should be designed to incorporate various streetscape
amenities within the designated right-of-way.

Primary Responsibility

a. Green strips, street trees, pedestrian-scaled lighting,
signage, sidewalks, trails, bike lanes, center medians, onstreet parking, and crosswalks should be designed into the
overall streetscape.

Secondary Responsibility

b. Utilities may have to be expanded to this area to service
future development.

Monroe Development Department and Monroe Public Works
Department
Planning Commission, City Council, Public Works Department,
and Butler Tech

3.

Review and amend the existing Zoning Ordinance.
a. Determine if an overlay district should be created for the
area near Butler Tech for future development.

Policy, Program, Project

b. Allow for increase in total lot coverage of commercial,
mixed-use, and residential buildings.
c.

Timeframe

Commercial and mixed-use buildings should be built to
the front, and on a corner lot front and side, lot line(s) so
that the building and sidewalk meet.

d. Review parking standards to reflect the appropriate design
of on-street parking, shared parking, and private parking
4. Draft a plan to be presented to the Planning Commission and
City Council for approval.
5.

Cost Estimate
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Obtain funds and begin construction as funding is available.

FA Butler Tech Recommendation 3

Bike parking should be provided for both
businesses and housing developments in this area.

Primary Responsibility
Monroe Development
Department

Department

Secondary Responsibility

and

Public

Planning Commission, City Council, and Butler Tech

Action Steps
1.

Review the existing parking standards in the Zoning Ordinance
to determine if any amendments needs to be made for bicycle
parking.
a. If amendments are needed, draft the new standards
and present them to the Planning Commission and City
Council for approval. Amend the existing code to include
the new standards.

Works
2.

Work with the Public Works Department to determine
installation locations of more bicycle parking racks throughout
the area.

Policy, Program, Project

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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FA Butler Tech Recommendation 4

Gateway structure(s) should serve both the City
and Campus areas.

Primary Responsibility
Monroe Development
Department

Department

Action Steps
1.

The City should work with a landscape architect to design a
gateway.
a. Butler Tech staff may be involved in the overall design
process.

and

Public

Secondary Responsibility

b. The gateway should represent both the City of Monroe and
Butler Tech LeSourdsville Campus.

Works
2.

The gateway design will have to be approved by the Planning
Commission and City Council.

3.

A contractor will have to be hired to construct and assemble
the gateway.

Planning Commission, City Council, and Butler Tech

Policy, Program, Project

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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FA Butler Tech Recommendation 5

A neighborhood park should provide recreational
opportunities for local residents. It should contain
a small gathering area, basic play elements for
children, various plant species for diverse sensory
experience, and a tree canopy. This will also act
as a buffer between the hotel development and
nearby residences.

Primary Responsibility

Monroe Development Department

Secondary Responsibility

Planning Commission and City Council

Action Steps
1.

Review the subdivision standards and amend as necessary.
a. Include or revise the requirements for open space within a
development.
i.

Open space may include conservation land,
neighborhood parks, parklets (mini-parks), or reserved
open space.

2.

Draft changes to the standards and present to the Planning
Commission and City Council for approval.

3.

Work with developers to include parks or recreational
opportunities within new neighborhoods to provide access to
the amenity for future residents.

Policy, Program, Project

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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FA Butler Tech Recommendation 6

Businesses should face the street and provide
ample visual connection.

Action Steps
1.

The City should consult with Butler Tech Staff regarding
potential amendments to the Zoning Ordinance.
a. Determine if an overlay district should be created for the
undeveloped area near Butler Tech LeSourdsville Campus
and the Campus.

Primary Responsibility

Monroe Development Department

b. Allow for increase in total lot coverage of buildings.

Secondary Responsibility

c.

Planning Commission, City Council, Property owners, Business
owners, and Butler Tech

Commercial and mixed-use buildings should be built to
the front, and on a corner lot front and side, lot line so that
the building and sidewalk meet.

d. Housing may have reduced setbacks.
e. Amend the parking standards and requirements.
2.

a. Review of the Building and Design Standards will help
determine what standards should be used for future
development and renovations.

Policy, Program, Project
3.

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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Review and amend the Building and Design Standards.

Draft the recommended changes and present them to the
Planning Commission and City Council for approval.

4. Amend the Zoning Ordinance once the new standards are
approved.

FA Butler Tech Recommendation 7

Off-street parking should be located to the rear
of the building. Parking structures should provide
leasable commercial space on the first floor facing
the street.

Action Steps
1.

The City should consult with Butler Tech Staff regarding
potential amendments to the Zoning Ordinance.
a. On-street parking directly along a roadway in front of a
business or multifamily development is encouraged to be
metered.

Primary Responsibility

b. Private parking garage entrances should have access from
the side or rear of the house, using an alley, and are strongly
discouraged from having front facing garages.

Monroe Development Department

Secondary Responsibility

c.

Planning Commission, City Council, Property owners, and
Business owners

Shared parking for any commercial or recreational use is
strongly encouraged.
i.

Enforce the existing shared parking standards or
review and revise them. Shared parking for businesses
will allow for denser development without having an
excess of parking.

d. Add standards for enclosed parking garages.

Policy, Program, Project

i.

The structure must be enclosed on at least 75% of the
sides.

ii.

May be used for private and public parking.
1.

Timeframe

Parking passes may be sold for residents living
nearby or within an apartment or condominium
development for long-term, over night parking.

e. Consider off-site surface park that may be free or metered
for popular destinations across the City including near
Butler Tech LeSourdsville and Monroe Bicentennial
Commons.

Cost Estimate

2.

Draft the standards and present them to the Planning
Commission and City Council for approval.

3.

Amend the Zoning Ordinance once the new standards are
approved.

4. Work with developers and enforce these standards.
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FA Butler Tech Recommendation 8

Innovative building design should be encouraged
in this area.

Action Steps
1.

The City should consult with Butler Tech Staff regarding
potential amendments to the Zoning Ordinance.
a. Determine if an overlay district should be created for the
undeveloped area near Butler Tech LeSourdsville Campus
and the Campus.

Primary Responsibility

Monroe Development Department

b. Allow for increase in total lot coverage of buildings.

Secondary Responsibility

c.

Planning Commission, City Council, and Butler Tech

Commercial and mixed-use buildings should be built to
the front, and on a corner lot front and side, lot line so that
the building and sidewalk meet.

d. Housing may have reduced setbacks.
e. Amend the parking standards and requirements.
2.

a. Review of the Building and Design Standards will help
determine what standards should be used for future
development and renovations.

Policy, Program, Project
3.

Timeframe

Cost Estimate
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Review and amend the Building and Design Standards.

Draft the recommended changes and present them to the
Planning Commission and City Council for approval.

4. Amend the Zoning Ordinance once the new standards are
approved.
5.

The City should approve variance requests on a case-by-case
basis for development in this area.

This page was intentionally left blank.
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BACKGROUND
History

Monroe, Ohio was established in 1817 in the Great Miami River
Valley. Up until the early 1900s, Monroe had a population of about
300, two general stores, a handful of churches, a few equipment
manufacturing facilities, and residential dwellings . As automobiles
became increasingly popular, Cincinnati-Dayton Road became the
primary route between Cincinnati and Dayton, Ohio, and sparked
Monroe’s downtown.
In 1969, Monroe was hit by a tornado which went through the
downtown damaging many structures that had been around for
generations. Some buildings were rebuilt, but the downtown never
returned to its original state. Today, the downtown is home to City
Hall, the fire station, housing, and limited retail and restaurant
options.
Lemon Monroe High School, which was built in 1925, went through
many renovations and expansions before being demolished in
2016. A new elementary and high school, Monroe Elementary &
Monroe Junior Senior High School, was constructed off Yankee
Road to accommodate for the growing student population. Lemon
Monroe High School was located west of the downtown, near
City Hall. Monroe Primary School is also near the downtown on
Macready Avenue. The former site of Lemon Monroe High School is
vacant, and the school district has been exploring options for future
use. They may use the land for a future expansion project as they
address the district’s future enrollment growth and upgrade their
current facilities. This land may also be used for part of a future
downtown expansion plan to increase access to school facilities for
the public.

East side of former Pike Street, present-day Main Street, where the
Monroe National Bank was originally built before relocating in 1910

All historical photos shown have been obtained from the Monroe,
Ohio Historical Society Facebook page.

The Monroe National Bank founded in 1905
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Monroe Methodist Church pictured in the
distance surrounded by homes

Old map of the downtown that identifies
building location and property owner

Group of men standing outside the
local shops
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Study Area and Surrounding Context

The City of Monroe, Ohio is located in the Miami River Valley
between the Great Miami River and Interstate 75, halfway between
Cincinnati and Dayton, Ohio. Originally, Monroe was located
entirely within Butler County, but eventually expanded into Warren
County. The City also crosses multiple townships including Lemon,
Liberty, and Turtlecreek. The City has three major thoroughfares
which connect it to the rest of the region, Interstate 75 to the east,
Hamilton-Middletown Road (State Route 4) to the west, and State
Route 63 which bisects the community and is the main east-west
corridor. Since Monroe is located between two major metropolitan
regions, it creates a unique opportunity for development which
services both cities.
Monroe is a diverse community but with little mixing of uses. To
the east, around the I-75 interchange, are found auto-oriented
commercial shopping opportunities and a number of industrial
uses. There is also a centrally located node of industrial development
down State Route 63 along Salzman Road, a north-south corridor.
Just west of I-75 is the downtown along the historic main street,
Cincinnati-Dayton Road. The remainder of the City is primarily
residential development with some commercial development
located on major roadways.
Monroe is known for its industry warehousing, but still manages
to keep the “small-town” feel for residents and visitors. Monroe
is primarily a single-family residential community, known as a
bedroom community, with access to multiple highways and nearby
metro areas. Commercial development near the I-75 interchange
serves Monroe residents and visitors with fast food options, gas
stations, and access to the outlet mall, which serves the greater
region between Cincinnati and Dayton. Cincinnati Premium
Outlets and development east of the interchange, along State
Road 63, is where most of the commercial development, such as
retail shopping and restaurant options, are located.
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BASE MAP
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DEMOGRAPHICS
At the time the plan start the adoption phase, the US
Census Bureau started releasing the 2020 census data.
At the request of the public, any demographic and
market information that could be update was prior to
adoption by the City Council. Not all of the data was
available. The titles, legends, and sources on the graphs
and charts have been updated to inform the reader of
the time and source of the data.

15,412

Population (1940-2020)

Examining the age breakdown by age group and sex
reveals several trends. The lower population amongst
20-29 year-olds suggests high school graduates may be
leaving Monroe to pursue post-secondary education and
initial employment opportunities. The larger populations
in the 30-39 and 0-9 year-old groups supports the
family-friendly, bedroom community status of the City.
Also with a more traditional pyramid shape, this trend
represents the community growing in a positive and
sustainable way. Also noteworthy is the significantly

13,946

7,133

3,492
307
1940

360

4,256

4,490

1,475

1950

1960

1970

1980

1990

2000 2010 2015

2016

2017 2020

Population
Source: US Census Bureau, Quick Facts, April 1, 2020

Population (1940-2017)
107
58

85+ years
80 to 84 years
75 to 79 years
70 to 74 years
65 to 69 years
60 to 64 years
55 to 59 years
50 to 54 years
45 to 49 years
40 to 44 years
35 to 39 years
30 to 34 years
25 to 29 years
20 to 24 years
15 to 19 years
10 to 14 years
5 to 9 years
Under 5 years
Number of People 800

138
251
258
200
652
406
338
373
458
695
301
317
425
382
654
736

600

Source: ACS 5-Year Estimates 2017
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13,552

12,442

Population

Since Monroe’s establishment in 1817, the previous
town, now City, has grown significantly from its original
population of 300. Monroe experienced decades
of gradual population increase before an influx of
development between 1990 and 2010. In the most recent
2020 update, the US Census said that Monroe had 15,412
residents and has continued to grow. This growth pattern
has been faster than its neighboring communities in
the region. Lebanon and Springboro have seen similar
growth between 2000 and 2016. In comparison, some
other communities have slowed in their population
growth. Franklin and Miamisburg have retained their
residents while Kettering has seen some decline over
the same years. In comparison to other neighboring
communities, Monroe and Sharonville have nearly the
same population, with Franklin being the next closest
in population.

13,666

400

200

0
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372
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338
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592
541
200

Female

400

600

800

Population Compared (2020)

30,000

greater female population in the 85+ age group, when
compared to males of the same age. What Monroe
will have to be thoughtful about is the type and size of
housing offered in Monroe. Young professionals and
empty nesters will want townhome or apartments
that are low maintenance and in walkable, high
activity areas that are close to work, every day services,
shopping, and near restaurants, art and culture, and
other destinations.

20,000

Ethnicity / Race

60,000

Number of People

50,000
40,000

Monroe’s current population is predominately
Caucasian at 88.2%. Hispanic / Latinx is the next largest
population group at 5.2%. African Americans are the
next largest group at 4.2%. Both the Hispanic / Latinx
and African American population increase by 2 percent
in the last 10 year each. Monroe has historically had
limited diversity but in recent years the number of
residents of other races and ethnicities has been on the
rise, almost doubling since 2010. The Caucasian, Native
American, and Two or more races decreased in the last
10 years.
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Population Growth Patterns

Ethnicity / Race Breakdown of Monroe
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Sources: Decennial Census of Population, 1900 to 2000, by place; ACS 5-Year Estimates 2010; US
Census Bureau, Quick Facts, April 1, 2020
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1,200
1,000
800
600
400

Between 2000 and 2010, Monroe saw growth rates
that were higher than any other nearby community.
Monroe’s number of housing units almost doubled in 16
years. Mason and Springboro were the only comparable
communities in percentage change in housing units.
Uniquely, Monroe is one of the few communities which
saw the highest percentage change in single-family
housing units (85% increase). This major growth in
housing peaked from 2000 to 2004. 2004 was also
the year Monroe constructed the most multi-family
residential in its recent history. Following 2004’s boom
in development, multi-family residential units quickly
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2010

$200,000 +

$150,000 to $199,999

$100,000 to $149,999

$75,000 to $99,999

$50,000 to $74,999

$35,000 to $49,999

2000

2016

Sources: Decennial Census of Population, 1900 to 2000, by place; ACS 5-Year Estimates 2010;
ACS 5-Year Estimates 2017

Median Household Income, 2000-2020 (2019)

Housing

The number of housing units within Monroe has
been steadily growing since 2000, with a major jump
between 2000 and 2010. This increase in housing
development is a characteristic of the region during
that time. Since 2010, Monroe’s housing growth has
slowed dramatically from a 55% growth to 12%.

$25,000 to $34,999

0

$10,000 to $14,999

200
$15,000 to $24,999

These changes in household income could be from
several causes. Changes in employment and new
residents moving to Monroe are two reasons why
these shifts are happening, along with changes in
the economy. Although these changes show that
Monroe’s median household income is increasing, at
a significant rate since 2000. A more in-depth analysis
of the housing characteristics can be found within the
Monroe Housing Study (2019) on page 16. However, it
should be noted, that not a full picture of the changes
in housing will be understood until the full census data
is released.

1,400

Less than $10,000

Household income is a defining characteristic for
communities because it demonstrates the purchasing
power of residents. In 2017, the largest income bracket
for household income fell in the $100,000-$149,999
range. This has dramatically increased since 2010. The
next leading household income bracket are those
earning $50,000-$74,999, which has remained static
since 2010, but increased slightly from 2000. The
$150,000-$199,999 household income category has
seen one of the most dramatic increase since 2000.

Household Income Changes (2000-2020)

Number of Households

Income

Median Household Income

Butler County

2000

2010

2020

Change
2000-2010

2010-2020

2000-2020

$64,335

$59,546

$66,117

-7%

11%

3%

Hamilton

$47,514

$41,509

$47,064

-13%

13%

-1%

Middletown

$48,656

$40,694

$40,347

-16%

-1%

-17%

Monroe

$75,253

$74,618

$86,935

-1%

17%

16%

Trenton

$68,430

$62,656

$77,739

-8%

24%

14%

$77,860

$77,464

$87,125

-1%

12%

12%

Lebanon

$62,949

$66,748

$65,477

6%

-2%

4%

Mason

$88,630

$90,218

$100,594

2%

12%

13%

Springboro

$97,154

$100,957

$107,225

4%

6%

10%

$55,036

$52,423

$57,212

-5%

9%

4%

Warren
County

Hamilton
County

Source: Economics Center analysis using data from the US Census Bureau (2000-2016); US
Census Bureau, Quick Facts, April 1, 2020

Total Housing Units, 2000-2016
Number of Housing Units

Change

2000

2010

2016

2000-2010

2010-2016

2000-2016

129,793

146,804

149,418

13%

2%

15%

Hamilton

25,932

28,522

28,355

10%

-1%

9%

Middletown

23,174

23,641

22,985

2%

-3%

-1%

Monroe

2,848

4,421

4,930

55%

12%

73%

Trenton

3,385

4,325

4,349

28%

1%

28%

West
Chester

20,398

22,927

23,765

12%

4%

17%

58,692

78,879

83,747

34%

6%

43%

6,218

7,652

7,793

23%

2%

25%

Mason

8,127

10,898

12,337

34%

13%

52%

Springboro

4,423

6,280

6,509

42%

4%

47%

373,393

378,914

377,268

1%

0%

1%

Butler County

Warren
County
Lebanon

Hamilton
County

Source: Economics Center analysis using data from the US Census Bureau (2000-2016); ACS
5-Year Estimates 2017

Total Housing Units, 2000-2016
450
400

tapered off and there have been no new projects since
2008. Single-family housing also began to slow in 2007,
however, the City has been developing roughly 50 units
per year since then.
Of the built housing typologies, Monroe has a
disproportionate amount of single-family housing
compared to other offerings. Single-family housing
makes up 88% of the housing stock in Monroe, while
other housing types containing five or more units
(multiplexes and apartments) make up 3% of the
housing stock. This indicates a strong representation
of homeowners. The most comparable community is
Springboro with 90% single-family units, Mason with
82%, and Trenton with 83%.
UPDATE: At the time of the adoption of this report,
very little housing data had been released by the US
Census Bureau from the 2020. CBRE released a U.S.
market outlook in Quarter 2 of 2021 for multi-family
units, which fit with what Monroe was experiencing
in Planning Commission applications. CBRE indicates
that the Cincinnati market will be a top performing
market for multifmaily units. Multifamily weathered
the pandemic better than most market sectors due to
a variety of factors including:
•

Young professionals moving from parents homes
into apartments due to job opportunities that
provide more flexibility;

•

More affordable housing inventory in less expensive
multi-family units (Class B and Class C units)

•

Many units were being built pre-COVID in the Class
B and Class C and will temper improvement in Class
A vacancies and rents in many markets.

•

Urban markets were impacted the most during
COVID and suburban markets will rebound quicker
post-COVID due to a desire for more space, the
reluctance to use public transit, wanting less dense
living, lower rents found in suburban markets, and
greater access to the outdoors.

350
Number of Households

300
250
200
150
100
50

Single-Unit Housing

2017

2016

2015

2014

2013

2012

2011

2010

2009

2008

2007

2006

2005

2004

2003

2002

2001

2000

0

Multi-Unit (2+) Housing

Source: Economics Center analysis using data from the US Census Bureau (2000-2016); ACS
5-Year Estimates 2017
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Occupancy

Of the existing housing units within Monroe, over 90%
have been occupied since 2000. The majority of housing
units within Monroe have been owner occupied since
2000. The fluctuation in ownership between 2010 and
2016 could be due to the economy over those years
and a shift in the rentable properties throughout the
City. For a more detailed analysis of the housing stock,
please see the Monroe Housing Study adopted in 2019.

Education

The residents of Monroe are well educated. Those who
have earned either an Associates Degree, or have some
college background, make up 33% of the population.
Those with Bachelor’s Degrees make up 23%, while
those who went on to pursue higher education beyond
their undergraduate degrees make up 9%.
On average, people who have a Bachelor’s Degree
in Monroe have the highest income in comparison
to those with only some college education or an
Associates Degree. The difference is large, with about a
$25,000 difference between the two categories. Those
who went to further their education and get either a
Graduate or Professional Degree, on average, make
about $3,000 less than those with a Bachelor’s Degrees.
There could be several reasons for this difference in
education and income. Residents who commute
from Monroe to either Dayton or Cincinnati for work
may be earning higher incomes due to working in
a larger metropolitan area and holding office jobs.
Monroe does not offer many professional job options
for residents to utilize their college degrees if they
specialized in a specific area of study. Commuting to
nearby communities or big cities with more specialized
jobs could affect the pay rates someone is offered
compared to what Monroe is available in Monroe.
Residents who commute for work have chosen to
live in Monroe for any number of reasons. One reason
could be the family-oriented nature of the community.
Monroe could also be an affordable alternative to living
in a nearby suburb of Cincinnati or Dayton with more
affordable housing options for families. Safety and
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Housing Units by Type and Community in 2016, 2000-2016
Housing Units in 2016

Change, 2000-2016

1 Unit

2 to 4
Units

5 to 19
Units

20+ Units

1 Unit

2 to 4
Units

5 to 19
Units

20+ Units

114,075

10,333

16,794

3,876

19%

-2%

16%

-8%

Hamilton

21,198

3,268

2,680

979

13%

-11%

20%

1%

Middletown

16,897

2,126

2,845

763

9%

-34%

-4%

-13%

Monroe

4,323

175

273

159

85%

-34%

91%

46%

Trenton

3,592

377

355

25

34%

39%

5%

-67%

West
Chester

17,311

1,097

3,890

727

12%

76%

44%

15%

69,799

4,211

7,216

1,697

46%

3%

63%

20%

Lebanon

5,783

1,007

802

172

51%

-25%

29%

-52%

Mason

10,170

639

1,139

197

48%

57%

94%

-1%

Springboro

5,880

317

180

132

47%

183%

18%

57%

235,011

50,357

56,831

31,827

6%

-12%

-5%

0%

Butler County

Warren
County

Hamilton
County

Source: Economics Center analysis using data from the US Census Bureau (2000-2016); found
in the Monroe Housing Study (2019) on page 37.

Education Attainment
No High School Diploma

6%

High School Diploma or GED

29%

Some College or Associates

33%

Bachelor’s Degree

23%

Graduate or Professional Degree

9%

Source: US Census Bureau, Quick Facts, April 1, 2020

Income by Educational Attainment
No High School Diploma

$21,285

High School Diploma or GED

$35,556

Some College or Associates

$45,396

Bachelor’s Degree

$70,365

Graduate or Professional Degree

$67,386

Source: US Census Bureau, Quick Facts, April 1, 2020

Occupied Housing Units and Occupancy Rates, 2000-2016
Occupied Housing Units

Change

Occupancy Rate, All
Units

2000

2010

2016

20002010

20102016

20002016

2000

2010

2016

123,082

134,287

135,100

9%

1%

10%

95%

91%

91%

Hamilton

24,188

25,358

24,325

5%

-4%

1%

93%

89%

88%

Butler County

Middletown

21,469

20,271

19,584

-6%

-3v

-9%

93%

86%

85%

Monroe

2,685

4,206

4,751

57%

13%

77%

94%

95%

93%

Trenton

3,189

4,144

4,209

30%

2%

32%

94%

96%

95%

West
Chester

19,588

21,809

22,630

11%

4%

16%

96%

95%

96%

55,966

74,144

79,466

32%

7%

42%

95%

94%

94%

Warren
County
Lebanon

5,887

7,096

7,279

21%

3%

24%

95%

93%

93%

Mason

7,789

10,656

12,009

37%

13%

54%

96%

98%

97%

Springboro

4,261

5,859

6,192

38%

6%

45%

95%

93%

95%

346,790

327,864

335,334

-5%

2%

-3%

93%

87%

86%

Hamilton
County

Source: Economics Center analysis using data from the US Census Bureau (2000-2016);
found in the Monroe Housing Study (2019) on page 39.

Owner-Occupied Housing Units as a Percentage of all
Occupied Units, 2000-2016
% Owner-Occupied

Change

2000

2010

2016

2000-2010

2010-2016

2000-2016

69%

71%

69%

3%

-3%

-1%

59%

57%

56%

-5%

-1%

-6%

Middletown

58%

60%

53%

3%

-12%

-9%

Monroe

79%

82%

75%

4%

-8%

-5%

Trenton

74%

71%

64%

-4%

-9%

-13%

West Chester

81%

79%

78%

-3%

-1%

-4%

77%

80%

77%

4%

-4%

0%

Lebanon

54%

65%

60%

19%

-7%

11%

Mason

83%

85%

81%

1%

-4%

-2%

Springboro

83%

87%

85%

5%

-2%

3%

57%

61%

58%

7%

-6%

1%

Butler County
Hamilton

Warren
County

Hamilton
County

Source: Economics Center analysis using data from the US Census Bureau (2000-2016);
found in the Monroe Housing Study (2019) on page 44.

security are factors that may also play into the decisionmaking of moving to a community or neighborhood. These
reasons could contribute to the trade-off that is commuting
for work, especially in a safe community with access to
highways and the interstate for faster travel.
The population of low-income earners and those who have
no high school diploma is relatively low in Monroe, which
could be due to cost of living. This could include workers still
in high school with a starter job, too, but this data shows a
successful community of educated residents.

Schools and Enrollment

Monroe’s local school system consists of four total schools:
Monroe Primary, Monroe Elementary, Monroe Junior High,
and Monroe Senior High (referred to as Monroe Junior/Senior
High School due to being within the same structure).
The primary school has approximately 600 students and
educates children from kindergarten through first grade.
There is also a preschool program through the primary school
for children ages three to five. Monroe Elementary houses
students in grades two through six and has approximately
1,100 students. Monroe Junior High serves students in seventh
and eighth grades, while the Senior High School focuses on
grades nine through twelve. Combined, the Junior/Senior
High School had an enrollment of 1,220 students from 20162017.
Monroe’s local school system operates out of two school
buildings. Monroe Primary School is located on Macready
Avenue west of the downtown. The next school building is
on the corner of Yankee Road and Hamilton Lebanon Road
(State Route 63), just off Hornet Drive, and serves all grades
second and above. The elementary school is on the west half
of the building while the Junior/Senior high school is on the
east side.
Other school opportunities for furthering education include
the Butler Tech locations. Butler Tech Monroe Campus
Natural Science Center is adjacent to Monroe Junior/Senior
High School just south of the building. The Butler Tech
LeSourdsville Campus is on the far west side of the City,
across from the Monroe Crossings neighborhood, and next
to Monroe Bicentennial Commons off State Route 4.
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MARKET ANALYSIS
Introduction

A market analysis observes trends in a community or market area.
These observations are analyzed and potential opportunities or
limitations are identified for various industries. This study focuses
on Monroe, Ohio’s retail and industrial markets. This analysis offers
some insight on possible development pressures and was used to
help inform the future land use plan.
As noted previously at the start of the demographics section, the
US Census Bureau just started releasing the 2020 Census data in
Quarter 3 of 2020. The information released is limited. Housing,
employment, and business information is minimal. Information
updated in this section relies more on the data from market
analysts, than census data, which is more current.

Methodology
Commercial

The commercial analysis utilized a variety of reports including
the ESRI retail marketplace profile, retail goods and services
expenditures, and business summary for designated market
sectors to provide insight on retail in the City. The data for each
report was aggregated and analyzed to illustrate the existing
community needs. Colliers International Knowledge Reports
including the Big-Box Market Report for North America the 2020
Year-end Review & Outlook, the Office 2021, Quarter 2 report for
Cincinnati, Ohio report, and the Retail 2021, Quarter 2 report for
Cincinnati, Ohio was also reviewed.

Industrial

Data Sources

The industrial analysis utilizes various reports including the US
Census, Ohio Department of Job and Family Services, Bureau of
Labor Market Information, the Colliers International Knowledge
Report for Industrial 2021, Quarter 2 for Cincinnati, Ohio, Industrial
Submarket Report Monroe/Middletown prepared August 16, 2021,
and the CBRE Greater Cincinnati Industrial Marketing Information
for quarter two of 2021. The data collected from each of the reports
was used to summarize the local economic conditions and gaps in
Monroe.

Surplus in an area shows where actual retail spending exceeds what
would be anticipated in the market area based on population and
demographics, whereas leakage shows where the spending is less
than expected. This means that any industry that is categorized as
a “surplus” industry is bringing in more consumers and supporting
the market demand for residents of other communities. If the
industry is “leaking,” Monroe does not have enough of those
businesses or industry type to meet the needs to satisfy the
population of the City, and residents must go to other communities
to meet that need.

Economics and Demographics

To better understand Monroe’s economic conditions, several
sources were explored. A number of ESRI Market Reports – Retail
Marketplace Profile, Retail Goods and Services Expenditures, and
Business Summary – were used to analyze the retail market within
the community and determine where Monroe is seeing the most
success in capturing retail business activity. Additionally, retail
potential that is leaking to other communities is identified.

Other data sources used to complete the market analysis include
two studies the City had already conducted; these include the
Housing Study Report and the Labor Market Assessment.
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Industry Distribution

Monroe contains a variety of industries offering residents and
neighbors diverse employment opportunities. In 2017, according
to the US Census Bureau, the largest sectors were Manufacturing;
Education, Healthcare Services, and Social Assistance; Retail Trade;
and Professional, Scientific, Management, Administrative, and
Wastewater. Among the many businesses, three major employers
stood out in Monroe and Butler and Warren Counties in 2017. Of
the three, the Cincinnati Premium Outlets likely represent a large
proportion of all retail trade employment in Monroe, supplemented
by nearby restaurants and other food services. These top three
employers represent one-third of Monroe’s employed residents.

Employment Distribution

City of Monroe Largest Employers, 2017
Number of
Employees

County

Industry

1,000

Warren

Family Clothing Store

Baker Concrete

802

Butler

Manufacturing

Home Depot USA, Inc.

432

Warren

Home Improvement

Company Name
Cincinnati Premium
Outlets

Source: Butler and Warren County’s Largest Employers Report, 2017

Employment by Industry, 2017
Finance and Insurance, and Real Estate and Rental and Leasing

8%

Transportation, Warehousing, and Utilities

5%

Construction

5.6%

Manufacturing

16.3%

Wholesale Trade

2%

Professional, Scientific, Management, Administrative

13.3%

Retail Trade

11.9%

Information

1.6%

Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing and Hunting, and Mining

0%

Education, Healthcare Services, and Social Assistance

20%

Arts, Entertainment, Recreation, Accommodation and Food Services

7.1%

Other Services, except Public Administration

4.5%

Public Administration

4.7%
Percentage of Employees within each Industry

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics, Department of Labor, Occupational Employment Statistics
(OES) Survey, 2018

Monroe is located between two large metropolitan
areas, which means many of its residents may not
work in the City, but rather commute to these nearby
communities. Interstate 75 increases their access to the
region. To better illustrate this fact, spatial data from
the US Census was gathered to depict where residents
of Monroe work and where Monroe’s employees reside
(see next page for maps).
Monroe residents are split between the two
metropolitan areas; 91% of all jobs held by residents are
located outside of the City. Monroe residents’ places
of work are scattered along I-75 in communities like
West Chester Township, Wetherington, Middletown,
Springboro, and others seen on the map on the next
page titled Commuting Patterns: Job Location of
Monroe Residents. Because of this, Monroe is forced to
import workers. Employees of Monroe businesses are
found in Hamilton, Fairfield, Middleton, Warren and a
few others seen on the map on the next page titled
Commuting Patterns: Home Location of People who
Work in Monroe. In 2015, only about 500 people lived
and worked within the City. (US Census)
This data indicates that Monroe is a community of
commuters and does not support the majority of
residents’ employment needs. The City has focused
on creating jobs but mostly in the retail trade and
manufacturing sectors. These sectors do employ several
residents in Monroe, but because of the limited housing
products in the city that cater to these types of workers,
many people who fill these jobs do not live in Monroe.
This gap in employment is filled by exported employees
from other nearby communities. Most of Monroe’s
residents are employed in sectors like education,
healthcare, and social services (1,335); manufacturing
(1,174); and professional, sciences, management,
administration, and waste management (898). Monroe
does capture several of these employees; however,
there are some larger industry sectors which Monroe
captures a very small proportion of employment. Some
of these industry sectors include finance, insurance,
real estate, and rental/leasing; and arts, entertainment,
recreation, accommodation, and food services. Monroe
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Commuting Patterns: Job Location of Monroe
Residents

Commuting Patterns: Home Location of People who
Work in Monroe

Source: onthemap.ces.census.gov

Source: onthemap.ces.census.gov
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Table 1: Projected Employment within a 15-Minute and
30-Minute Commute of the City of Monroe, 2017-2028
15-Minute Commute
Sector
Accommodation &
Food Services

30-Minute Commute

2017

Growth by 2028

2017

Growth by 2028

16,707

1,708

55,089

3,635

Construction

7,009

1,048

28,853

3,967

Manufacturing

27,225

2,460

76,671

274

Wholesale Trade

12,611

918

37,368

204

Retail Trade

22,725

3,069

68,528

-572

Transportation &
Warehousing

6,979

437

19,792

733

Finance & Insurance

5,743

-195

29,652

1,083

Prof., Sci., & Tech.
Services

6,656

1,950

33,286

3,782

Management of
Companies

6,382

2,840

19,333

1,032

Admin, Support &
Waste Mgmt.

10,669

867

42,678

658

Healthcare and
Social Assistance

19,017

5,822

90,025

17,507

Government

16,503

579

62,265

334

Other

15,239

2,089

66,827

3,827

173,465

23,602

630,367

36,464

Total Jobs

can try to attract some new development of these industries to
better retain Monroe residents as employees in the community.
See the Monroe Housing Study report, page 23, for a full
breakdown of the employment of Monroe residents (table 9 in
the Housing Study).
As Monroe continues to develop, they should consider focusing
attention on the sectors where their residents are employed.
They should also consider observing where other nearby
communities are projected to grow in order to understand
competition they could face. Depicted in Table 1 is the projected
employment growth from 2017 to 2028 for communities 15 and
30 minutes from Monroe. This helps to indicate what sectors
are expected to grow and how close competition could exist.
The sectors which indicate the largest growth potential within
15 minutes of Monroe are healthcare and social assistance;
retail trade; management companies; manufacturing; and
professional, sciences, and technology services. Within 30
minutes of Monroe, sectors that are likely to grow substantially
are healthcare and social assistance; construction; professional,
science, and technology services; accommodation and food
services; finance and insurance; and management of companies
(Monroe Housing Study pages 28 and 29).

Source: Monroe Housing Study (2019), summary from pages 28 and 29
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Commercial

Projected Regional Growth

When projecting the potential growth of a community, the
surrounding region should also be looked at to determine if
a market or sector is growing. Seeing the regional market for
a specific sector can offer insight to which sectors could offer
more potential for growth in Monroe.
The table below, Summary of Business Changes, show that
between 2019 and 2021, Monroe fared pretty well during
the pandemic in terms of loss of businesses. While many
communities show a loss of a significant amount of retail and
office, Monroe didn’t experience much shift, even with an outlet
Businesses
by Total % *
2019

Businesses
by Total % *
2021

Mining

0.4%

0.2%

Utilities

0.2%

8.4%

Manufacturing

5.1%

4.4%

Wholesale Trade

6.6%

7.4%

24.4%

23.4%

Transportation & Warehousing

5.1%

4.0%

Information

1.1%

1.5%

Finance & Insurance

2.5%

2.7%

Real Estate, Rental & Leasing

4.9%

4.4%

Professional, Scientific & Tech Services

6.2%

5.5%

Administrative & Support & Waste Management

2.5%

2.9%

Education Services

1.5%

1.3%

Health Care & Social Assistance

5.1%

5.1%

Arts & Entertainment & Recreation

1.3%

1.3%

Accommodation & Food Services

8.5%

10.3%

Other Services (Except Public Administration)

9.1%

9.7%

Public Administration

2.5%

1.9%

Unclassified Establishment

5.8%

5.7%

Retail Trade

* This data represents Retail Trade and Miscellaneous Stores and those employed in these
businesses for the City of Monroe.

Source: 2019 Infogroup; Esri Total Residential Population forecasts for 2019,
Business Summary Report,. 2021 Infogroup; Esri Total Residential Population
forecasts for 2021, Business Summary Report
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When reviewing the Projected Regional Employment Changes
between 2014 and 2024 for the Cincinnati Region, of the major NAICS
categories, southwest Ohio is predicting greater growth in motor
vehicle & parts dealers, general merchandise stores, miscellaneous
store retailers, and food services & drinking places. Even if other
communities build businesses in these sectors, Monroe can capture
some of the growth and focus on serving residents.

Monroe Retail Market

Summary Business Changes, 2019-2021
By NAICS Codes

mall within its jurisdictional borders. Monroe saw increases in its
utility sector, wholesale trade, finances & insurances, accommodation
and food services. Keep in mind however, this were still only small
shifts over a few years. ESRI’s Business Summary shows a very small
decrease in the number of jobs between 2019 and 2021.

The City of Monroe has a variety of businesses within its limits. Most
retail establishments are located along the major corridors: Interstate
75, State Route 63, and Route 4. Some local establishments can also
be found along Cincinnati Dayton Road. The most prevalent retail
businesses in Monroe are apparel and accessory stores; eating and
drinking places; and miscellaneous retail. Between these, they make

Projected Regional Employment Changes, 2014-2024
By NAICS Codes
Motor Vehicle & Parts Dealers
Furniture & Home Furnishings Stores

Projected Change 20142024
6.5%
-10.3%

Electronics and Appliance Stores

1.6%

Building Material & Garden Equipment & Supplies Dealers

2.1%

Food & Beverage Stores

2.4%

Health & Personal Care Stores

0%

Gasoline Stations

3.2%

Clothing and Clothing Accessories Stores

-3.1%

Sport Goods, Hobby, Book, & Music Stores

0%

General Merchandise Stores

37.0%

Miscellaneous Store Retailers

6.5%

Nonstore Retailers
Food Services & Drinking Places

-10.3%
5.9%

Source: Cincinnati-Middletown Metropolitan Statistical Area, Industry Employment
Projection Report: 2014-2024; Ohio Department of Job and Family Services, Bureau
of Labor Market Information, 2017

Retail Market Summary for Monroe, 2019 & 2021
Businesses by Total
Percent *

By NAICS Codes

Motor Vehicle & Parts Dealers

Employees by Total
Percent *

2019

2021

2019

2021

1.7%

1.5%

1.8%

1.6%

Furniture & Home Furnishings Stores

1.3%

1.1%

0.8%

0.7%

Electronics and Appliance Stores

0.4%

0.2%

0.2%

0.1%

Building Material & Garden Equipment &
Supplies Dealers

0.9%

0.8%

4.7%

1.0%

Food & Beverage Stores

1.3%

1.3%

2.0%

1.9%

Health & Personal Care Stores

1.7%

1.1%

0.8%

0.4%

Gasoline Stations

0%

0.4%

0%

0.2%

Clothing and Clothing Accessories Stores

4.9%

4.6%

3.9%

3.1%

Sport Goods, Hobby, Book, & Music Stores

0.8%

0.4%

0.2%

0.1%

General Merchandise Stores

0.9%

1.0%

1.5%

1.5%

Miscellaneous Store Retailers

9.8%

10.3%

8.4%

9.9%

Nonstore Retailers

0.4%

0.8%

0.1%

0.1%

* This data represents Retail Trade and Miscellaneous Stores and those employed in these businesses for
the City of Monroe.

Source: 2019 Infogroup; Esri Total Residential Population forecasts for 2019, Business Summary
Report,. 2021 Infogroup; Esri Total Residential Population forecasts for 2021, Business Summary
Report

Commercial Square Footage Built by Year
120,000

Square Footage

100,000

Within the last seven years, Monroe has seen a
substantial commercial build out. Most of this growth
has occurred between 2016 and 2018. Since 2013,
Monroe, on average, experienced 35,000 square feet of
commercial development each year. This comes to an
average of $2.2 million in constructed value. This growth
in development slowed in 2019, but has the potential to
improve in the near future.
Between 2019 and 2021, which included pre- and postCOVID market conditions stayed the same in Monroe
and it fared very well during the pandemic which is
better than most communities can say. While overall
Monroe had a very small loss of jobs according to ESRI’s
Business Summary report between 2019 and 2021,
the number of jobs it added were significant from
8,146 in 2019 to 8,531 by 2021. Many of these increases
where in the wholesale trade which increased from
5.4% employees in 2019 to 13.4%, health care and social
assistance, which increased from 10.6% to 12.1%, and
Accommodation & Food service which increased from
8.4% to 9.6%. The total increase from these sectors was
993 jobs.
The most significant loss of jobs were seen in the
Retail Trade sections which went from 24.3% to 20.4%,
manufacturing, which went from 11.8% to 7.7%, and
transportation and warehouse which went from 6.0%
to 2.5%. A total of 720 jobs between those two sectors.

80,000
60,000

Retail Spending Patterns

40,000
20,000
0

up a fifth of all the jobs in the City. Most of this retail
is concentrated around the intersection of Interstate
75 and Route 63. The outlet mall and the surrounding
businesses likely contain most of the retail sales in the
area, as well as employing a large number of these
industry jobs in the region.

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Monroe has a variety of businesses that supply
residents with many of their shopping needs. However,
Monroe does not contain all the necessary retail needs
for its residents, so they are forced to travel to other
communities to meet these needs. The top figure (right)

Year
Source: City of Monroe
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This is contradicted by the Colliers Research indicating
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Gasoline Stations
Clothing and Clothing Accessories Stores
Sporting Goods, Hobby, Book, and Music Stores
General Merchandise Stores
Miscellaneous Store Retailers
Nonstore Retailers

100

80

60

40

20

0

-20

-40

-60

-80

Food Services & Drinking Places
Leakage/Surplus Factor

Source: Esri 2019 Updated Demographics; Infogroup; Esri 2017 Retail MarketPlace

2017 Leakage/Surplus Factor by Industry Group
Automobile Dealers
Other Motor Vehicle Dealers
Auto Parts, Accessories, and Tire Stores
Furniture Stores
Home Furnishings Stores
Electronics & Appliance Stores
Building Material and Supplies Dealers
Lawn and Garden Equipment and Supplies
Grocery Stores
Specialty Food Stores
Beer, Wine, and Liquor Stores
Health & Personal Care Stores
Gasoline Stations
Clothing Stores
Shoe Stores
Jewelry, Luggage, and Leather Goods Stores
Book, Periodical, and Music Stores
Department Stores (Excluding Leased Depts.)
Other General Merchandise Stores

Leakage

Florists
Office Supplies, Stationary, and Gift Stores
Used Merchandise Stores
Other Miscellaneous Store Retailers
Electronic Shopping and Mail-Order Houses
Vending Machine Operators
Direct Selling Establishments
Special Food Services
Drinking Places (Alcoholic Beverages)

Leakage/Surplus Factor

Source: Esri 2019 Updated Demographics; Infogroup; Esri 2017 Retail MarketPlace

100

80

60

40

20

0

-20

-40

Restaurants/ Other Eating Places

-60

To better understand the industrial market of Monroe,
it is important to observe the regional market
and how it is performing. The regional market’s
performance can show trends which can influence
Monroe and demonstrate potential sectors that could
be developed in the City. Monroe is located within
the Southwest Ohio region. This region is predicting
growth in chemical manufacturing; warehousing and
storage; transit and ground passenger transportation;
and support activities for transportation seen in the
table on this page (right). A majority of other sectors
predict a decline in employment by 2024 across the
region. This speculation could be in relation to the
increase in automation and decrease in manpower
needs.

Food & Beverage Stores
Health & Personal Care Stores

Surplus

Regional Market

Electronics & Appliance Stores
Building Materials, Garden Equip. & Supply Stores

-80

Industrial

Motor Vehicle & Parts Dealers
Furniture & Home Furnishings Stores

Leakage

According to ESRI’s Retail Goods and Services
Expenditures, Monroe residents on average spend
more money on childcare; children’s apparel and toys;
recreational expenses and equipment; electronics for
entertainment; and expenditures for home repair and
remodeling than the average American. This indicates
Monroe residents value their families and children;
their assets like home and vehicles; and recreation
and entertainment. New businesses may capitalize on
these values by focusing on these goods and services
if they are not already present in the community.

2017 Leakage/Surplus Factor by Industry Subsector

Surplus

depicts the retail sectors and whether the City has a
surplus of sales or is leaking sales to other communities.
Retail sales within the community are strong and
support a large portion of the community; however,
it is specialized in the clothing and accessories and
miscellaneous stores. There are markets where there
is significant leakage or spending outside of Monroe
on specific products. Several retail sectors which are
leaking sales to other communities are electronics,
appliances, sporting goods, hobby, book, music and
others. Some of these sectors where retail purchases
are leaking to other communities or have a low surplus
value have potential for growth within Monroe.

Projected Employment Changes by Industry, 20142024
Industrial Employment Projections 20142024 by NAICS Codes

Manufacturing

Projected Change in
Employment
Number

Percent

-3,700

-4.3%

Food Manufacturing

-100

-1.2%

Beverage and Tobacco Product Manufacturing

-100

-4.8%

Textile Mills

-200

-28.6%

Textile Product Manufacturing

-300

-50.0%

Wood Product Manufacturing
Paper Manufacturing
Petroleum and Coal Product Manufacturing

0

0%

-400

-11.4%

0

0%

Chemical Manufacturing

300

3.2%

Plastics and Rubber Products Manufacturing

-400

-11.1%

Nonmetallic Mineral Product Manufacturing

-100

-6.3%

Primary Metal Manufacturing

-200

-4.8%

0

0%

Machinery Manufacturing

-500

-6.6%

Electrical Equipment, Appliance, and Component
Manufacturing

-200

-6.5%

Transportation Equipment Manufacturing

-500

-3.0%

0

0%

-300

-12.0%

0

0%

Transit and Ground Passenger Transportation

200

6.5%

Support Activities for Transportation

100

3.6%

Fabricated Metal Product Manufacturing

Furniture and Related Product Manufacturing
Miscellaneous Manufacturing
Air Transportation

Couriers and Messengers

-100

-3.1%

Warehousing and Storage

200

4.4%

Source: Cincinnati-Middletown Metropolitan Statistical Area, Industry
Employment Projection Report: 2014-2024; Ohio Department of Job and
Family Services, Bureau of Labor Market Information, 2017

a continued lowering of the unemployment rate since 2009 to a low
of just over 3% and a stable employment pattern over the last 10
years. This stable employment pattern could be independent of the
employment change by sector. The region could simply be shifting
away from some industries and becoming more specialized.
Within the Cincinnati Regional Market, construction of new industrial
structures has steadily increased since the market crash in 2008 –
a trend that is continuing today. However, by quarter two of 2019,
the net absorption for the region is low at -192,235 square feet and
a vacancy rate of 4.7%. Both of which are worse off than they were
the previous year. Demand for industrial properties has fluctuated
between the last quarter of 2018 and the present. If demand does
not increase in the next year, the vacancy and absorption rate will
test the markets ability to absorb the 6.2 million square feet that is
projected to be ready for use by 2020 (Colliers, Knowledge Report,
see graphics on next page).
With the pandemic in 2020, construction slowed due to availability of
construction materials. With supply chain issues, many companies
began to pivot and looked for industrial space to both manufacture
needed personal protective equipment and other needs in the
United States as well as storages of other goods. According to both
CBRE and Colliers, vacancy for the Cincinnati Industrial market
remains high due to the supply o buildings, however due to slowed
construction, and the need, economists, expect some of those
trends to reverse late in 2021 and early 2022 for the industrial market.

Monroe Industrial Market

The Monroe/Middletown industrial market is one of the largest
submarkets in Cincinnati. This submarket has 31.3 million square
feet of industrial with $1.7billion in total asset value (2021 Q2 Colliers
Knowledge Report). Monroe’s industrial market experienced similar
trends to that of the region, with little growth in May 2019. There
were projects underway, but this could simply be due to a minor
boom in development. Monroe saw a major spike in construction
between 2017 and 2018 in comparison to prior years. This greatly
skews the perspective of construction of industrial square footage.
Prior to 2017, Monroe only saw 500,000 square feet or less of
construction each year. So, if 2019 returned to this pattern it would
not be uncharacteristic of prior years. This is depicted in the top
graphic to the left, showing the industrial square footage approved
by building permits in each year. Actual construction completion
dates vary.
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Industrial Vacancy/Absorption

Monroe’s industrial businesses comprise 37% of the total
land within City limits and 18% of all jobs in Monroe. Most
industrial development is clustered along Interstate 75
or just off State Route 63 on the west side of the City.
Both zones have great access to major thoroughfares
to link them to larger metropolitan regions like Dayton
and Cincinnati.

12.0%

700,000
10.0%

500,000

300,000

6.0%

100,000

4.0%

(1,000,000)

(3,000,000)

Vacancy Rate (%)

Net Absorption (SF)

8.0%

2.0%

2009 2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Vacancy Rate

Net Absorption

2019 2020 2021
YTD

0.0%

Source: Colliers, Knowledge Report, Q2 2021 Industrial Market Outlook

Construction History
10,000,000

Recommendations

8,000,000

Square Feet

Of the existing industrial properties within the Monroe/
Middletown Region, the majority are manufacturing
– 6.6 million square feet – and bulk warehousing –
8.8 million square feet. However, there are more light
industrial buildings in Monroe which occupies 131 of the
total 188 manufacturing structures in the City. Of these
existing industrial buildings, 7.9% are currently vacant.
The Cincinnati region’s vacancy rate is at 4.96 % (CBRE),
which indicates a higher rate of vacancy and potentially
lower demand in Monroe for industrial development
or that what is present is the wrong product for the
area. When to compared to other regions, the Monroe/
Middleton area has a higher vacancy than many
regions closer to the City of Cincinnati. This proximity
to the city and airport could drive some of this demand.
The Monroe/Middletown region does outperform its
neighbor, the Hamilton region, with lower vacancies,
more businesses, and almost three times the number
of square feet of industrial space.
Monroe is clearly situated in a unique location to
easily serve both Cincinnati and Dayton metropolitan
regions. This location facilitates easy commuting,allows
businesses to service those traveling along I-75, and
industries which require access to major transportation
systems. The City desires to continue to improve its
community and quality of life for residents. These
recommendations hope to offer insight from observing
the market trends for Monroe and the surrounding
region to help them achieve this goal.

6,000,000

4,000,000

2,000,000
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2014

Completions

2015

2016

2017

Under Construction

Source: Colliers, Knowledge Report, Q2 2021 Industrial Market Outlook
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Commercial

Commercial development within Monroe in recent
years has been focused around the interstate
interchange, with smaller growth around the historic
downtown region and along Route 4 near Butler Tech.

The City is heavily invested in clothing and accessories, and home
improvement products and gardening. Many other industries have
a smaller presence within Monroe, or these retail needs are being
met by other communities.
Monroe could pursue some of these industries and attempt to
capture some of this commercial spending. Areas where they could
focus include general merchandise stores; grocery; electronics and
appliances; auto-related sales; and restaurants – likely of a different
variety than what is present around I-75. An emphasis could be
placed on areas which Monroe residents purchase more than the
average American such as childcare, toys, and other child products;
recreational equipment; electronics and entertainment; and home
improvement products. As Monroe continues to pursue new retail
opportunities it is important to observe other communities and
their retail options. Monroe should attempt to avoid recreating
retail options which are present within a short drive of the City to
limit potential competition.
Monroe should look to create more mixed use commercial areas
where there is a focus on services, office, restaurant, and retail. As
Monroe’s median income continues to increase and more rooftops
are added, Monroe will be able to add more diversity of retail and
food services. Monroe’s policies should be to ensure that areas that
contain retail are not replicating what is found elsewhere in the
community or region.

Industrial

Industrial development within Monroe in recent years has been
continuing to grow within the City, especially southeast of the I-75
interchange. This location is quite advantageous as most of the
projected industrial sectors which are predicted to continue growing
are transportation related, which include transit and ground
passenger transportation; support activities for transportation;
chemical manufacturing; and warehousing and storage.
Monroe may be uniquely located to serve multiple metropolitan
areas, but it could also hinder it by being so far from a major city.
Many communities or market regions closer to Cincinnati have
lower vacancy rates in comparison to the Monroe/Middletown
region. The market for industrial is still strong in the region.
Because of Monroe’s location they have the ability to manage the
type of industrial uses that develop in the City of this so choose.
The properties located on the northern leg of I-75 will continue to
struggle for industrial development until a better road network is
developed or an interchange is granted.

Industrial Submarket Data, Q2 2021

Industrial Submarket Data, Q2 2019
Market - Q2

# of
Buildings

Inventory
(SF)

Total
Available/
Vacant
(SF)

Total
Vacancy
Rate

Quarterly
Net
Available
(SF)

YTD Net
Absorption
(SF)

Average
WTD
Asking
Rates
(NNN)

Total
Vacancy
Rate

Quarterly
Net
Available
(SF)

YTD Net
Absorption
(SF)

Average
WTD
Asking
Rates
(NNN)

Monroe /
Middletown

NA

21,949,701

NA

8.5%

-249,580

101,140

$3.91

# of
Buildings

Inventory
(SF)

Total
Available/
Vacant
(SF)

Monroe /
Middletown

188

20,765,541

1,640,237

7.9%

61,144

284,869

$4.04

Bulk
Warehouse

NA

9,958,755

NA

14.8%

-108,416

226,584

$3.77

Bulk
Warehouse

14

8,868,595

1,563,321

17.6%

0

0

$3.97

WarehouseDistribution

NA

1,331,009

NA

20.6%%

-

-143,664

$5.25

WarehouseDistribution

11

1,225,009

0

0%

0

20,000

-

Flex / R&D

3

46,900

0

0%

0

0

Light
Industrial

131

4,019,060

76,916

1.9%

61,144

Manufacturing

29

6,605,977

0

0%

0

Market - Q2

Flex / R&D

NA

46,900

NA

0%

-

-

-

-

Light
Industrial

NA

4,007,060

NA

1.6%

2,500

18,220

$5.10

110,869

$5.98

Manufacturing

NA

6,605,977

NA

0.7%

-

-

$3.50

154,000

-

Source: Colliers, Knowledge Report, Q2 2019 Industrial Market Outlook; CBRE,
Greater Cincinnati Industrial Market Information, Q2 2019

Note: Unlike the 2019 report, Colliers did not provide the number of buildings
nor the total available type of buildings based on square footage.
Source: Colliers, Knowledge Report, Q2 2019 Industrial Market Outlook; CBRE,
Greater Cincinnati Industrial Market Information, Q2 2019
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COMMUNITY FORM
Zoning
Zoning is used to regulate development on a site. Land
is divided into parcels (property lines) and each parcel
is classified within a zoning district. Monroe has 13
zoning districts that it uses to designate appropriate
development types and locations across the city:

Highway Commercial

361.9

General Commercial

744.4

Downtown Commercial

83.4

Gateway Commercial

179.2

Business Park

908.4

Light Industrial

2,579.6

A-1 Large Scale Agriculture,

Heavy Industrial

1,258.8

•

A-2 Small Scale Agriculture,

Small Scale Agriculture

280.2

•

R-1 Single Family Residential Infill,

•

R-2 Single Family Residential,

•

R-3 Two Family Residential,

•

R-4 Multi Family Residential,

•

B-P Business Park,

•

C-1 Highway Commercial,

•

C-2 General Commercial,

•

C-3 Downtown Commercial,

•

C-4 Gateway Commercial,

•

L-I Light Industrial, and

•

H-I Heavy Industrial.

•

The highest percentage of land is zoned for industrial
development, in correlation to the 2010 Comprehensive
Plan Update goal of having more industrial uses than
residential areas to boost the economy. Residential
development in the western portion of the City has
increased the amount of residentially zoned lands as
well, making it the second highest zoned use out of
four generalized categories (commercial and business,
agricultural, industrial, and residential). Park spaces and
institutional uses are zoned within the residential and
agricultural classifications.
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Large Scale Agriculture

1,153.5

Single Family Residential Infill

1,687.8

Single Family Residential

1,039.4

Two Family Residential

32.6

Multi Family Residential

104.4
Acres

Commercial & Business

Residential

Industrial

Agricultural

ZONING MAP
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Land Use

Examining existing land use, there is a large
difference between the current uses of the
land and the zoning designations. There are
nine land use categories:
•

Agricultural,

•

Single Family Residential,

•

Multi-Family Residential,

•

Two Family Residential,

•

Commercial,

•

Institutional,

•

Light Industrial,

•

Heavy Industrial, and

•

Parks/ Open Space/ Undeveloped Land.

Commercial

581

Agricultural

3747

Light Industrial

1737

Heavy Industrial

471

Single Family Residential

2627

Multi Family Residential

112

Institutional

446
762

Parks, Open Space, Undeveloped Land (passive)

Two categories have been added; parks,
open space and undeveloped land and
institutional. Others have been simplified
such as single-family and multi-family
residential to show distinction between
development types.
Overall, agriculture is the most common
land use in Monroe. It covers over 35 percent
of the land within Monroe’s jurisdiction.
Following that is residential use, where just
over a quarter of the land (26 percent) is
used for housing. The leading housing type
is single-family development; multi-family
development is very sparse throughout the
community. Industrial development makes
up over 20 percent of the total land use.
Commercial and business uses make up 5
percent, while institutional uses are about 4
percent of the total land use.
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Acres

Commercial

Residential

Industrial

Institutional

Agricultural & Passive

EXISTING LAND USE MAP
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Environmental

Monroe’s floodplain areas will likely limit future development
southeast of I-75. Much of the land is currently agriculture in
use due to the massive floodplain covering the majority of that
area. Development would be best advised to avoid this area, or
floodplain mitigation strategies will need to be implemented
to reduce potential impacts (see Land Use Chapter 5 for more
information).
Other flood hazard areas to be aware of are located north along
the I-75 route and east and west of I-75 surrounding the creeks
and industrial sites. With the location of these industrial sites in
the floodplain, pollution is a concern for the surrounding area.
The Great Miami River does not pose much of a threat for the
residents of Monroe living on the west side of the City or along
SR 4. There is likely either enough of a buffer on the east side of
the river to prevent flooding, such as a steep slope, or much of
the flooding from the river flows west towards Trenton in Butler
County and avoids Monroe.

Utilities

Water and Sewer

Monroe’s wastewater is serviced by the LeSourdsville Regional
Water Reclamation Facility (Butler County Environmental
Services) located just south, outside of Monroe’s incorporated
boundary. The facility treats an area of approximately 50,000
people including Monroe and the towns of Hamilton, Trenton,
and Fairfield, and Madison, Lemon, and Liberty townships.
The facility started expansions in 2010 to increase capacity
from 12 million gallons per day to 15 million gallons per day
and improve the wet weather hydraulic capacity from 32 to
70 million gallons per day. Currently, the facility treats about 8
million gallons per day. It is expected that by 2030, only 12 million
gallons per day will be used. (Source: des.butlercountyohio.org/
html/wastewater/LeSourdsville.cfm)
The Monroe Water Utility has three water towers, 790 fire
hydrants, and 502,000 feet of water main. The Water Division
is responsible for the operation and maintenance of all the
infrastructure. (Source: http://www.monroeohio.org/180/WaterMaintenance)

Electric

Electric service for Monroe is provided by Duke Energy.
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Duke Energy provides electric services to the City.

HYDROLOGY MAP
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Gas

Gas is provided to Monroe through Duke Energy. Monroe has the
heaviest density of gas transmission pipelines and hazardous
waste pipelines in all of Butler County. Oil and natural gas lines
run throughout all of Monroe: along the northern City boundary
running west-east, a diagonal line crossing near SR 4 and SR
63 going northeast, a north-south line from Kyle Station Road
crossing Carson Road, and a line in the southeast portion of
the City coming from the intersection of Kyle Station Road that
continues northeast to Warren County.

Cable and Telecommunications Service Providers

The City of Monroe has cable services provided by Time Warner,
and telecommunications (internet and cellular towers) are
serviced mainly by AT&T and Cincinnati Bell.

City Services

City Hall and Government Facilities

City Hall (Monroe City Building) was built in 1999 and is located
on Main Street. City Hall contains meeting rooms, city offices,
and is the former location of the Monroe Police Station. City
Hall is home to the Mayor and Council, the City Manager’s
office, development office, finance office, holds boards and
commissions meetings in the meeting spaces, and the Mayor’s
Court. City Hall looks over other departments as well, such as
public works, fire and emergency medical services, and the
police.
Monroe has two public libraries; the Monroe Public Lending
Library & Community Center in the downtown, and Mid-Pointe
Public Library located next to the Mount Pleasant Retirement
Community off Britton Lane.
The Public Works Department holds a variety of responsibilities
for taking care of the City of Monroe, and their office is located
along Holman Avenue. They are in charge of the two cemeteries
in the City, infrastructure maintenance, parks, right-of-way
inspections, storm water utilities, streets, water utilities, and
other capital improvement projects.
Monroe does have a post office located on Main Street within
the downtown area, adjacent to City Hall.

Monroe City Hall in Downtown
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Police Station (Police)

Monroe’s Police Department recently moved locations.
Previously located in the lower level of the Monroe City Building
along Main Street, the department has moved into a new
building along South Main Street, south of the City Building. The
police outgrew their space at City Hall and in 2019 purchased
a new building to house the department. The City renovated
an old grocery store for the police department to move into.
Monroe’s Police Department covers a large area in the City and
engages in proactive safety initiatives and addresses a variety of
issues including traffic violations and community policing.

Fire Stations and Emergency Medical Services
(Fire and EMS)

Monroe’s police station that relocated from the basement of City Hall
to it’s own space further south along Main Street.

Monroe has two municipal fire stations; Fire Stations 61 and 62.
Fire Station 61 is in the downtown on Main Street (Cincinnati
Dayton Road), and Fire Station 62 is located in the west on
Hamilton Middletown Road (SR 4). Monroe’s fire department
is a full-service career department that provides a multitude of
services from fire suppression to technical rescue and paramedic
level emergency medical services. They also provide several
public education programs such as CPR and First-Aid classes,
fire safety lectures, home safety inspections, and more.

Monroe’s fire station in Downtown
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FUNCTIONAL CLASSIFICATION OF ROADWAYS
Roadway Type

Freeway

Major Arterial

Minor Arterial

Minor Collector

Second Class Collector

Local Street

Function and Characteristics
•

Carry high volumes of traffic at high speeds over long distances.

•

Serves interstate/intrastate/interregional/intracity travel.

•

No direct property access.

•

Median/grade separation of opposing traffic movements.

•

Provides access and mobility at moderate to high speeds/volumes/distances.

•

Serves interregional, intercity, and intracity travel.

•

Direct property access is not permitted or restricted.

•

Provides access and mobility at low to moderate speeds/volumes.

•

Serves intercity, intracity, and intracommunity travel.

•

Direct property access is restricted.

•

Provides access and mobility at lower speeds, with equal priority assigned to
access and mobility.

•

Connects local or second class collector streets to arterials.

•

Residential driveways not permitted; commercial driveways restricted by
number/spacing/site distance.

•

Connects primary collectors to local streets.

•

Limited residential or commercial driveways based on volume/speed/sight
distance/spacing.

•

Provides local land access.

•

Carries traffic to and from local land developments and collectors.

•

Direct property access is permitted.

Source: FHWA Functional Classification Guidelines and City of Monroe
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Existing Average
Daily Traffic (ADT)

Over 20,000 vehicles
per day

9,000 - 20,000 vehicles
per day

4,000 - 12,000 vehicles
per day

3,000 - 6,000 vehicles
per day

1,000 - 4,000 vehicles
per day

Less than 1,000 vehicles
per day

FUNCTIONAL CLASSIFICATION MAP
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EXISTING PLANS
City of Monroe Comprehensive Housing
Study

The City of Monroe completed a comprehensive housing
study in 2018, with assistance from the University of Cincinnati
Economics Center, that was adopted in February of 2019. This
study was to provide community leaders, stakeholders, and
community members with an analysis of the City to help
guide public policy and drive development of residential
housing. This report presents the results of a comprehensive
analysis of housing growth within Monroe and a look into the
socioeconomic conditions that might influence trends within
the City and surrounding areas in the coming years.
Sample communities were used to compare trends that Monroe
was experiencing. These sample communities are Hamilton
City, Lebanon, Mason, Middletown, Springboro, Trenton, and
West Chester. The sample communities were based on two
primary criteria categories and how well they satisfied them.
One of the criteria was that the socioeconomic, demographic,
employment, and/or housing profiles are similar to Monroe’s
and the second criteria was that the sample community had
to be within a 30-minute drive of Monroe. This suggests that
residents of the sample communities might work in other areas
than which they live, replicating similarities to Monroe residents
traveling to other communities for work as well.
The document provides in-depth analysis of the community
over time and for the future, and outlines opportunities and
challenges facing the City. Data was collected from multiple
sources including Census data and estimates, City departments
and county auditors in both Butler and Warren counties. Key
takeaways are also addressed from all synthesized information
and identified and discusses different growth strategies for
Monroe.
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City of Monroe
Comprehensive
Housing Study

Park Master Plans

Monroe has many existing and future plans for park facilities. Throughout
a series of documents, Monroe has been developing master plans
for the existing parks to explore opportunities for development and
address the needs and concerns of residents in Monroe.

Baker Park

This project started following the completion of the Monroe Parks and
Recreation Master Plan in April 2016. During the public input of that
project, Monroe residents supported more improvements for existing
parks including Baker Park. Baker Park, located north of the downtown
along Cincinnati Dayton Road near the railroads, was supposed to be
used for recreational purposes, specifically sports fields, but its location
in a floodplain makes this an unsuitable site for development. Instead,
recommendations for the park include a dog park, trails, nature
restoration, a nature playground, community gardens, a disc golf course,
and improvements to the entrance road and parking, as well as utilities
such as water and electric services be provided. Additional features
to address later after the master plan is complete include signage
at the entrance and for wayfinding, picnic shelters and restrooms to
encourage visitors to stay longer.

Monroe Bicentennial Commons

A future planned park that is currently under construction, Monroe
Bicentennial Commons is located at the old LeSourdsville Amusement
Park site along the east side of the Great Miami River. During the planning
and development process, public input was collected to help guide the
plan. The most common comment received by community member
stated they wanted the lake that used to be on the site to come back.
The accepted proposal for the new park incorporates many of the old
elements from the amusement park, as well as newer elements such
as water based recreation, new playground equipment, an extension
of the Great Miami River Valley Recreation Bike Trail, an amphitheater
and lawn, and the reconstruction of 7.5 acres of the LeSourdsville Pond.

Community Park

Published in June of 2018, this plan discusses the scope and future steps
for park improvements of Community Park located south of downtown.
This plan was created after the Monroe Parks and Recreation Master
Plan was completed in April of 2016. This master plan shows the current
conditions of Community Park and the future plans for development
including layout that shows the location of a splash pad (sprayground),
playground, outdoor fitness equipment space, baseball fields and
complex, trails, parking areas, and access points.
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DEVELOPMENT FEATURES & CHARACTERISTICS
Single-Family Detached Housing

Design features for housing include the use of various materials
(such as the stone veneer seen on the home to the right) with
complimentary and contrasting features, colors, and materials.
The housing layout and design creates a depth when viewing the
front of the house (garage is set further back and creates a longer
driveway for vehicles to park). Additionally, some neighborhoods
are designed to have garage access from the rear of the housing
structures. An alleyway provides access to the garage units which
would help keep vehicles away from the primary street and
hidden from a person’s direct line of sight.
Landscape design can add interest to a property. Landscape
design can be done during the construction phase by a developer
or by the owner after purchase and move in. Some benefits of
landscaping elements include stormwater management, shade,
and beautification of the property.
More elements that should be designed within future subdivisions
and housing projects include open space, access to parks either
within or nearby the neighborhood, sidewalks, and access to
trails. Future neighborhoods should be safe and accessible for
pedestrians, bicyclists, and drivers.
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Single-Family Attached Housing

Like single-family detached housing units, the use of various
construction materials and use of color should be encouraged in
future development designs. Attached housing structures help
increase housing density in an area and may contribute to housing
product diversity and affordability in the community.
Garage locations are encouraged to be located on the rear or side
of a housing unit. Access to parking should be through an alleyway
and not directly from the frontage road. Additional parking may
be provided through on-street parking on a case-by-case basis
depending on location and overall parking demands.
Attached housing is important for a community and can be
used as starter housing, temporary housing, or for those looking
to downgrade in size. These housing developments should be
located near areas that see high pedestrian activity and are
easily accessible through various modes of transportation. These
developments may also be integrated within neighborhoods that
are made up of a mixture of lot sizes. If there is a commercial node
near a neighborhood, attached housing options may be located
nearby to act as a transitional buffer from commercial and mixeduse uses to single-family residential units.

Neighborhood Layout

Townhomes in Saxony Village Neighborhood, Fishers, Indiana

Future neighborhood development should be thoughtful and wellconnected. Limit the number of cul-de-sacs within a neighborhood
to increase road connectivity, develop sidewalks along the roads,
and provide access to nearby trails. Street trees should be planted to
provide shade within the neighborhood, and open space and small
parks (mini parks) should be planned into the overall development.
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Multifamily Housing
(Apartments & Condominiums)

Multifamily housing is great for supplying housing for various
price points and stages of life. Many people use apartments for
their first home, when they are moving and need a short-term
residence, or when they are looking to downsize from a single
family home. Condominiums also provide this opportunity, but
the main difference between most apartment developments
and condominiums is that condominiums are often bought and
owned whereas apartments are rented.
Multifamily housing developments maximize space by creating
density. To diversify the area and boost the local economy, the
City should look towards diversifying the land use make up near
these areas. By expanding nearby amenities and attractions such
as restaurants, shops, cafes, and office spaces, a central hub can
be created that stimulates the local economy and keeps money
shuffling between businesses and rent prices. Locating jobs,
shopping options, and eateries nearby dense, living developments
helps to increase connectivity and encourage pedestrian activity.
These developments should include sidewalks, open space, and
should be built with pedestrian, bicyclist, and vehicular access in
mind. Apartments and condominiums should be designed with
complimentary and contrasting elements and built facing the
street.
Enclosed parking garages, underground parking, and first floor
private garage units are encouraged to be developed to hide
parking and reduce the amount of surface parking. Where
surface parking is included within the development, it should
be located in the back away from any street frontage. On-street
parking in front of apartments or condominiums may be included
but should be designed into the streetscape on a case-by-case
basis depending on the development location (for example,
the downtown along Main Street for visitors and not long-term
overnight parking for residents).
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Apartment development in Saxony Village
Neighborhood, Fishers, Indiana

Multi-unit housing development in Carmel, Indiana in
Sunrise on the Monon Neighborhood
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Mixed-Use Development

Mixed-use development is a great way to increase density within
a community and provide high activity uses in the same area.
These developments should include sidewalks, trail access, open
space and plazas, and high-quality architecture. Buildings should
be developed close to the street to keep the area pedestrian
friendly and encourage walkability. Apartments, condominiums,
townhomes and rowhomes, restaurants, cafes, and shops are
typically found within these developments and help keep the area
pedestrian activated. Encouraging connectivity through sidewalks
and access to trails helps attract more people by increasing the
modes of transportation to get to the development and other
nearby destinations.
Mixed-use development that is vertical in design will have multiple
uses within the same building and should generally be two to fivestories in most locations. The first floor should be dedicated to
activity generating uses such as retail and restaurants, and upper
floors will typically be apartments or condominiums. Office space
is encouraged and can be utilized on any floor of a multi-story
development. Similarly, if a small apartment development were to
be included here, the first floor should consist of the leasing office
that is open to the public and hold the communal gathering spaces
typically found in apartments such as a lounge, game room, fitness
center, kitchenette, enclosed courtyard, and other amenities.

Mixed-use development in downtown Muncie, Indiana

For mixed-use developments that are horizontal, they typically will
not have multiple uses in the same building but have multiple uses
within the same block. Singular use buildings that are clustered
together with shared parking still creates the desired environment
typical of vertical developments. It is encouraged that multi-family
developments do not exceed three-stories, but the City may make
exceptions to this in the future.

Goose the Market in Indianapolis, Indiana
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Other development standards include more windows on the first
floor to allow views into retail, restaurant, and office spaces, using
high quality building materials such as brick and stone, utilizing
colors and other design elements to break up the façade, increasing
the width of adjacent sidewalks, and limited building setbacks to
allow for outdoor seating and displays, landscape elements, and
lighting.
On-street parking for short periods of time (either metered or timelimited), parking garages, and additional surface parking nearby
should be thought about for visitors. For residents living within the
mixed-use developments, personal parking garages, a separate,
enclosed parking garage for residents of the development, and
reserved parking space with parking passes in a public parking
garage are encouraged to shelter vehicles but also keep them
away from pedestrian activities. Surface parking lots can be used
for shared purposes when nearby but are not specifically dedicated
to the mixed-use development.
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Commercial Development

Commercial development is critical in generating tax revenue for
the City. Commercial developments should not be thought of as
just shopping and restaurant opportunities, but employment,
hospitality, and professional services as well. These uses attract
people to an area and is where money is generated and spent,
helping to boost the local economy and bring in more revenue
from outside of Monroe.
Commercial developments can be built at a variety of scales,
from small commercial nodes found near neighborhoods to
regional districts which attract more people and will impact the
transportation network.
Development strategies include locating the loading and unloading
areas to the side or rear of the commercial building to avoid visual
impacts to the streetscape. Dedicated on-street parking spaces
for short amounts of time may be used in some cases for loading/
unloading services and pickup or delivery spaces for customers
and employees. Shared parking lots are encouraged to be used
between businesses that are located within the same development
or are nearby to one another. Parking should be located to the side
or rear of primary buildings.

Neighborhood commercial node in Saxony Village Neighborhood in
Fishers, Indiana

Commercial development in the Village at West Clay in
Carmel, Indiana
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For neighborhood scale developments, the building should be
located near the street and have access to a sidewalk. Outdoor
seating may be included either to the front or side of the building.
The design of the buildings should be complimentary to the
surrounding development and contribute to neighborhood
livability. Other amenities that may be designed into or near the
area where a neighborhood commercial district would be created
include open space, a plaza, and outdoor seating and lighting.
Neighborhood commercial districts may include but are not limited
to small boutiques, restaurants, cafes, personal service businesses
(salon, dry cleaner), and small grocery stores.
Regional districts should be developed off a major roadway to
avoid any negative impacts to local roads. Landscape plantings
should be used to buffer the development near residential and
industrial developments, create a more attractive development,
and provide shade through the use of trees. The development of
large parking lots is discouraged, but center medians, pedestrian
islands, and landscaped islands with trees and lighting should
be included where parking lots are large. Overall development of
buildings should frame the street network to help keep parking
located behind the development. Sidewalk access throughout
the development and to nearby amenities and neighborhoods is
encouraged to help create a safe pedestrian site.
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Employment & Small-Scale Industrial
Developments

Employment and small-scale industrial development standards
should follow similar development styles. While the public has
been open about not wanting more industrial development near
residential neighborhoods, it is unlikely that industrial uses will
cease being developed in Monroe due to its location between
Cincinnati and Dayton. However, development of industrial uses
can be streamlined to include location preferences, development
standards, and buffer requirements.
The employment areas are included to encourage more business
and technology park developments. Corporate offices, offices with
a small manufacturing component, and small-scale industrial uses
that produce small manufacturing parts and components to be
shipped to larger assembly warehouses are all compatible uses
within this development type.
Buffer requirements may include an opaque fence with
additional low maintenance landscaping such as evergreen trees
and shrubbery at a minimum when located adjacent to any
commercial or residential development. Setback requirements are
to be followed in accordance with the zoning ordinance. The City
may require more intense buffer requirements depending on the
location and type of activities that occur within the building.
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For any office component of a primarily industrial building,
windows and high quality building materials should be included.
Employee parking and entrances to any warehouse component
should be located on the side of the building, with docking and
loading stations located in the rear. Guest parking may be located
near the front office component. The City will require that all
roadways, turnarounds for trucks, and parking lots be paved and
have proper drainage and stormwater runoff solutions on-site or
within the development.
The development of any industrial or warehouse buildings,
without and without an office component, should adhere to the
development standards above when necessary. Roadways must be
able to service truck traffic, and easy to navigate and turn around
in. Sidewalk components, lighting, and proper landscaping should
be included in the overall design. Roadways must be concrete and
cannot be gravel.
As these future employment areas build out, additional uses that
may be located nearby and within these developments include
open space and some supporting convenience and restaurant
uses. Additional workforce housing, such as apartments, may also
be compatible with appropriate buffering.
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Parks & Open Space

Parks and open space are important to the quality of life of
residents within a community. The quality of life chapter breaks
down the park gaps across Monroe and identifies those needs.
Monroe has done a great job focusing on park development,
but additional opportunities include more open space across
the City, upgraded playground equipment, a large public
gathering space, outdoor theater/amphitheater, indoor sports
facilities for year-round activities, upgraded sports fields and
practice fields, and the development of more neighborhood
parks.
Parks and open space should be easily accessible to pedestrians
and bicyclists through sidewalks and trails. They should be
integrated into the overall design of future parks and open
spaces. Pedestrian scaled lighting, benches, tables, garbage
cans, and public art should be included as well. Additional
things to consider regarding park development include
restrooms, water fountains, and dog-friendly amenities such
as fenced in spaces, ramps, water fountains, and disposal areas
for pet waste.
Existing park upgrade needs should be determined through
future parks and recreation master planning efforts.

Flat Fork Creek’s open space is used year-round for a number of activities which
makes it a popular destination for people of all ages.

Switchyard Park in Bloomington, Indiana provides a number of spaces for activities
including multiple courts for sports, skate park, playground, and space for events.
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Transportation & Quality of Life
Improvements

The transportation network is very important for Monroe. Roadways
must be accessible and easy to navigate for all users in order to
get around the community safely. Pedestrian and bicyclist access
is limited, even within some neighborhoods, which has made
connectivity across the City difficult.
Sidewalks are encouraged to be developed at a minimum on both
sides of the street. For all future developments, sidewalks should be
included on both sides of a roadway and have street trees planted
along them to increase shade coverage for people, especially in
future residential developments.

Sidewalks and trails can be integrated along the same path or
separate of one another. Similarly, dedicated bike lanes within
roadways next to sidewalks will help avoid pedestrian/bicyclist
collisions by offering a specific space for both modes. A trails
network should be incorporated throughout the road network and
within parks to connect to neighborhoods, schools, and other local
amenities and destinations.
Bike lanes should be a minimum of five feet wide and trails should
be a minimum of 12 feet wide; both should be designed using
asphalt pavement. Pavers may also be used in place of asphalt.
Separation of bike lanes and trails from the roadway are not
necessary but highly encouraged through the use of wide green
strips, medians, or reflective bollards/delineators accompanied with
a zebra painted median space. Pedestrian scaled lighting, crossing
signals, benches, garbage cans, public art, and bicycle parking
spots should be incorporated into the overall development of a
connected trails and sidewalk system and at appropriate locations
(i.e. parks, schools, shops, and restaurants).
Public art may include but is not limited to a mural/painting on a
wall or building, sculptures, painted crosswalks, and memorials.

Sidewalk with a greenstrip and street trees within a neighborhood
enhance the appearance and make it more walkable.

Monon Urban Trail in Carmel, Indiana - Complete Street design with roadways,
bike lanes, and sidewalks. A number of elements including a gateway and
playground provide access to restaurants, shops, and housing.

Neighborhood commercial node in Saxony Village Neighborhood in
Fishers, Indiana provides ample on street parking, outdoor seating,
and bicycle parking.
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Gateway Design Elements

Gateways are important in creating an entrance and can be used as
a wayfinding tool to help people navigate the community. Gateways
should be unique to a community and reflect the character of it.
Major gateways are primary entrances into a community and
should be larger in scale to make an impact. Depending on the
location, some gateways may have to be significantly larger in scale
to complement the surroundings. For example, a gateway along
the existing I-75 interchange and State Route 63 may be scaled
differently that one located south of the outlet mall near Mason
Road and Butler Warren Road.
Design recommendations for both major and minor gateways
include appropriate use of lighting, color, art elements, and
landscape features such as bushes and flowers. It is important to
note that the main difference between major and minor gateways
will be the size and scale of the signage. A major gateway tends to
be located along a major corridor that sees large amounts of traffic
every day. Minor gateways are smaller and are used as entrances
into the City. The size of the gateway should be complimentary of
the surrounding context and development types nearby.
Gateways should not be completely uniform in design and reflect the
surrounding context and nearby destinations. It is recommended
that a variety of elements be used to create a unique entrance such
as stone, brick, colored pavers, lighting on and within the gateway
structure or sign, and some type of art element that is reflective of
Monroe. Carrying a common element from gateway to gateway is
acceptable, but complete replication of the gateway is discouraged.

Lebanon, Indiana overpass incorporates color as an integral part of their gateway
design

Highland Park, New Jersey

Pedestrian and bicyclist facilities may also be incorporated into the
development of a gateway. Trails and sidewalks may be developed
near a gateway to improve access and connectivity throughout
the City. The City should anticipate these improvements when
determining location and design of the gateway.

Mooresville, Indiana gateway sign
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